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ABSTRACT

Game-Theoretic Approaches for Generative Modeling

by

Jian Gao

Advisor: Prof. Tembine Hamidou, Ph.D.

Submitted in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for
the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Computer Science)

January 2020

Artificial intelligence has achieved great success in the past decade, but there
still remains a big gap between machine and human intelligence. Most supervised
approaches rely on large-scale manually labeled data, and are vulnerable to domain
shifts and adversarial attacks. To achieve collective intelligence, an alternative is to
build a generic model of the world. It enables an agent to reason its environment
before making decisions. Discriminative models learn the conditional distribution of
class label from data, while generative models include the full distribution of data
themselves. It requires deeper understanding of the nature. When the environment
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is completely known, a rational agent acts toward the most desirable outcome;
when there is uncertainty, it acts to optimize the expected payoff.
This dissertation outlines the problem of generative modeling and proposes
several solutions from a game theory perspective. We begin by reviewing the
concepts of strategic and cooperative games, including Nash games, Bayesian
games, and robust games.
In the first part, we introduce three commonly used metrics to measure the
discrepancy between probability distributions: Bregman divergence, f-divergence,
and Wasserstein distance. We compare their properties for generative modeling
and show some approximation algorithms for computation. This part is the basis
of the dissertation as many algorithms use these metrics to model the uncertainty.
In the second part, we study generative models for data synthesis and propose
the concept of distributionally robust games (DRG). These are multi-player games
in which each player has to make decision in an uncertain environment. It leads
to a distributionally robust optimization problem, and the solution is reached by
dynamically optimizing the worst-case payoff. We formulate the problem by the
statistical notions of f-divergence and Wasserstein distance, and develop learning
algorithms to solve the Nash equilibria. Then, we use the DRG framework to train
deep generative models and propose DRGAN. Motivated by the recent progress
in computer vision, we apply it to the challenging task of unsupervised image
generation.
In the third part, we focus on generative models for data manipulation. We
develop a conditional generative model for emotional speech conversion: EmoGAN.
It enables the transfer of emotion-related characteristics of a speech signal while
preserving the speaker’s identity and linguistic content. We assume that the
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speech signal can be decomposed into an emotion-invariant content code and an
emotion-related style code in latent space. Emotion conversion is performed by
extracting and recombining the content code of the source speech and the style code
of the target emotion. An autoencoder model is designed to learn the disentangled
representations, in which the encoders, decoders and emotion classifiers form a
DRG with competitive and collaborative agent coalitions. We test this approach
on a nonparallel corpora with four emotions and evaluate the generated speech.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last decade, artificial intelligence has achieved remarkable success in a
wide range of domains. Recent algorithms beat humans on tasks such as image
classification [1, 2], object detection [3, 4], natural language understanding [5, 6],
playing games [7, 8], and approaching the human ability in many other fields [9, 10].
However, there is still a big gap between machine and human intelligence.
Most successful approaches are based on supervised learning. It relies on a
set of labeled data provided by a knowledgeable external supervisor, e.g., human
annotators. The system learns to extrapolate from training data to testing data
by assuming they are drawn from the same distribution. Annotating millions of
samples is expensive. What’s worse is, the models developed for specific tasks and
trained on specific datasets may perform poorly in other similar situations.
Instead of huge training sets, humans can easily learn new concepts from very
few examples and have much stronger generalization ability. One guess is that we
may have some pre-trained model encoded in our genes, which has been trained for
millions of years. Another more reasonable explanation is that we learn knowledge
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by interacting with the environment, relying more on our own experience than on
external supervisors. Not only humans but also animals follow this strategy.
To pursue real intelligence, an alternative is to build a generic model of the
world. An intelligent agent should explore the environment to learn this model
as well as exploit this model to make decisions. In reinforcement learning, agents
sense the environment, take actions, and get feedback to refine their strategies.
This approach alleviates the addiction to labeled data. But there may exist
significant uncertainty, either from corrupted observations or from the nonstationary
environment. Supervised learning handles the uncertainty based on manually labeled
data, which often has a unimodal probability distribution. Therefore it can be
approximated by a Gaussian whose mean value is used for deterministic predictions.
However, unsupervised data often represents a more general multimodal distribution.
In this case, the agent needs to learn how to model the uncertainty and make
stochastic predictions.
Learning a general model of the environment is more desirable than focusing on
an isolated task. Unsupervised learning aims to find the underlying structure in
a collection of unlabeled samples. Density estimation explicitly models the data
distribution, and generative models mimic the data generating process such that new
synthesized samples follow the same distribution as the original ones. It first learns
a generically effective representation of the input, and then use it for data synthesis
and other applications. Before the deep learning revolution, traditional machine
learning systems involve a procedure called ”feature engineering” to extract useful
features from data, and then perform classification on those low-dimensional feature
descriptors. It is an expensive manual process which requires expert knowledge
to create those hand-crafted features [11, 12]. Nowadays, many neural network
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models [2, 13, 14, 15] can automatically learn such feature representations. Though
these models are not adequate to recover the original data distribution, they can
be useful parts in training intelligent agents.
This dissertation investigates the problem of training intelligent agents in
dynamic environments with uncertainty and learning generative models from a
game-theory perspective. Generally speaking, the standard decision theory (SingleAgent Reinforcement Learning) focuses on single-agent systems, where there is
only one agent in a defined environment. The system state is solely subject to
the actions of one agent. Most of machine learning research is concerned with a
single agent tackling a task, by optimizing the reward of a goal-directed agent in
a stationary environment, using supervised learning. However, many real world
problems involve a large group of agents interacting with an uncertain environment.
Game theory (Multi Agent Reinforcement Learning, or Distributed strategic
learning) focuses on multi-agent systems where the environment changes as the
result of the set of joined actions taken by all agents in the system. The uncertainty
is not only inherent in the domain but also comes from the unpredictable actions
of other agents. For example in a traffic network, the decision of any vehicle is the
result of the road condition as well as the behavior of many other vehicles on the
road. Typically the complexity of multi-agent systems increases with the number
of agents involved.
Another issue is how the agents act with each other. Game-theoretic models may
exhibit competition, cooperation, or mixed behaviors among agents. In filtering
problems, agents act as a group (particle swarm) to reason about the state space.
In adversarial machine learning, a pair of agents compete against each other to
improve the overall system performance. In distributed learning, agents make
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individual decisions based on their local observations and neighborhood messages,
with no need to infer the policies of others [16].
Compared with single-agent systems, game-theoretic models offer better representations of many cognitive activities in the real world. Since these models are
dealing with more complex scenarios, a number of issues need to be addressed.
There are three major challenges when implementing multi-agent systems:
• Curse of dimensionality: As pointed out by Richard E. Bellman [17] in
dynamic optimization, when the dimension of the state space increases, the
volume of space increases so fast that available data getting sparse, and
the complexity of dynamic programming equations grows exponentially. For
instance, the distributionally robust optimization problem [18] involves naturally the space of probability distributions which is of infinite dimensions for
continuous action spaces. Many models designed for certain game environments fail as the number of agents increases. Mean-field learning [19] could
be useful for analyzing large interacting systems.
• Model the uncertainty: In multi-agent systems, the transition of an
individual depends on the state of the environment as well as other agents.
Due to the dynamic environment conditions, unpredictable agent behavior
and corrupted observation, modeling the uncertainty is a major issue for
learning multi-agent systems. Many problems do not have an optimal solution
because of the uncertainty involved in the environment’s dynamics. Robust
optimization [20] is a common model for games with incomplete information.
• Stabilize the training process: Training across multiple agents with
different objectives is another nightmare. Some problems offer convergence
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toward global optima, while others may be trapped in local optima or never
converge. Take for example the two-player zero-sum games, some objective
functions will not converge using gradient descent. The model parameters
oscillate when implementing the minimax algorithm. Alternative objective
functions and learning algorithms are required to stabilize the training process.
We will explore those problems and present several game-theoretic models for
multi-agent learning systems. In the first part, we review several commonly used
metrics to measure the discrepancy between probability distributions. Three distance metrics will be studied: Bregman divergence, f −divergence, and Wasserstein
distance. We compare their properties for learning generative models, and introduce
some methods to approximate the Wasserstein distance. This part is the basis
of other sections as many algorithms are designed using them as the objective
functions.
In the second part, we investigate generative models for data synthesis. The
objective is to learn an unknown data distribution from a set of samples drawn
from it. We formulate the problem as a distributionally robust game (DRG) in
which the uncertain environment acts as an adversarial player against the agent by
always providing the worst-case scenario. This leads to a distributionally robust
optimization (DRO) problem, in which the unknown data distribution is learned
by dynamically optimizing the worst-case payoff. We develop Bregman learning
algorithms to solve the robust Nash equilibria. Theoretical findings are illustrated
in a convex setting and its limitations are tested with a non-convex non-concave
objective. We also design practical implementations to train deep generative models,
and test it on data clustering and image synthesis.
In the third part, we focus on generative models for data manipulation (style
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transfer). We introduce a conditional generative model in speech processing. It
enables the transfer of emotion-related characteristics of a speech signal while
preserving the speaker’s identity and linguistic content. We assume that the
speech signal can be decomposed into an emotion-invariant content code and an
emotion-related style code in latent space. Emotion conversion is performed by
extracting and recombining the content code of the source speech and the style code
of the target emotion. The disentangled representations of domain-specific style
information and domain-invariant content information are modeled by autoencoders
and domain classifiers. The encoders, decoders and emotion classifiers form a (semicooperative game) with competitive and collaborative agent coalitions. We test this
approach on a nonparallel corpora with four emotions and evaluate the generated
speech. Experiment results show that our approach can effectively change the
emotions and keep high voice quality.

Thesis Outline The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews
the previous work on game theory and generative modeling. Chapter 3 investigates
several widely used divergence concepts and objective functions for learning generative models. Chapter 4 introduces the distributionally robust game, in which the
agents’ strategies are learnt by optimizing their worst-case performance. Chapter 5
develops learning algorithms to solve the distributionally robust Nash equilibrium
under Wasserstein metric. The proposed approach is applied to both shallow and
deep generative models. Chapter 6 proposes a nonparallel voice conversion model
to learn the disentangled representations for human speech. It can automatically
change the emotion conveyed in speech signals and does not rely on paired data.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and discusses future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter reviews some concepts related to the thesis. In section 2.1, we
introduce the background of game theory. It involves the definition of Nash
equilibrium and the concepts of many different types of games, including Nash
game, Bayesian game, robust game, and cooperative game. In section 2.2, we give
a brief summary of the recent progress in generative modeling and figure out the
pros and cons for each kind of model.

2.1

Background of Game Theory

Game theory (launched by Von Neumann [21], followed by John Nash [22])
is a theoretical framework that uses mathematical tools to model and analysis
strategic interaction between rational agents. Standard machine learning (and
decision theory) study scenarios with a single decision maker, while game theoretic
models involve multiple agents with different goals, in which the action of each
agent will affect the outcome of others. The foundations of game theory were
launched by John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern, in their famous book The
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Theory of Games and Economic Behavior [21] published in 1944. The theory was
then developed by John Nash in his PhD thesis on non-cooperative games [23],
containing the definition and properties of Nash Equilibrium. Since then, game
theory has been widely developed and applied to a broad range of fields, such as
wireless communication [19, 24], traffic network [25], filtering [26, 27] and data
assimilation [28]. In artificial intelligence, it offers a way for goal-directed learning
from interaction, which is different from other machine learning approaches that
focus on learning from external supervisors.
Game theory can be divided into two subfields [29]: strategic games in which
agents act independently or competitively, with each player tries to maximize
its own profit, and cooperative games where agents form coalitions and enforce
coordinated actions to optimize the overall behavior of a team. We begin by
introducing some important concepts in game theory.

2.1.1

Representation of Games

In game theory, a well-defined game has four essential elements [30]: the players
of the game, the information available to each player, the action profile at each
decision point, and the payoff for each outcome. Most noncooperative games
are defined in strategic and extensive forms, while cooperative games are mainly
presented in characteristic function form.

Strategic form This is the standard representation of a game, which is also
known as normal form. A game in strategic form is defined by the set of players,
the strategy spaces and the payoff functions of each player.
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Definition 2.1. (Strategic Form Representation)
A game in strategic form is defined as an ordered triple G = (N , (Aj )j∈N , (uj )j∈N ),
where:
• N = {1, 2, ..., n} is a finite set of players.
• Aj is the set of actions for player j. Let A = A1 × A2 × · · · × An
• uj : A → R is the payoff (utility) function for player j.
In this definition, the set of actions for players can be infinite, and we will
discuss the infinite dimension problem in games with continuous action spaces.
The payoff function for player j depends not only on its own action aj but also on
other players’ actions a−j := (a1 , · · · , aj−1 , aj+1 , · · · , an ), that is, the outcome of
interactive decisions of all players.
When n = 2, the strategic form is usually represented by a payoff matrix. One
player chooses the row and the other chooses the column. The intersection of each
row and column shows the payoff of their corresponding strategies. People can
easily find whether the strategies are stable by looking at the matrix entries. Some
classic strategic two-player games are listed below. For example in the Prisoner’s
Dilemma game, when Player I chooses to Deny and Player II chooses to Confess,
the payoff for Player I is −10 (10 years in prison), and the payoff for Player II is 0.
Example 2.2 (Strategic Games).
Prisoner’s Dilemma

Player I

Confess
Deny

Player II
Confess
Deny
−8, −8
0, −10
−10, 0
−1, −1
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Battle of the Sexes

Man

Football
Concert

Woman
Football Concert
2, 1
0, 0
0, 0
1, 2

Inspection Game

Boss

Inspect
Not Inspect

Employee
Work
Shirk
30, 20
10, 15
45, 20
5, 35

Extensive form Extensive form is often used to describe sequential games, where
the actions of players are implemented sequentially rather than simultaneously, and
the latter player has some information about earlier actions. A game in extensive
form is represented by a multi-player decision tree (see Figure 2.1), in which each
vertex is a decision point and each edge indicates a possible move for a player. The
payoffs are given by the leaf nodes, which are terminal points of the game. Backward
induction is used to determine the optimal sequential moves. The extensive form
can also describe games with imperfect information by introducing the notion of
information set. It is a set of decision points that the players cannot distinguish
where they are based on their limited information, for example, in poker and bridge.

Characteristic function form The characteristic function is generally used to
describe cooperative games, by listing a value for each coalition. This form was
originally proposed by John von Neumann [21]. In cooperative games, when a
coalition C is formed, it works against the remaining part N | C as two individuals
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Figure 2.1: An example of game in extensive form. Player I moves first by choosing
from actions {a11 , a12 , a13 }, and then followed by Player II’s choice from {a21 , a22 }.
The dotted line represents the information set of player 2, indicating a game of
imperfect information. The sequential equilibrium is (3,1).
were playing a strategic game. The characteristic function specifies the payoff of
each coalition, while separate rewards are not given.
Definition 2.3. (Cooperative Games)
A cooperative game in characteristic function form is given by specifying a value
for every coalition. Formally, the game is defined by a pair (N ; v), where:
• N = {1, 2, ..., n} is a finite set of players. A subset of N is called a coalition.
The set of all possible coalitions is denoted by 2N .
• v : 2N → R is the characteristic function that specifies the minimum value a
set of players can gain by forming a coalition when playing against all other
players. By convention the value of null set is zero v(∅) = 0.
Take Prisoner’s Dilemma for instance, if we denote the two suspects as A, B,
and let the policeman be the third player C, then the characteristic function lists
the value for each coalition (see Table 2.1).
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v(A) = −8
v(AB) = −2

v(∅) = 0
v(B) = −8
v(AC) = 8
v(ABC) = 0

v(C) = 2
v(BC) = 8

Table 2.1: Prisoner’s Dilemma as a coalition game.

2.1.2

Solution Concepts

Once a game is described, people may expect to know what outcomes will ensue
for rational players. We will introduce two solution concepts Nash equilibrium and
Maxmin Value, capturing different behavioral aspects in a game. The first is an
expression of stability, and the second reflects the notion of security.

Nash Equilibrium Stability is an important principle to predict the behavior
of a rational agent. For instance in the Prisoner’s Dilemma (Example 2.2), Confess
is always a better strategy than Deny. (Confess, Deny) is not stable because for
player II, Confess will bring a better payoff (−1) than Deny (−10). (Deny, Deny)
is also not stable because each player has a motivation to choose Confess for a
payoff increase from −1 to 0.
The concept of Nash Equilibrium was proposed by John Nash [22] in 1950s. In
game theory, each player acts to its best possible outcome regarding the actions of
other players. At equilibrium, no player can increase the payoff by changing only
its own strategy.
Definition 2.4. (Nash Equilibrium)
Let G = (N , (Sj )j∈N , (uj )j∈N ) be a game with n players, where Sj is the strategy
profile for player j, S = S1 × S2 × · · · × Sn is the set of strategy profiles for all
players, and u(s) = (u1 (s), · · · , un (s)) is the payoff function evaluated at s ∈ S. Let

sj be a strategy for player j and s−j
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be a vector of strategies for all other players.

Note that the payoff uj (sj , s−j ) depends on the strategies chosen by player j as well
as the strategies chosen by all other players. A strategy vector s∗ = (s∗1 , · · · , s∗n ) is
a Nash Equilibrium (NE) if for each player j ∈ N and each strategy sj ∈ Sj , the
following condition is satisfied:

uj (s∗ ) ≥ uj (sj , s∗−j )

(2.1)

The payoff vector u(s∗ ) is the equilibrium payoff corresponding to the Nash equilibrium s∗ .
That is to say, no single player has a profitable deviation at the Nash equilibrium.
This seems to be a general requirement for any solution concept, otherwise the
expected result will be changed by at least one player for better reward. Much
research of game theory has been devoted to studying equilibria and their properties.
However, Nash Equilibrium is not the final solution. Some games have no NE,
and others may have infinite number of equilibria. Even the unique equilibrium
may not constitute a good recommendation. For example in Prisoner’s Dilemma
(Example 2.2), the NE payoff (-8,-8) is a bad outcome for both players.
Maxmin Value Sometimes, Nash equilibrium does not show the expected behavior for rational agents. Consider the game in Example 2.5: (W, D) is the unique
NE with payoff (5, 5), but it’s dangerous for Bob if Sam chooses C by mistake.
Thus Bob may prefer a safer strategy U since it has a guaranteed payoff 3, though
less than the NE payoff 5. On the other side, if Sam realizes this, he will also flee to
a safer strategy C, which in turn increases Bob’s motivation to avoid the dangerous
outcome −99.
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Example 2.5 (Risky Nash Equilibrium).
Sam
Bob

min uSam

U
V
W

C
3, 1
4, 0
−99, 2
0

min uBob
D
3, −15
−9, 1
5, 5
−15

3
−9
−99
(3, 0)

This example shows another aspect of rational behavior: intelligent agent prefers
some alternative solution concept than NE to avoid risky outcomes, where a good
payoff is guaranteed based only on her own efforts, without relying on the behavior
of other players. The last column shows the worst possible outcomes for Bob when
he chooses a specific strategy. So does the bottom line for Sam.
Definition 2.6. (Maxmin Strategy and Maxmin Value)
In a game G = (N , (Sj )j∈N , (uj )j∈N ), let sj ∈ Sj be a strategy for player j, and
s−j ∈ S−j be the strategies for other players. The maxmin strategy for player j is

arg max min uj (sj , s−j ),
sj

s−j

(2.2)

which maximizes her worst-case payoff in case all other players happen to choose
strategies that give her the biggest loss. The maxmin value (or security level) for
player j is
uj := max min uj (sj , s−j ),
sj

s−j

(2.3)

which is the minimum amount of payoff guaranteed by a maxmin strategy disregarding the rational behavior of other players.
In Example 2.5, the maxmin value of Bob is 3 with maxmin strategy U, and
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the maxmin value of Sam is 0 with maxmin strategy C. When both of them choose
maxmin strategies, the outcome (3, 1) is greater than Sam’s maxmin value.
Moreover, when the strategy set is infinite, we replace the maximum and
minimum in Definition 2.6 with the supremum and infimum:

uj := sup

inf

sj ∈Sj s−j ∈S−j

uj (sj , s−j )

(2.4)

The maxmin strategy is well defined when the payoff function is continuous and
the strategy domain is compact.

2.1.3

Strategic Games

Traditional game theory studies the behavior of individual players and predicts
their actions and payoffs by analyzing Nash equilibrium. In strategic games, players
cannot form coalitions and must compete independently. Cooperative games can
be expressed in strategic game frameworks by assuming that coalitions have the
ability to enforce coordinated behavior, given all possible strategies available to
players due to the external enforcement of cooperation.
Information is a crucial part in decision making. A game is one of complete
information if each player knows the strategies and payoffs available to the others.
Most game theoretic models study games with imperfect or incomplete information.
In this section, we will review the previous work in games with complete
information (Nash Games), games with incomplete information (Bayesian Games),
and games with payoff uncertainty (Robust Games). Before that, we start with an
important class: the two-player zero-sum games, where the solution concepts of
Nash equilibrium and Maxmin value coincide. This solution concept fulfills both
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the goals of stability and security.

2.1.3.1

Two-player zero-sum games

Two-player games are defined by the set of players N = {I, II}, strategies
S = {SI , SII } and utilities u = {uI (sI , sII ), uII (sI , sII )}. A two-player game is a
zero-sum game if for each pair of strategies, the total sum of the two players’ payoff
is zero.
uI (sI , sII ) + uII (sI , sII ) = 0

(2.5)

An example is given below, it is a strict competitive game where one wins exactly
the amount the other’s lose.
Example 2.7 (Two-player zero-sum game).

Player I

a11
a12

Player II
a21
a22
A, −A
B, −B
C, −C
D, −D

Table 2.2: A general form of two-player zero-sum games

Two-player zero-sum games were the first class of games studied mathematically
and yield formal results in the early stage of game theory. Most classical games fall
into this category, such as chess, Go and tennis. Poker and gambling are popular
examples in its extended class of multi-player constant-sum games. Decision
problems can also be modeled as two-player zero-sum games, in which the decision
maker is one player and the environment is the other, who controls the uncertain
parameters to minimize the decision maker’s payoff. Since the players in zerosum games act diametrically opposed against each other, there is no room for
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cooperation, which focuses the study on isolated parts of the games such as
equilibrium, information flows, and modeling the uncertainty.
Let u be the payoff function of the game, which is Player I’s gain and Player
II’s loss: uI = u, uII = −u. Player I tries to maximize the gain, and its maxmin
value is
uI = max min u(sI , sII )
sI ∈SI sII ∈SII

Player II tries to minimize the loss, and its maxmin value is

uII = max min (−u(sI , sII )) = − min max u(sI , sII )
sII ∈SII sI ∈SI

sII ∈SII sI ∈SI

Denote
v := max min u(sI , sII )
sI ∈SI sII ∈SII

(2.6)

v̄ := min max u(sI , sII ),
sII ∈SII sI ∈SI

where v is the maxmin value and v̄ is the minmax value of the game. It is guaranteed
that Player I can receive payment at least v, and Player II will pay at most v̄. We
can prove that the inequality v ≤ v̄ always holds. In addition, the minimax theorem
[31] provides conditions that the inequality is also an equality.
Theorem 2.1 (von Neumann’s minimax theorem).
Let SI ⊂ Rm and SII ⊂ Rn be compact convex sets. If u : SI × SII → R is a
continuous function that convex-concave, i.e. u(sI , ·) : SII → R is concave for fixed
sI , and u(·, sII ) : SI → R is convex for fixed sII , then:

max min u(sI , sII ) = min max u(sI , sII )

sI ∈SI sII ∈SII

sII ∈SII sI ∈SI

(2.7)

Definition 2.8. For a two-player game, if the equality holds, the quantity v :=
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v = v̄ is called the value of the game, and the maxmin and minmax strategies are
called optimal strategies.
Every zero-sum games with an equilibrium has a value. The two solution
concepts Nash equilibrium and minmax value coincide to the same result, making
the goals of stability and security unified.
Theorem 2.2. In a two-player zero-sum game, if s∗ = (s∗I , s∗II ) is a Nash equilibrium, then it has a value v = u(s∗I , s∗II ), and the strategies s∗I , s∗II are optimal
strategies. On the other hand, if the game has a value v and optimal strategies
s∗I , s∗II , then s∗ = (s∗I , s∗II ) is a Nash equilibrium with payoff (v, −v).
It means, Nash equilibrium is equivalent to the value of the game, and equilibrium
strategies are optimal strategies. Moreover, there is a geometric interpretation for
the value of a two-player zero-sum game.
Definition 2.9 (Saddle Point).
The strategy pair (s∗I , s∗II ) is a saddle point of the function u : SI × SII → R if
u(s∗I , s∗II ) ≥u(sI , s∗II ), ∀sI ∈ SI
u(s∗I , s∗II ) ≤u(s∗I , sII ), ∀sII ∈ SII
In a two-player zero-sum game, (s∗I , s∗II ) is a saddle point of the function u if
and only if s∗I , s∗II are optimal strategies for Player I and Player II, and u(s∗I , s∗II ) is
the value of the game.
2.1.3.2

Games with Complete Information

In games with complete information, each player knows the strategy profile
and outcome of all players. Complete information means all parameters of the
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game, including every player’s type, strategies, and payoff functions are common
knowledge. Under the assumptions of rational players and complete information,
Nash [22, 23] proved the existence of Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies.
Theorem 2.3 (Nash’s Existence Theorem).
If mixed strategies are allowed, then every game with a finite number of players
in which each player has a finite number of pure strategies, has at least one Nash
equilibrium.
The concept of Nash equilibrium and the existence theorem offers a methodology
to predict the outcome of a game. In classical game theory, any rational player who
knows the other players’ strategy profiles will choose his best response to those
strategies, and this is a common knowledge in the game. Therefore, all players
can reach consistent and deterministic predictions of other players’ behavior. The
predicted overcomes fall into the set of Nash equilibria. However, this kind of
prediction is not always reliable in practice. As discussed in Example 2.5, players
may take actions other than the Nash equilibrium to avoid risky outcomes. In
many real-world problems, players may not have complete knowledge of the game’s
structure, and sometimes they are uncertain about their own payoffs.
2.1.3.3

Games with Incomplete Information

A more realistic setting is that players do not have complete information of a
game. The payoff functions are not available because of the unknown game structure
or the private information of other agents. Harsanyi [32] introduced a concept of
”type” and modeled such games with incomplete information as Bayesian Games.
In Bayesian Games, each player j has a finite number of ”type” tj ∈ Tj , which
corresponds to a specific payoff uj (sj , s−j , tj ). The type tj is private information
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only available to player j, and the set of types Tj is common knowledge among all
players. A Bayesian Game is defined as following:
Definition 2.10. (Bayesian Games)
A Bayesian Game of incomplete information is defined as an ordered triple G =
(N , p, (Aj , uj , Tj )j∈N ), where:
• N = {1, 2, ..., n} is a finite set of players.
• Aj is the set of actions for player j. Let A = A1 × A2 × · · · × An
• Tj is the set of types for player j. The set of type vectors is denoted by
T = T1 × . . . × Tn .
• uj : Tj × A → R is the payoff (utility) function for player j.
• p is the prior probability distribution over T .
It is assumed that player j with type tj , does not know the type of other players,
but has a ”belief” represented by the conditional probability p(t−j |tj ). The players
in Bayesian Games have a common knowledge of the prior probability distribution
over types. With the prior distribution and his own type, each player can estimate
the type of other players using the Bayes rule:

p(t−j |tj ) =

2.1.3.4

p(t−j , tj )
p(t−j , tj )
=P
p(tj )
t−j ∈T−j p(t−j , tj )

(2.8)

Robust Games

Aghassi and Bertsimas [20] introduced a parametric distribution-free model for
games with incomplete information, i.e. the robust games, in which the assumption
of Harsanyi’s Bayesian game model is relaxed. In Bayesian games, the distribution
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over types is common knowledge; while in robust games, the players do not know any
probability distribution over their payoff functions. The only common knowledge
is an uncertainty set that contains all possible values of the uncertain payoff
parameters. The robust game model provides an distribution-free equilibrium
concept, and it has been proved in [20] that the equilibrium is guaranteed to exist
when the game is finite and has bounded payoff uncertainty set.
In robust games, the players take conservative strategies to seek for a guaranteed
payoff in the worst-case scenario. The worst scenario is taken with regard to
the uncertainty set of payoff parameters, and the solution is found by a robust
optimization approach. A Robust Game is defined by
Definition 2.11. (Robust Games)
A Robust Game is denoted as the sequel G = (N , (Aj , uj , Uj )j∈N ), where:
• N = {1, 2, ..., n} is a finite set of players.
• Aj is the set of actions for player j. Let A = A1 × A2 × · · · × An
• uj (αj ; aj , a−j ) is the payoff (utility) function for player j, which depends on a
vector of parameters αj = (αj1 , · · · , αjk ), αj ∈ Uj ⊂ Rk .
• Uj is the set of all possible values of parameters in uj , and U =

Q

j∈N

Uj

denotes the entire uncertainty set of the game.
In robust games, the optimal response of player j given other players’ strategies a−j
is obtained by maximizing its worst-case payoff maxaj ∈Aj minαj ∈Uj uj (αj ; aj , a−j ).
The robust equilibrium is defined as following
Definition 2.12. (Robust Optimization Equilibrium)
In an N -player robust game, the robust optimization equilibrium is the set of
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strategies

(a∗1 , · · ·

, a∗n )

∈ A that satisfy

a∗j ∈ arg max min uj (αj ; aj , a∗−j ), ∀j ∈ N
aj ∈Aj αj ∈Uj

The existence of the equilibrium is given in Theorem 2.4.
Theorem 2.4 (Existence of Equilibrium in Robust Games). Any N -player, noncooperative, simultaneous-move, one-shot robust game with finite number of players
and each player has finite possible actions, if the uncertainty set U is bounded
and there is no private information, then the existence of the robust optimization
equilibrium is guaranteed.

2.1.4

Cooperative Games

In strategic games the players act independently by optimizing its own payoff,
while in cooperative games players can form coalitions that enforce coordinated
actions. The models introduced in the previous section are easily adapted to
cooperative games. For example the prisonerś dilemma can be overcome by involving
cooperative behavior in an iterative version of the game. Cooperative games have a
finite number of players with transferable payoff, and every coalition is associated
with a value representing the worth of the coalition. In a cooperative game, players
exhibit competition, cooperation, and mixed behaviors.
Definition 2.13. (Cooperative Game)
A cooperative game with transferable utility is a pair (N , v) such that
• N = {1, 2, ..., n} is a finite set of players. A subset of N is called a coalition.
The collection of all coalitions is defined as 2N .

N

• The coalition function v : 2
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→ R associates each coalition with a real

number satisfying v(∅) = 0, which is the value of the coalition. This value is
the sum of gains its members can guarantee by joining the coalition, and is
independent of the actions of the players outside the coalition.
• The payoff can be transferred between the players in each coalition.
Cooperative game theory provides a high-level framework in which a player may
be a person, a group of people, or a nation. It focuses on the structure, strategies
and payoffs on the coalition level. When a coalition is formed, all its members
must cooperate with each other and take joint actions. In this thesis, cooperative
games are used to study systems in which players are more abstract objects such
as particles, vehicles,and neural networks.

2.2

Background of Generative Modeling

In the last decade, artificial intelligence has achieved great success with the rapid
development of deep neural networks (DNNs). Recent algorithms beat humans
in image recognition and natural language understanding. For example, a stream
of papers[1, 5, 6, 33, 34] claiming they have surpassed human baselines on the
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge benchmark (ImageNet) [35] and the
General Language Understanding Evaluation benchmark (GLUE) [36]. Apart from
recognition and classification tasks, people wish to learn the mechanism of data
generation and synthesize new samples with desired properties. Discriminative
learning tries to infer knowledge from data, while generative modeling aims to
capture the full distribution over the given data and generate new samples. This
thesis focuses on the latter problem.
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In probability theory, discriminative models learn a conditional distribution
pdata (Y |X) from a training set {(x1 , y1 ), · · · , (xN , yN )} of i.i.d samples. If we
parameterize the model by θ, then learning is about to find the optimal θ∗ such
that pθ (Y |X) ≈ pdata (Y |X). On the other hand, generative models learn to directly
model pdata (X) (the full distribution of data) or pdata (X, Y ) (the joint distribution
of data and label). The former problem is easier because Y is usually in low
dimension and pdata (Y |X) often has a single mode. The conditional distribution is
a categorical when Y is discrete, and is unimodal when Y is continuous. However,
generative modeling aims at learning the hidden structure of unlabeled data, which
means to represent high-dimensional and multimodal distributions. It often use a
low-dimensional latent variable z ∈ Z to describe the underlying factors of variation
in the data, such as the high-level semantic content and the low-level details of a
particular style. For example, the factors of variation in human speech may involve
the linguistic content, the speakerś accent, and background noise.
Early generative models (e.g., Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) [37]
and its extensions Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) [38], Deep Boltzmann Machines
(DBMs)[39]) use graph-based representations as the foundation to encode data in
high-dimensional space. They are trained by maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
or energy minimization. Many modern generative models are based on this idea
to learn the description of images [40, 41], text [42], and feature representations
[43, 44].
Directed graphic models (i.e. Bayesian networks) factorize a distribution into a
product of conditional distributions over a set of independent random variables. In
this framework, the joint distribution of data x and latent code z can be factorized
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as p(x, z) = p(x|z)p(z). The data distribution is expressed by the marginal
Z
p(x) =

p(x|z)p(z)

(2.9)

z

The prior p(z) should be easy to sample from. It can be a Gaussian or uniform
distribution, or any other distribution with sufficient diversity. The generative
model p(x|z) produce new data by conditional sampling on the latent code. It
is parameterized by deep neural networks and learnt by MLE. In contrast, the
inference model p(z|x) describes the underlying latent factors of data. Exact p(z|x)
is intractable in most directed generative models.
Undirected graphical models (i.e. Markov random fields) use a set of random
variables with Markov property to represent dependencies. Boltzmann machine
is a type of Markov random field with an energy function defined on its network.
The energy can be converted to a probability density by using Gibbs distribution.

p(x) =

where E(x) is the energy, Z =

P

x

1
exp(−E(x)),
Z

(2.10)

exp(−E(x)) is the normalization factor and

also called the partition function. The generative model is trained to minimize the
energy at positive sample points (from the training set), and increase it elsewhere.
When negative examples are not available, the model will collapse to have low
energy everywhere. One solution is to restrict the low-energy region by imposing a
sparsity constraint, e.g., sparse coding [45] and sparse auto-encoders [46]. Another
option is to produce artificial negative examples using Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) sampling [47], denoising autoencoders [48], or energy-based networks [49].
However, these approaches involve either intractable inference learning or high-cost
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MCMC sampling to estimate the partition function gradient.

2.2.1

Variational Autoencoders

Autoencoders are neural network models to learn compressed representations of
unsupervised data. A typical autoencoder has two parts: the encoder f : X → Z
and the decoder g : Z → X , where X is the input space and Z is the latent space.
The model is trained by minimizing the reconstruction loss

f, g = arg min k x − g(f (x)) k2

(2.11)

Since Z is a low-dimensional space, the latent code f (x) is a compressed representation of the input x. The most important factors are encoded while the
redundant details are discarded. When the latent space has enough capacity, an
autoencoder learns the identity mapping and become useless. Various models have
been proposed to avoid learning identity, such as sparse autoencoders, denoising
autoencoders, and contractive autoencoders.
Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [50] are generative models. Unlike classical
autoencoders, VAEs are trained by minimizing a variational bound. Recall in
R
directed graphic models the integral of marginal likelihood p(x) = z p(x|z)p(z) is
intractable and the true posterior p(z|x) =

p(x|z)p(z)
p(x)

is not available, therefore it

cannot be differentiated. VAEs introduce a new distribution q(z|x) to approximate
the inference model p(z|x). The variational approximate posterior is parameterized
as a multivariate Gaussian

qφ (z|x) = N (z; µφ (x), σφ2 (x)I)

(2.12)
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where the mean and diagonal covariance are implemented by neural networks, and
φ is the variational parameter. If we parameterize the generative model p(x|z) by
θ, then VAEs derive a lower bound on the marginal likelihood of data, and the loss
function L(θ, φ; x) is known as the variational bound.

log pθ (x) ≥ L(θ, φ; x) = Eqφ (z|x) log pθ (x|z) − DKL (qφ (z|x) k pZ (z))

(2.13)

The first term indicates reconstruction, and the second term is the Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence of the approximated posterior pφ (z|x) and the true prior p(z).
Since pZ (z) is unknown, people simply assume a Gaussian prior Z ∼ N (0, I). Then
the KL divergence acts as a regularizer to push the latent code toward the Gaussian
prior, that is, encourages µφ to be zeros and σφ to be ones. As a result, the decoder
pθ (x|z) and encoder qφ (z|x) are trained in opposition directions of reconstructing
the data and fitting the prior.

Figure 2.2: VAE as a directed graphical model. The upper line shows the generative
model, and the bottom line shows variational approximation of the true inference
pθ (z|x). Parameter θ and φ are learnt jointly.
In probabilistic modeling, VAEs consist of a probability model of data x and
latent variables z. It is a directed graphic model with joint probability p(x, z) =
p(x|z)p(z). New data can be generated by first sampling from the latent space
zi ∼ N (0, I), and then convert it to a data point xi ∼ pθ (x|z). The model is
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hyper-parameter free and easy to train. However, recent researches [51, 52] find
VAEs tend to generate blurry samples, which indicates unseparated modes in the
reconstructed distribution.

2.2.2

Generative Adversarial Networks

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [53] are implicit generative models
based on game theory. Instead of explicitly model the likelihood function, GANs
cast generative modeling as a game between two competing networks: a generator
G and a discriminator D. The two networks play a game, in which the generator
produces fake data samples that are similar to the real ones, and the discriminator’s
job is to distinguish them. The input of G is sampled from a trivial distribution
z ∼ pZ (z), and then be mapped through a differentiate network Gθg (z) to the data
space. The distribution of generated samples pg should replicate the distribution
of real data pdata . On the other hand, D is a binary classification network Dθd (x)
to separate real and fake samples. It outputs a number in [0, 1], indicating the
probability that the sample is real. G and D form a zero-sum game, and the
objective function of GANs introduces a minimax optimization problem

min max J(D, G) = Ex∼pdata (x) [log D(x)] + Ez∼pZ (z) [log(1 − D(G(z)))]
G

D

(2.14)

Specifically, the discriminator aims to minimize the negative log-likelihood of the
binary classification problem. The objective is

J D (D, G) = −Ex∼pdata (x) [log D(x)] − Ez∼pZ (z) [log(1 − D(G(z)))]

(2.15)
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The generator G is trained to produce fake samples that can fool the discriminator
by minimizing the minmax objective. In practice, Goodfellow et al. [54] suggest
using an alternative loss function called the non-saturating objective
Minimax

J G (D, G) = Ez∼pZ (z) [log(1 − D(G(z)))]

(2.16)

G

Non-saturating J (D, G) = −Ez∼pZ (z) [log(D(G(z)))]
The minmax objective ensures the generate samples to have low probability of being
fake, while the non-saturating objective ensures the generate samples to have high
probability of being real. Both of them have saturating problem, but in different
directions (see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Loss function for minimax GAN (red) and non-saturating GAN (blue).
1
log(1 − D(x)) has vanishing gradients on the left half, and − 21 log(D(x)) has
2
vanishing gradients on the right half, in which D(x) = sigmoid(x).
Optimizing equation 2.14 means to find a Nash equilibrium, where G cannot be
improved for fixed D, and D cannot be improved for fixed G. This is a multi-agent
optimization problem. In the training process, the two networks improve each other.
The model is trained when it reaches a stable point, instead of a global minimum.
Theoretically, when the discriminator is completely optimized, minimizing J(D, G)
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with respect to G is equivalent to minimizing the Jensen–Shannon (JS) divergence.
Ideally, the discriminator should be completed optimized at each step before the
generator updates. Goodfellow et al. [53] proved that given enough capacity, the
model can reach a unique Nash equilibrium where pg converges to pdata .
In practice, the model distribution pg is limited by the generator Gθg (z), and
completely optimizing D at each step is computational infeasible. Even worse, a
perfect discriminator will lead to vanishing gradients (as in Figure 2.3) where the
learning process get saturated. Empirically, the discriminator is updated k times
for each generator’s move, and k is usually less than 5.
GANs are trained by minimizing the divergence between the model and data
distribution. In minimizing the JS divergence, we are trying to push the two
distributions as close as possible. Thus the GAN model is encouraged to put mass
only on the data manifold, at the risk of missing some patterns. In minimizing the
KL divergence, we only manipulate the encoding or posterior distribution. Thus
the VAEs are encouraged to put mass on the entire data manifold, at the risk of
generating blurry samples.
The GAN loss is not directly calculated from data samples, but defined by a
discriminative task. The discriminator can incorporate a wide variety of models and
take the advantage of powerful modern neural networks. No approximate inference
or MCMC sampling is needed during training. The generator Gθg (z) can be viewed
as the decoder in VAE, but is deterministic with respect to z. Therefore it can
represent degenerate distributions and produce sharp samples.
However, GANs are difficult to train. One common failure is mode collapse,
which means only few modes of samples are generated. Another problem is
diminished gradient. When the discriminator gets too successful, the gradient
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vanishes and the generator learns nothing. GAN is a kind of zero-sum noncooperative game. It converges when the players reach a Nash equilibrium. In some
cases, the loss may not converge using gradient descent in a minimax game, and the
model parameters are oscillating with big swings. Various models were proposed
to improve GANs. There are two branches: optimizing the loss function (e.g.,
unrolled GAN [55], Least-squared GAN [56], WGAN-GP [57]) and optimizing the
architecture (e.g., DCGAN [58], InfoGAN [59], VAE-GAN [60]). Moreover, many
tricks were involved to stabilize the training process, for example, using gradient
penalty, batch normalization, and separated learning rates.
Another problem is the lack of a universal evaluation metric. A good metric
should measure sample quality and diversity, check mode collapse, and detect overfitting. Since the real data distribution is never unveiled, many researchers perform
subjective human perceptual studies. Quantitative metrics such as Inception Score
(IS) [61], Mode Score (MS) [62], Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [63], and Kernel
Inception Distance (KID) [64] are widely used to evaluate the diversity of generated
samples. But people still lack a meaningful metric to guide the training process.
Though many objective functions [65, 66] were proposed to measure the divergence
between real and fake data, recent research [54] shows GANs can approach Nash
equilibria via trajectories that do not necessarily reduce a divergence at each step.
GANs are the most successful generative models in the recent years. They
can produce sharp, visually appealing, and high-resolution images. Many variants
of GANs have been proposed in a wide range of applications including image
generation [67, 68], super-resolution [69], image-to-image translation [70, 71], video
synthesis [72], and semi-supervised learning [61].
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2.2.3

Autoregressive Networks

Autoregressive networks are generative models for sequential data. Given a
T -dimensional sequence x = (x1 , · · · , xT )T , we can factorize the joint distribution
as a product of conditional probabilities over T time steps

p(x) =

T
Y

p(xt | x1 , · · · , xt−1 )

(2.17)

t=1

The chain rule factorization can be seen as a Bayesian network (Figure 2.4 top left).
Originally, autoregression is a time series model that uses observations from previous
time steps to predict the value at the current time step. A Bayesian network that
does not rule out conditional dependence is said to have autoregressive property.
Deep autoregressive networks (Figure 2.4 right) model conditional distributions
by a stack of convolutional layers, where the output at time t + 1 depends on
its past values xt , xt−1 , · · · . The model does not output a value for xt+1 , but the
predictive probability distribution p(xt+1 |xt , xt−1 , · · · ). Unlike the recurrent neural
network (RNN), it is a feedforward network in which the past observations are not
propagated via the hidden state, but directly provided by another input vector.
Autoregressive networks are much faster than RNNs because they do not have
recurrent connections.
DARN [73] is an early deep autoregressive network. It is a VAE with two
hidden layers. The decoder includes autoregressive stochastic hidden units to
capture high-level data structure and generate high-quality samples. Although
autoregressive models are designed for sequential data, they can also be applied
to produce non-sequential data. PixelCNN [74] models the joint distribution of
pixels over an image as in equation 2.17, where xt denotes a single pixel. Every
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Figure 2.4: Comparing architectures of RNN and autoregressive network.
pixel depends on the previous pixels located above and to the left of it. The
autoregressive networks are very flexible to model various kinds of data, like audio
(WaveNet [75]), image(PixelCNN++ [76]), and text (Transformer [77]).
GANs, VAEs and autoregressive networks are the three most popular deep
generative models. By improving the architecture, objective function, and training
procedure, one hopes to generate more realistic images, audio, video and text. In
addition, generative models are very amenable to conditioning. It can condition on
random noise to generate new data, condition on data labels to help semi-supervised
learning, condition on past data to predict time series, and condition on latent
embeddings to learn disentangled representations. This thesis will investigate
generative modeling in the perspective of game theory, and show some user cases
in predictive modeling and unsupervised learning.
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Chapter 3
Divergence Concepts
In generative modeling, it is a crucial issue to measure the similarity between
real and synthetic data. This section will investigate several commonly used metrics
to quantify the divergence between two probability distributions, when we only
have access to samples drawn from them. Traditional approaches assume the real
data distribution to be a density Pr , and parameterize the model distribution as
one of the densities Pθ , θ ∈ Θ. The model is trained by maximizing the likelihood
on real samples xi ∈ X .
max

X

θ

log Pθ (xi )

(3.1)

i

This is equivalent to minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the
real and fake data distributions Pr , Pg
Z
DKL (Pr k Pg ) =

Pr (x) log
X

Pr (x)
dx
Pg (x)

(3.2)

Optimizing on this metric does not require to know the real distribution Pr (x), and
it has a unique minimum at Pr = Pg . However, KL divergence is not symmetric,
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i.e., DKL (Pr k Pg ) =
6 DKL (Pg k Pr ). This property leads to unbalanced training
outcomes. As shown in Figure 3.1, if Pr (x) > Pg (x) then limPg (x)→0 DKL (Pr k
Pg ) = ∞, and the loss is extremely high when the model distribution cannot cover
the data (i.e., the phenomenon of ”mode dropping”). In contrast, if Pr (x) < Pg (x)
then limPr (x)→0 DKL (Pr k Pg ) = 0, which means the KL does not punish at all
when the model distribution drifts away from the data manifold.

Figure 3.1: KL divergence is high in the left, but low in the right.
Moreover, a well defined KL divergence assumes support(Pr ) ⊆ support(Pg ),
that is, Pg (x) cannot be zero in the region where Pr (x) > 0. This is not a trivial
problem when the two manifolds are not perfectly aligned, and their intersections
do not have full dimension. Therefore many traditional generative models include
a high bandwidth noise component to cover all training samples. As a consequence,
the models can avoid mode dropping but tend to generate non-realistic samples.
This is consistent with the empirical finding that VAEs often produce blurry images,
since the objective minimizes a KL divergence.
Minimax GANs [53] have been shown to minimize a Jensen-shannon divergence
(JSD) when the critic is completely optimized in each generator’s step. The JSD is
defined as the average of two symmetric KL divergence.

JSD(Pr k Pg ) = DKL (Pr k Pm ) + DKL (Pg k Pm )

(3.3)

where Pm =

1
(Pr
2
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+ Pg ) is a density defined on the intersection of support(Pr ) and

support(Pg ). Therefore JSD is a symmetric metric and has support everywhere.
It assigns high cost for samples not lie in the data manifold. GAN models are
trained by playing a game in which JSD ensures there is a unique Nash equilibrium
Pr = Pg , and punishes samples with high probability of being fake.

3.1

Bregman divergence

Bregman divergence is a generalized measure of distance between two points.
Let f be a strictly convex and differentiable function f : X → R. Given two points
x, y ∈ X , the Bregman divergence DfBR (x, y) is defined as the difference between
f (x) and the first-order Taylor expansion of f around y evaluated at x

DfBR (x, y) := f (x) − f (y) − f 0 (y)(x − y)

(3.4)

Bregman divergence unifies a rich class of commonly used loss functions. The most
popular one is the squared Euclidean distance

DfBR (x, y) = ||x − y||2 ,
where the generator function is f = ||x||2 . KL divergence is also a Bregman
divergence, when f is the negative entropy function f (x) = x log x. The convexity of f ensures that the Bregman divergence always satisfy the non-negativity
DfBR (x, y) ≥ 0 and DfBR (x, x) = 0. But it is not a true distance because the triangle
inequality and symmetry are not guaranteed.
Bregman divergences are widely used in learning optimal models. The points x, y
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can be generalized to probability distributions. Given an unknown data distribution
Pr and a set of observations sampled from it, we need to learn a parameterized
model Pθ that best matches the data. Since any positive linear combination of
Bregman divergences remains a Bregman divergence, the problem can be solved by
convex optimization minθ DfBR (Pθ , Pr ).

3.2

f-divergence

GANs can be extended to a more general variational divergence estimation
approach [62] by replacing the objective function with arbitrary f −divergences.
f − divergence involves a class of metrics to measure the discrepancy between two
probability distributions. Next, we introduce the notion of f −divergence and its
properties.
Definition 3.1. Let m and m̃ be two probability measures over a space Ω such
that m̃ is absolutely continuous with respect to m. Then, for a convex function f
such that f (1) = 0, the f −divergence of m̃ from m is defined as


Z
Df (m k m̃) ≡

f
Ω

where

dm
dm̃

dm
dm̃


dm̃,

is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of measure m w.r.t. measure m̃.

By Jensen’s inequality,

dm
Df (m k m̃) =
f
dm̃
dm̃
Ω
Z

dm
dm̃
≥f
Ω dm̃
Z

=f
dm̃ = f (1) = 0
Z



Ω

(3.5)
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Thus, Df (m k m̃) is non-negative for any convex function f . But f −divergence is
not a distance, because it does not satisfy the symmetry property.
For any convex and lower-semicontinuous function f , the Legendre-Fenchel
duality holds: (f ∗ )∗ = f . f ∗ is the convex conjugate of f (also referred to as the
Legendre transform), and it is also convex and lower-semicontinuous.
f ∗ (s) = sup[hx, si − f (x)] = [sx − f (x)] |x=(f 0 )−1 (s)
x

(3.6)
∗

∗

f (x) = sup[hx, si − f (s)] = [sx − f (s)] |s=((f ∗ )0 )−1 (x)
s

where hx, si denotes the dot product of x and s, and f 0 is the first order derivative
of f . As shown in Figure 3.2, the conjugate variable s can be viewed as the slope
of the tangent line to the graph of f , and f ∗ (s) is the negative y−intercept of
the tangent line. The Legendre transformation builds a dual relationship between
points and lines.

Figure 3.2: One-dimensional illustration of Legendre transform
The f −divergence is non-negative and has a lower bound. Let Pr (x) ∼ m,
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Pg (x) ∼ m̃, ξ(x) ∈ Ξ, and Ξ is a subset of all possible functions Ξ : X → R. By
Legendre transform and Jensen’s inequality,



Pr (x)
Df (Pr k Pg ) =
Pg (x)f
dx
Pg (x)
X
Z
Pr (x)
=
Pg (x) sup[h
, si − f ∗ (s)]dx
Pg (x)
s
X
Z
Z
Pg (x)f ∗ (ξ(x))dx]
≥ sup [ Pr (x)ξ(x)dx −
Z

ξ(x)∈Ξ

X

(3.7)

X

= sup (Ex∈Pr [ξ(x)] − Ex∈Pg [f ∗ (ξ(x))])
ξ(x)∈Ξ

This bound is tight when f is differentiable and the conjugate variable is set as

s = ξ(x) = f

0



Pr (x)
Pg (x)


(3.8)

For example, KL divergence is a special case of f −divergence when f (x) = x log x;
and minimax GANs correspond to the case when f (x) = x log x − (x + 1) log(x + 1).
Generative modeling typically discusses three types of problems:
• Modeling Given a set of real samples {x1 , · · · , xn } ∈ X , learn the unknown
data distribution Pr (x) by a parameterized model Pθ (x).
• Sampling Draw synthetic samples from the model distribution Pθ .
• Evaluation Given a sample xi , evaluate the likelihood of being real.
Theoretically, given sufficient training samples and enough model capacity, the true
distribution can be approximated well such that Pθ converges to Pr . But in practice,
training GANs are often unstable. It is partly due to the fact that θ 7→ Df (Pr k Pθ )
is not a continuous mapping. Next section will introduce a weaker distance metric
to make it easier for the distributions to converge.
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3.3

Wasserstein Distance

Wasserstein distance is a widely used metric to compare distributions. It
measures the discrepancy between two probability distributions by estimating the
optimal transport cost.

3.3.1

Optimal Transportation

Suppose we have two probability spaces (X , µ) and (Y, ν), the optimal transport
cost between the two measures is

C(µ, ν) =

inf

c(x, y)dπ(x, y),

(3.9)

π∈Π(µ,ν)

where c(x, y) is the cost of moving one unit of mass from point x to point y, and
Π(µ, ν) is the set of all joint probability measures on X × Y such that µ and ν are
marginals on X and Y respectively. The joint measures are called transport plans
[78], and Equation 3.9 is to estimate the minimum cost among all transport plans.
The problem is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Imagine we have a sand pile, and hope
to transport it to another place for construction. The initial and final shapes are
known, but the transport plan needs to be determined: to which location should
each sand particle be moved to? The transport plan offers a recipe that associates

Figure 3.3: An illustration of optimal transportation
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each point x with a destination y. It can be represented by a function T : X → Y
that changes the mass from µ to ν. For all ν−integrable functions φ, we have
Z

Z
φ(y)dν(y) =

φ(T (x))dµ(x)

Y

(3.10)

X

There are infinite number of transport plans between two given probability measures.
An optimal transport is the plan that transport the mass at minimum cost. The
transport cost of a certain particle is defined by the product of its mass by the
distance being moved. During transportation, the initial distribution changes
smoothly to the final one, and generates a sequence of distributions in between,
known as the displacement interpolation [79]. Sometimes, people do not care
about the optimal transport plan, but only need the minimum cost value. But
investigating the displacement interpolations is helpful to find an optimal learning
path in geometric domains, and uncover the intermediate states between two
probability measures.

3.3.2

Definition and Properties

Wasserstein distance is a specific kind of optimal transport cost in which the
ground cost c(x, y) = d(x, y) is a distance function. The pth Wasserstein distance
(p ≥ 1) is defined as follows
Definition 3.2. Let (X , d) be a complectly separable metric space, µ and ν be
two probability measures on X . For p ≥ 1, the p−Wasserstein distance is

Wp (µ, ν) =

Z
inf

π∈Π(µ,ν)

p

d(x, y) dπ(x, y)
X ×X

 p1
(3.11)
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With the same notations, the Wasserstein space of order p is defined as the collection
of all probability measures µ on X


Z
p
Pp (X ) := µ ∈ P (X ) :
d(x0 , x) µ(dx) < +∞

(3.12)

X

Specifically, the 1−Wasserstein distance W1 is known as the earth mover’s
distance (EMD). It is widely used to compare discrete distributions such as images
and histograms. When µ = δx and ν = δy are two Dirac distributions, there is only
one feasible solution for the transportation problem. The p−Wasserstein distance
degenerates to the ground cost of transporting the point mass from x to y.

Wp (δx , δy ) = dp (x, y)

The Wasserstein distance has many properties. Wp is a true distance because it
is symmetric (Wp (µ, ν) = Wp (ν, µ)), non-negative (Wp (µ, ν) ≥ 0 and Wp (µ, ν) = 0
if and only if µ = ν), and satisfies the triangle inequality.

∀µ, ν, ω ∈ X ,

Wp (µ, ν) ≤ Wp (µ, ω) + Wp (ω, ν)

(3.13)

More important, Wp is a weak distance. It allows quantitative comparison between
two distributions with low-dimensional supports that do not overlap. In contrast,
many traditional metrics are not defined on discrete space. For example, KL
divergence requires the measure to be continuous and has a density w.r.t. a
base measure. In addition, the Wasserstein distance has weak convergence in the
Wasserstein space, that is, if µ is the target measure and (µk )k∈N is a sequence of
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measures in Pp (X ), and → denotes weakly converge, then

µk → µ

⇐⇒

Wk (µk , µ) → 0

Based on the above properties, one can derive that Wasserstein distance Wp is
continuous on Pp (X ). If µk → µ, νk → ν as k → ∞, then

Wp (µk , νk ) → Wp (µ, ν)

The weak topology and continuous property makes Wasserstein distance very
tempting as an objective function, since the loss can change smoothly w.r.t. the
model parameters. Thus the effective gradients are always available during training,
and the convergence is ensured.
Information based metrics like f −divergence and Bregman divergence are commonly used as classification loss or fitting error in parameter estimation problems.
They compare two probability measures by integrating the pointwise ratios between
them, and have nice computational properties. But the entropy-based objective
functions are not continuous and differentiable everywhere. For example, the KL
divergence between two univariate Gaussians N (µa , σa2 ), N (µb , σb2 ) are

DKL

1
=
2



σa2
+ log
σb2



σb2
σa2




|µa − µb |
+
−1
σb2

when σb diminishes and the Gaussian degenerates to a Dirac distribution, it will be
infinitely far away from all other Gaussians in the KL geometry.
The Wasserstein metric introduces a distance over probability distributions by
exploring the optimal transport geometry. It leverages the physical idea of mass
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transportation to compare measures. The information divergences compare two
measures by comparing their mass pointwise, and do not recognize the spatial
R
relationship between them. For instance, DKL (m k m̃) = X log( m(x)
)m(x)dx is
m̃(x)
invariant of reversible transformations on x = (x1 , x2 , · · · )T because the product
m(x)dx removes the dimensional information. This property is illustrated in Figure
3.4.

Figure 3.4: Wasserstein metric recognizes permutation changes, while KL divergence
is permutation invariant as it calculates pointwise ratio between measures.

3.3.3

Approximating the Wasserstein Distance

In practice, the main challenge is to efficiently approximate and differentiate
the Wasserstein distance. Recall that Wp is defined by a minimization problem on the transport cost between two probability measures (also known as the
Monge–Kantorovich problem [78])
Z
inf
π(µ,ν)

c(x, y)dπ(x, y)

(3.14)

X ×Y

where the infimum is over all joint measures π on X × Y with marginals µ and ν.
There could be infinite number of transport plans, i.e. the couplings of (µ, ν) is
infinite, which makes the primal problem intractable.
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The Monge–Kantorovich problem has a dual form
Z

Z
φ(y)dν(y) −

sup
φ(y)−ψ(x)≤c(x,y)

Y


ψ(x)dµ(x)

(3.15)

X

where ψ(x) : X → R and φ(y) : Y → R are integrable functions. The supremum in
(3.15) is no more than the infimum in (3.14), and the bound is tight when

φ(y) = inf (ψ(x) + c(x, y))
x∈X

(3.16)

ψ(x) = sup(φ(y) − c(x, y))
y∈Y

Thus the optimal transport cost can be interpreted as a maximization problem
Z

Z
min
π(µ,ν)

ψ (y)dν(y) −

c(x, y)dπ(x, y) = sup
ψ

X ×Y

Z

c

Y


ψ(x)dµ(x)

(3.17)

X

where ψ c (y) = inf x∈X (ψ(x) + c(x, y)) is a generalization of the Legendre transform.
Remark 3.3.1. (Special case for p = 1)
When c(x, y) = d(x, y) is a distance on a Polish space X and µ, ν are functions
integrable with their first moments, we have the Kantorovich’s dual of the
1−Wasserstein distance
Z
W1 (µ, ν) =

ψdµ −

sup
||∇ψ||1 ≤1

X



Z
ψdν
X

= sup Ex∼µ [ψ(x)] − Ey∼ν [ψ(y)]
ψ∈Lip1

(3.18)
in which the supremum runs over all 1−Lipschitz functions ψ. It becomes
k · W1 if we change the constraint to k−Lipschitz functions ||∇ψ||1 ≤ k.
Although Wasserstein spaces are not Hilbertian in general, it is the case for
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univariate distributions. It means the 1D Wasserstein distance can be efficiently approximated by a Hilbertian metric on some feature representations of the probability
measures.
Remark 3.3.2. (Special case for 1D Wasserstein distance)
When X = R, let Fµ and Fν be the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for
probability distributions µ and ν. In the 1D case, there exist inverse CDFs Fµ−1
and Fν−1 . Then the Wasserstein distance can be computed by the integration
of their inverse CDFs
Z
Wp (µ, ν) =

1

|Fµ−1 (x) − Fν−1 (x)|p dx

(3.19)

0

In particular, the formula becomes even simpler for p = 1
Z

Z

x

|F (x) − G(x)|dx =

W1 (µ, ν) =
R

3.3.4

Z

d(µ(x) − ν(x)) dx
R

(3.20)

−∞

Displacement Interpolation: A Case Study

Time-dependent mass transportation leads to continuous displacement of probability measures. In generative modeling, the learning process pushes the model
distribution Pg toward the data distribution Pr . Suppose the model is initialized as
Pg = f0 , and updated to ft at time step t. A successful algorithm should generate a
sequence of distributions f0 , f1 , · · · , fT that converge to the target distribution Pr .
The interpolations form a path in the metric space. Thus the optimal transport
from the initial measure to the final measure is obtained by minimizing the total
energy spent on each path.
The following example shows that Wasserstein metric prefers displacement
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interpolation than linear interpolation, which means it can keep modes (e.g., the
Gaussian peak) and reflect translational motions between two objects. Figure 3.5
shows that under Wasserstein metric, displacement interpolation (up) has lower
cost than linear interpolation (down), while KL-divergence shows the opposite.

Figure 3.5: Wasserstein metric prefers displacement interpolation to linear interpolation. Up: W2 (t0 , t1 ) + W2 (t1 , t2 ) = 14 + 14 = 12 . Down: W2 (t0 , t1 ) + W2 (t1 , t2 ) =
1
+ 12 = 1. The KL will never choose the upper path because the cost is infinite.
2

A Toy Example This example shows learning the optimal transportation between two density distributions. The initial and target distributions are given by
two Gaussians (see Figure 3.6).
f0 = N (µ = (0.2, 0.3), σ = 0.1)
(3.21)
f1 = N (µ = (0.6, 0.7), σ = 0.07)
Initially, the intermediate states are set as linear interpolations, where a unimodal
distribution is changed to bimodal. This is not desirable because it doesn’t keep
the mode. (think of an object being split into two parts while moving and then put

Figure 3.6: Initial and target distributions f0 , f1 .
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together, as the lower part of Figure 3.5). It has been proved in [80] that optimizing
with Wasserstein loss can preserve variance of the intermediate distributions, thus
the object moves from one position to another without changing its shape. Figure 3.7
shows that after 1000 iterations, the Gaussian peak is preserved in the intermediate
distributions, and the loss decreases to the optimal transport cost (see Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.7: Learn the optimal transportation between two Gaussians. Left: Linear
interpolation (iter 0). Right: Displacement interpolation (iter 1000)

Figure 3.8: Transportation cost during learning.
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Chapter 4
Distributionally Robust Games
In this chapter, we introduce the framework of distributionally robust games
(DRG). These are multi-player games in which each player has to choose her action
in an uncertain environment. The decision-maker has a continuous action space
and aims to learn her optimal strategy. The true distribution of the uncertainty
is unknown to the players. To deal with the uncertain environment, each player
models the state of nature using a worst-case distribution, also called adversarial
distribution. Thus each player’s payoff depends on the other players’ decisions and
the decision of a virtual player (i.e., nature) who selects an adversarial distribution
among all possible scenarios. We provide alternative ways to select the adversarial
distribution based on empirical observations of the decision-maker. This leads to a
distributionally robust optimization problem. The problem is formulated using a
notion of divergence between two measures: the modified measure and the exact
measure associated to the uncertainty. Simple algorithms, whose dynamics are
inspired from gradient flows, are proposed to find local optima. The methodology
does not require strong convexity assumptions as in the classical gradient algorithms.
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Theoretical findings are illustrated in a convex setting and its limitations are tested
with a non-convex non-concave function. The method is extended to a class of
optimization problems and robust games. Illustrative examples and simulations
are provided. This chapter is based on our book chapter “Distributionally Robust
Optimization” [18] published in 2018. The main contributions are summarized as
follows:
• We formulate the distributionally robust game by the statistical notions
of f −divergence and Wasserstein distance between two distributions, here
represented by the adversarial distribution and the exact distribution.
• We develop triality theory to reduce the complexity of the problem, and
provide a computational method based on Bregman flow for approximately
computing the robust equilibria.
• We introduce a class of distributionally robust games with continuous action
spaces, for which a subset of equilibria can be computed using the Bregman
algorithm.

4.1

Introduction

Games with payoff uncertainty refer to games in which the outcome of an action
is not known with certainty by the players. Such games are also called incomplete
information games and can be formalized in different ways. Distribution-free models
of incomplete information games, both with and without private information are
examined in [20, 81]. There the players use a robust optimization approach to
contend with the worst-case scenario payoff. Robust optimization can be defined as
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the process of determining the best or most effective response, utilizing a quantitative
measurement system under worst-case uncertain functions or parameters. The
distribution-free approaches relax the well-known Bayesian game model proposed by
Harsanyi [32]. The limitation of the distribution-free model is that the uncertainty
parameters have to be carefully defined, and the bounds given by the worst case
scenario may not be useful in many interesting problems. In many cases such
approach leads to too conservative and unrealistic scenarios.
We introduce a distributionally robust game with continuous action spaces. This
game provides a new and original way of addressing game scenarios with incomplete
information. The relevance in formulating such a new game is in that it relaxes the
assumptions of Harsanyi’s Bayesian games [32]. Instead of assuming an underlying
mean-field or exactly known probability distribution, one acts with an uncertainty
set, which could be distributions chosen by other players. In the distribution-free
approach, the interval (or generally the uncertainty set) needs to be known or
learnable by the decision-makers. In contrast to this, the distributionally robust
approach may test any alternative distribution within a divergence ball defined by
f −divergence or Wasserstein metric. The distributional robustness method works
on probability distributions instead of uncertainty parameters or functions. The
worst-case distribution within a certain carefully designed distributional uncertainty
set may provide interesting features. The set of distributions should be chosen to
fit for the applications at hand.
In robust best-response problems, the uncertain sets are represented by deterministic models. The opponent players have a bounded capability to change
the uncertain parameters, and therefore affects the objective function the decision
maker seeks to optimize. Each player has her own robust best-response optimiza-
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tion problem to solve. Thus, the standard best-response problem of player j:
inf aj ∈Aj lj (aj , a−j , ω) becomes the minimax robust best response

inf sup lj (aj , a−j , ω)

aj ∈Aj ω∈Ω

(4.1)

where aj is the action to choose and ω is the objective functional evaluated at
uncertain state ω. This approach to uncertainty has a long history in optimization,
control and game theory [82, 83, 84].
A credible alternative to this set-based uncertainty is to use a stochastic model,
in which the uncertain state ω is a random variable with distribution m. If we
assume the generating mean-field distribution m is known, it becomes a standard
stochastic optimal control paradigm. If m is not known and the only known is
a set of distributions lie in the neighborhood of m: m0 ∈ Bρ (m), the resulting
best response to mean-field formulation is the so-called distributionally robust best
response
inf

sup

aj ∈Aj m0 ∈Bρ (m)

Eω∼m0 lj (aj , a−j , ω)

(4.2)

Distributionally robust optimization can be used not only to provide a robust
solution to a problem when the true distribution is unknown, but it also can, in
many cases, give a general solution taking into account some risk. For instance,
the best response of Bob in Example 2.5 is to choose the Nash equilibrium W , but
the risk-aware solution will be a safer strategy U that guarantees his minimum
payoff. We give a rigorous definition of distributionally robust equilibrium, and
provide a novel class of risk-aware Bregman algorithms for global optimization and
cooperation solution seeking problems.
The distributionally robust optimization problems involves naturally the space
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of probability distributions which is of infinite dimensions for continuous action
spaces. While there are several differentiability concepts on the space of probability
measures (Fréchet, Gâteaux, Wasserstein-gradient, etc), their computation is not
without challenges. We develop a triality theory to reformulate the problem and
reduce considerably the curse of dimensionality. We provide a computational
method based on Bregman flow for approximately computing equilibria. Such a
computational method allows us to test the implementability of the approach on
numerical data, and illustrative examples are given. We show that the resulting
iterative dynamics, which we call Bregman dynamics, is characterized by double
(or higher) exponential decay and converges to distributionally robust equilibria.

4.2

Problem Formulation

This section introduces distributionally robust game models. We will first
introduce the concept of distribution uncertainty set, and then present a generic formulation of the problem. After that, we will discuss triality theory and apply such
theory to reduce the model complexity via Lagrangian relaxation. Individual components of the optimization and their solvability issues via equivalent formulations
will be discussed.

4.2.1

Distribution Uncertainty Set

Consider a decision-maker who wants to select an action a ∈ A in order to
optimize her objective l(a, ω), where ω is an uncertain state. The information
structure is the following
• The true distribution of ω is not known to the decision-maker, neither is the
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upper/lower bound of ω.
• A decision-maker can measure/observe realization of the random variable ω.
The decision-maker chooses to experiment several trials and obtains statistical
realizations of ω from measurements. The measurement data can be noisy, imperfect
and erroneous. Then, an empirical distribution (or histogram) m is built from the
realizations of ω. However, it is not the true distribution of the random variable
ω, and it may not be a reliable measure due to statistical, bias, measurement,
observation or computational errors. Therefore, the decision maker is facing a
risk. The risk-sensitive decision-maker should decide actions that improve the
expected payoff Em0 l(a, ω) among alternative distributions m0 within a certain level
of deviation ρ from the distribution m. All alternative admissible distributions are
defined in an uncertainty set.
Let (Ω, F, m) be a probability space. Here m is a probability measure defined
on (Ω, F). The distribution m of the state ω is used to capture the probability of
the different scenarios and of the corresponding payoff function obtained under each
of such scenarios for fixed action profile. We assume that the exact distribution of
the state is not available in general. Then we propose an uncertainty/constraint set
among all the possible distributions with a divergence bounded above by a scalar
value ρ. Such a constraint takes different forms that depend on the distance metric.
We present two kinds of uncertainty sets defined on f −divergence and Wasserstein
metric.
Bρf (m)


=

Z

0

0

m |

0



0

dm = m (Ω) = 1, Df (m k m) ≤ ρ

(4.3)

Ω

BρW (m)


=

0

Z

m |

0

0

0

dm = m (Ω) = 1, Wp (m , m) ≤ ρ
Ω


(4.4)
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0

Recall that for f −divergence m needs to be absolutely continuous w.r.t. m.

4.2.2

Definition

In distributionally robust games, each player j chooses aj ∈ Aj to optimize
the worst loss functional Em0 (aj , ω) subject to the constraint that Df (m0 k m) ≤ ρ
or Wp (m0 , m) ≤ ρ. This means the worst loss performance is obtained under the
assumption that a virtual player (nature) acts as acts as a discriminator who pushes
the distribution m0 away from m with an effort capacity that should not exceed
ρ > 0. The robust stochastic optimization of player j given (aj 0 )j 0 6=j , m, ρ is

(Pj ) : inf

sup

aj ∈Aj m0 ∈Bρ (m)

Eω∼m0 lj (a, ω)

(4.5)

The alternative distribution m0 is not a given profile, and it could be deformed
or falsified by the discriminator. We assume that: for uncertainty set defined on
f −divergence the measure m0 is continuous w.r.t. m. The loss function lj (·, ω) is
proper and upper semi-continuous for m−almost all ω ∈ Ω. Either the domain Aj
is a non-empty compact set or Em0 lj (a, ω) is coercive. Thus we have the definition
Definition 4.1. (Distributionally Robust Game)
The distributionally robust game G(m) involves
• the set of players J = {1, 2, . . . , n}, n ≥ 2
• the decision space Aj of each player j, j ∈ J
• the uncertainty set Bρ (m) defined on Ω and ρ
• the payoff function Em0 lj (a, ω) of player j, j ∈ J .
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With the above game in mind, we can introduce the following solution concept.
Definition 4.2. (Distributionally Robust Equilibrium)
Let a∗j be the configuration of player j and a∗−j := (a∗k )k6=j . A strategy profile
a∗ = (a∗1 , . . . , a∗n ) satisfying

sup
m0 ∈Bρ (m)

Em0 lj (a∗ , ω) ≤

sup
m0 ∈Bρ (m)

Em0 lj (aj , a∗−j , ω),

(4.6)

for every aj ∈ Aj and every agent j, is said distributionally robust pure Nash
equilibrium of the game G(m).
We have defined the game and its solution concept. The task now is to solve
problem (4.5) under both f −divergence and Wasserstein metric. One of the
difficulties of the problem is the curse of dimensionality. The distributionally robust
optimization problem (4.5) of the decision-maker is an infinite dimensional robust
optimization problem because Bρ is of infinite dimensions. Below we will show that
problem (4.5) can be transformed into an optimization in the form of sup inf sup,
which has three alternating terms. Solving this problem requires a triality theory.

4.2.3

Triality Theory

We here present the duality gap and develop a triality theory. Consider uncoupled domains Aj , j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. For a general function l2 , one has

sup inf l2 (a1 , a2 ) ≤ inf

a2 ∈A2 a1 ∈A1

sup l2 (a1 , a2 )

a1 ∈A1 a2 ∈A2

(4.7)
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and the difference

min max l2 (a1 , a2 ) − max min l2 (a1 , a2 )
a2 ∈A2 a1 ∈A1

a1 ∈A1 a2 ∈A2

(4.8)

is the duality gap. As it is widely known in duality theory from Sion’s Theorem [83]
(which is an extension of von Neumann’s minimax Theorem) there is an equality,
for example for convex-concave function, and the value is achieved by a saddle
point in the case of non-empty convex compact domain.
Triality theory focuses on optimization problems of the forms sup inf sup or
inf sup inf. The term triality is used here because there are three key alternating
terms in these optimizations.
Proposition 4.2.1. Let (a1 , a2 , a3 ) 7→ l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 ) ∈ R be a function defined on
Q
the product space 3j=1 Aj . Then, the following inequalities hold
sup

inf

a2 ∈A2 a1 ∈A1 ,a3 ∈A3

l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 ) ≤ inf

sup inf l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 )

a3 ∈A3 a2 ∈A2 a1 ∈A1

≤

inf

(4.9)

sup l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 )

a1 ∈A1 ,a3 ∈A3 a2 ∈A2

and similarly,
sup

inf l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 ) ≤ sup inf

a1 ∈A1 ,a3 ∈A3 a2 ∈A2

sup l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 )

a3 ∈A3 a2 ∈A2 a1 ∈A1

≤ inf

sup

a2 ∈A2 a1 ∈A1 ,a3 ∈A3

Proof. In Appendix A.1

(4.10)
l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 )
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4.2.4

Equivalent Formulations

Assume that a 7→ Em lj (a, ω) is continuous for m−almost all ω. Then, the
functional Fj : m 7→ inf aj Em lj (a, ω) is Gateaux differentiable with derivative
Fj,m (m0 ) =

inf

aj ∈A∗j (m)

Em0 lj (a, ω),

where A∗j (m) = arg minaj Em lj (a, ω) is the best-response under m. This derivative
in the space of square integrable measurable functions under m which is of infinite
dimensions, does not facilitate the computation of the robust optimal strategy
a∗j , m0∗ . Below we explain how the dimensionality of problem (4.5) can be significantly reduced using a representation by means of the triality theory inequalities of
Proposition 4.2.1. We propose equivalent formulations for both models defined by
f −divergence and Wasserstein metric.

4.2.4.1

f −divergence

When A are of finite dimensions, the distributionally robust optimization
problem (4.5) under f −divergence is equivalent to a finite dimensional stochastic
optimization problem. To see this, the original problem need to be transformed.
Let us introduce the likelihood functional L(ω 0 ) =

dm0
(ω 0 ),
dm

and set

 Z

0
Lρ (m) = L |
f (L(ω ))dm − f (1) ≤ ρ
ω0

Then, the robust best-response problem of agent j is equivalent to

inf

sup Em [lj L]

aj ∈Aj L∈Lρ (m)

(4.11)
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We introduce the Lagrangian as


Z
0
0
l˜j (a, L, λ, µ) =
lj (a, ω )L(ω )dm(ω ) − λ ρ + f (1) −
f (L(ω ))dm(ω )
ω0
ω0


Z
0
0
−µ 1−
L(ω )dm(ω ) ,
Z

0

0

0

ω0

(4.12)
where λ ≥ 0 and µ ∈ R. The problem solved by player j becomes
(Pj∗ ) : sup

sup ˜lj (a, L, λ, µ)

inf

(4.13)

aj ∈Aj L∈Lρ (m) λ≥0,µ∈R

A full understanding of problem (4.13) requires the triality theory. The underlying idea is that one can use a transformation of the last two terms to derive a
finite dimensional optimization. problem. The Lagrangian ˜lj of player j is clearly
concave in L and convex in λ, µ, and is semi-continuous jointly. By the triality
theory ˜lj satisfies the sup inf inequality and we have the following

inf

sup

inf

aj ∈Aj L∈Lρ (m) λ≥0,µ∈R

˜lj (a, L, λ, µ) ≤ inf

inf

sup ˜lj (a, L, λ, µ)

aj ∈Aj λ≥0,µ∈R L∈Lρ (m)

The latter problem can be rewritten as

(P̃j∗ ) :

sup ˜lj (a, L, λ, µ)

inf

aj ∈Aj ,λ≥0,µ∈R L∈Lp (m)

(4.14)

The Lagrangian function takes the form as

˜lj = λ(ρ + f (1)) + µ +

Z
{L[lj − µ] − λf (L)}dm

(4.15)
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It follows that
Z

sup ˜lj (a, L, λ, µ) = λ(ρ + f (1)) + µ + sup

{L[lj − µ] − λf (L)}dm

L∈Lρ (m)

L∈Lρ (m)

Introduce the Fenchel-Legendre transform on L and exchanging sup and

R

, one

gets
sup ˜lj (a, L, λ, µ) = λ(ρ + f (1)) + µ +

Z

λf ∗ (

L∈Lρ (m)

lj − µ
)dm
λ

(4.16)

where
f ∗ (ξ) = sup[hL, ξi − f (L)] = − inf [f (L) − hL, ξi].
L

L

Since Aj × R+ × R is a subset of a finite dimensional vector space (dimension n + 2),
it follows that the robust best-response problem of player j is equivalent to the
finite dimensional stochastic optimization problem:

(Pj∗ )



 inf a ∈A ,λ≥0,µ∈R l∗ (a, λ, µ, m)
j
j
j
R

 lj∗ (a, λ, µ, m) = λ(ρ + f (1)) + µ + λf ∗ ( lj −µ )dm = Em [hj ].
λ

where hj is the integrand cost λ(ρ + f (1)) + µ +

R

λf ∗ (

(4.17)

lj −µ
).
λ

We have converted the infinite dimensional problem (Pj ) into a finite dimensional
problem (Pj∗ ). The above calculations culminate in the following result:
Proposition 4.2.2. If a, λ∗ (a), µ∗ (a) is a solution of (Pj∗ ) then the optimal
R
l −µ∗
likelihood L∗ is such that ω L∗ dm = 1, f 0 (L∗ ) = j λ . This means that aj and
dm̃∗ = L∗ dm provide a solution of the original problem (Pj ).
Proof. In Appendix A.2
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4.2.4.2

Wasserstein metric

Similarly, when Aj is a set of finite dimension, the distributionally robust
optimization problem under Wasserstein metric is equivalent to the finite dimensional stochastic optimization problem. If the function ω 7→ lj (a, ω) is upper
semi-continuous and (Ω, d) is a Polish space, then the distributionally robust
optimization problem define by Wp (m, m0 ) is equivalent to


 sup
aj ∈Aj inf m0 ∈BρW (m) Em0 [lj ] = supaj ∈Aj supλ≥0 Em [hj ]

(4.18)


 hj = λρ + supω0 ∈Ω [lj (a, ω 0 ) − λdp (ω, ω 0 )]
It is a finite dimension problem on Aj × R+ × Ω if Aj and Ω have finite dimensions.
More details about distributionally robust games under Wasserstein metric will be
discussed in Chapter 5.

4.2.4.3

Existence of distributionally robust Nash equilibria

As in classical game theory, sufficiency condition for existence of robust equilibrium can be obtained from the standard fixed-point theory which we recall next.
Let Aj be nonempty compact convex sets and lj∗ be continuous functions such that
for any fixed (zk )k6=j , the function zj 7→ lj∗ (z, m) is quasi-convex for each j. Then,
there exists at least one distributionally robust pure equilibrium. This result can be
easily extended to the coupled-action constraint case for robust generalized Nash
equilibria.
The next section presents algorithms for computing a distributionally robust
solution from the equivalent formulations above.
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4.3

Learning Algorithms

Learning algorithms are crucial for finding approximate solutions to optimization
and control problems. They are widely used for seeking roots of a function and
for finding feasible solutions to variational inequalities. Practically, a learning
algorithm generates a certain trajectory (or a set of trajectories) toward a potential
approximate solution. Selecting a learning algorithm that has specific properties
such as better accuracy, more stability, less-oscillatory and quick convergence is a
challenging task. From the calculus of variations point of view, however, a learning
algorithm generates curves. Therefore, selecting an algorithm among the others
leads to an optimal control problem on the spaces of curves. Hence, it is natural
to use optimal control theory to derive faster algorithms for a family of curves.
Bergman-based algorithms and risk-aware version of it are introduced below to meet
specific properties. We start by introducing the average regret as an evaluation
metric, and then propose three learning algorithms based on Armijo’s gradient flow,
Bregman dynamics, and risk-aware Bregman dynamics. The convergence rate and
error bound of each algorithm will be given.

4.3.1

Average Regret

One of the key approaches for error quantification of the algorithm with respect
to the distributionally robust optimum is the so-called average regret. When the
regret vanishes one gets close to a distributionally robust Nash equilibrium.
Definition 4.3. The average regret of an algorithm which generates the trajectory
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b(t) = (a(t), λ(t), µ(t)) within [t0 , T ], t0 > 0 is
1
regretT :=
T − t0

Z

T


max

t0

b∗ (t)∈A×R+ ×R

∗



Em h(b (t), ω) − Em h(b(t), ω) dt

Here we omit the subscript j and replace Aj , aj , hj with A, a, h for simplicity.

4.3.2

Armijo Gradient Flow

A simple modified discrete time gradient dynamics is the so-called Armijo
gradient flow [83], which is given by

xk+1 = xk − ηk [∇2 g]−1 ∇f (xk ),

k = 0, 1, 2, · · · ,

(4.19)

where x0 is the initial value, ηk > 0, g is a strictly convex function on x, ∇f is
the gradient of f , and ∇2 g is the Hessian of g with respect to x. As a corollary
of Armijo’s convergence theorem for the gradient method, we have the steepest
descent algorithm that converges under the some hypotheses.
Corollary 4.3.1. Let f be a real-valued function defined and continuous everywhere on E n (Euclidian n−space), and bounded below on E n . For fixed x0
define S(x0 ) = {x : f (x) ≤ f (x0 )}. f ∈ C 1 on S(x0 ) and ∇f is Lipschitz
continuous on S(x0 ), i.e., there exists a Lipschitz constant K > 0 such that
|∇f (xi ) − ∇f (xj )| ≤ K|xi − xj | for every pair xi , xj ∈ S(x0 ). If

xk+1 = xk −

1
∇f (xk ),
2K

k = 0, 1, 2, · · · ,

∗
then the sequence {xk }∞
0 converges to the point x which minimizes f .

n+2

For distributionally robust optimization, we assume b 7→ Em h(b, ω) : R
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→R

to be a concave function that has a unique global maximizer solution b∗ (t) =
(a∗ (t), λ∗ (t), µ∗ (t)), and a∗ (t) is a feasible action profile, i.e., a∗ (t) ∈ A. A continuous
time analog of the Armijo gradient flow is given by
d
b(t) = [∇2 g]−1 ∇Em h(b(t), ω)
dt

(4.20)

n+2

b(0) = b0 ∈ R

where b0 is an initial point of the algorithm and g is strictly convex on b. The
advantage is that no computation of the Hessian matrix is required as in the
Newton’s scheme. The drawback is that the convergence rate is low as established
by the following proposition.
Proposition 4.3.2. Let Em h(b(t), ω) be a convex function for b, and b∗ the solution
of (4.20). For t > 0, we have

0 ≤ Em h(b(t), ω) − Em h(b∗ , ω) ≤

dg (b∗ , b0 )
t

where dg (x, y) = g(x) − g(y) − hgy (y), x − yi is the Bregman divergence on g. Then
the average regret within [t0 , T ], t0 > 0 is bounded above by
1
regretT :=
T − t0

Z

T
∗

∗

Em [h(b , ω) − h(b(t), ω)]dt ≤ dg (b , b0 )
t0

Proof. In Appendix A.3.
The pseudocode of Armijo’s gradient flow is as follows

log tT0
T − t0

(4.21)
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Algorithm 1 Armijo’s Gradient Flow
Input: The Armijo’s gradient starting from b0 within [0, T ]: (b0 , , T, g, m, h)
Output: b∗ , regretT
b ← b0
while regrett >  and t ≤ T do
Compute b(t) according to (4.20)
Compute regrett according to (4.21)
end while
b∗ ← b(t)
regretT ← regrett

4.3.3

Bregman Learning

In this section we develop a fast learning algorithm for solving optimization
and strategic game problems. In particular, we first introduce Maximum Principles
features, and link the master Euler-Lagrange equation to a second order differential
system. We then use such a system to introduce the basic Bregman algorithm
and discuss its convergence rate. We provide a variation of the basic algorithm
called risk-aware Bregman algorithm, which constitutes a speed-up-and-average
version and reduces oscillations. We then apply the algorithm in minmax games
and best-response potential games.

4.3.3.1

Maximum Principle Features

Consider the optimal control problem inf u∈U

RT
0

ˆl(t, x, u)dt such that u = ẋ.

The maximum principle is a necessary condition of optimality when the underlying
function is sufficiently smooth. The adjoint variable ṗ = −Hx = −ˆlx and the
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optimal control minimizes the Hamiltonian

H(x, p) = inf {ˆl + pv}
v

that is, the Legendre transform of −ˆl applied at the point −p. A closed-form
expression of the optimal control can be obtained and it is generically given by
v ∗ = Hp (x, p). A necessary condition for optimality says that Hv∗ (v ∗ − v) ≥ 0 for
any v, where Hv denotes the sub-differential of H. This latter variational equation
can be rewritten as

0 ≤ Hv∗ (v ∗ − v) = [ˆlv∗ + p](v ∗ − v),

∀v.

(4.22)

In particular, an interior solution v ∗ should solve p = ˆlv∗ and the adjoint equation
becomes ṗ =

d
(−ˆlv∗ )
dt

= −ˆlx (x, v ∗ ), which implies that
dˆ
lẋ = ˆlx (x, ẋ)
dt

(4.23)

The latter equation is also called Euler-Lagrange equation in the field of calculus
of variations. Since the minimization is among all possible curves, this minimum
principle may exhibit features that enable the investigation of faster time curves.
We investigate (4.23) for a class of quantity-of-interest l. Let the family of Bregmanbased Lagrangian be

ˆl(x, v) = eα+γ [dg (x + e−α v, x) − eβ l(x)]
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where dg (y, x) = g(y) − g(x) − hgx (x), y − xi is the Bregman divergence function
for a certain smooth and convex function g.
Proposition 4.3.3. If γ̇ = eα then the Euler-Lagrange equation (4.23) reduces to
the following second order ordinary differential system

−1
ẍ + (eα − α̇) + e2α+β gxx
(x + e−α ẋ)lx (x) = 0

(4.24)

which can be written as a first-order system


 ẋ = v,

 v̇ = ẍ = −(eα − α̇)u − e2α+β g −1 (x + e−α u)l∗ (x).
xx

x

Proof. In Appendix A.4.

4.3.3.2

Basic Bregman Learning Algorithm

In view of (4.24), the Bregman algorithms for static optimization problems
yields
d
[gx (y(t))] = −eα(t)+β(t) lx (x(t))
dt
y(t) = x(t) + e−α(t) v(t)

(4.25)

˙
v(t) = x(t)
where initial values are x(0), v(0).
Proposition 4.3.4. Let X be an Hilbert space and l a convex function over X
and β̇(t) ≤ eα(t) . Then, the Bregman learning algorithm (4.25) generates an error
as
0 ≤ l(x(t)) − l(x∗ ) ≤ e−β(t) c0

(4.26)

∗

−α(0)

where c0 := dg (x , x(0) + e

ẋ(0)) + e

β(0)
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[l(x(0)) − l(x )] > 0 and x is the
∗

∗

optimal value.
Proof. In Appendix A.5
˙ ≤ eα(t) , the best rate of convergence among this
In view of the inequality β(t)
Rt
0
family of functions is obtained for β(t) = β(0) + 0 eα(t ) dt0 , where α is a time
dependence function.
Definition 4.4. (Convergence time)
Let δ > 0 and x(t) be the trajectory generated by Bregman algorithm starting from
x0 at time t0 . The convergence time to be within a ball B(l(x∗ ), δ) of radius δ > 0
from the center l(x∗ ) is given by

Tδ = inf (l(x(t)) − l(x∗ ) ≤ δ)
t>t0

Under the assumption in Proposition 4.3.4, it takes at most Tδ = β −1 [log cδ0 ]
time units for the Bregman algorithms to reach the ball B(l(x∗ ), δ). See Table II
for detailed parametric functions on the bound Tδ .
Convergence Rate

Error Bound

Triple exponential
t
α(t) = t + et , β(t) = ee
Double exponential
α(t) = t, β(t) = et
Exponential
α(t) = 0, β(t) = t

e

Polynomial order k
α(t) = log k − log t, β(t) = k log t

−ee

t

c0

t

Time to Reach
log[log(log cδ0 )]

e−e c0

log(log cδ0 )

e−t c0

log cδ0

c0
tk

c0
δ 1/k

1/k

Table 4.1: Bregman convergence rate under different parameter settings.
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Note that Proposition 4.3.4 does not require the strong convexity property
often used in the proof of convergence gradient dynamics and Newton-based
gradient methods. This is because the Bregman divergence is carefully designed to
compensate that part as a regularizer or a penalty function.
The Bregman algorithm for distributionally robust games is given in the following
proposition.
Proposition 4.3.5. Let b 7→ Em h(b, ω) : Rn+2 → R be a concave function that
has a unique global maximizer b∗ . Assume that a∗ be a feasible action profile, i.e.,
˙ ≤ eα(t) . The Bregman learning
a∗ ∈ A. Let α, β be two functions such that β(t)
algorithm is
d
[gb (b(t) + e−α(t) ḃ(t))] = eα(t)+β(t) ∇b Em h(b(t), ω),
dt
n+2

b(0) ∈ R

(4.27)

n+2

, ḃ(0) ∈ R

where b(0) is the initial point of the algorithm and g is a strictly convex function on
b. Let b(t) be the solution to (4.27). Then the average regret within [t0 , T ], t0 > 0
is bounded above by
c0
regretT ≤
T − t0

Z

T

0

e−β(t ) dt0

(4.28)

t0

where c0 := dg (b∗ , b(0) + e−α(0) ḃ(0)) + eβ(0) Em [h(b∗ , ω) − h(b(0), ω)] > 0, and
b∗ = (a∗ , λ∗ , µ∗ ) is the optimal value.
Proof. In Appendix A.6
In particular, for β(t) = −t + et the error bound to the minimum value is
c0
t

Z

t

−β(t0 )

e
0

c0
dt =
t
0

Z

t

t

t0 −e(t0 )

e e
0

c0 ( 1e − e−e )
dt =
,
t
0
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and for β(t) = t, the error bound is
c0
t

Z

t

0

e−β(t ) dt0 =

0

c0 (1 − e−t )
.
t

The pseudocode of basic Bregman learning algorithm is as follows:
Algorithm 2 Basic Bregman Learning
Input: Bregman learning starting from b0 within [0, T ]: (b0 , , T, g, m, h, α, β)
Output: b∗ , regretT
b(0) ← b0
while regrett >  and t ≤ T do
Compute b(t) according to (4.27)
Compute regrett according to (4.21)
end while
b∗ ← b(t)
regretT ← regrett

Figure 4.1 illustrates the advantage of algorithm (4.27) compared with the
R T −β(t0 ) 0
0
gradient flow (4.20). It plots the Bregman’s regret bound T c−t
e
dt for
t0
0
log

T

β(t) = t and the Armijo’s regret bound dg (b∗ , b0 ) T −tT0 with an initial gap of c0 = 25.
The advantage of algorithms (4.20) and (4.27) is that they the Hessian of Em h(b, ω)
is not required as in the case of the Newton scheme. As a corollary of Proposition
4.3.2, the regret vanishes as T grows. Thus, it is a no-regret algorithm. Algorithm
(4.20) may not be sufficiently fast. Algorithm (4.27) provides a higher order
convergence rate by carefully designing (α, β). The average regret decays very
quickly to zero. However, it may generate an oscillatory learning trajectory with a
big magnitude. The next subsection presents risk-aware algorithms that reduce the
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oscillatory phase of the trajectory.

Figure 4.1: Global regret bound for Bregman vs. Armijo learning algorithms. The
initial gap is set as c0 = 25.

4.3.4

Risk-aware Bregman Dynamic

In order to reduce the oscillatory phase, we introduce a risk-aware Bregman
dynamics which is a sort of speed-up-and-average version of (4.27) called mean
Rt
dynamics of b. We use the average relation b̄(t) = 1t 0 b(t0 )dt0 where b solves Eq.
(4.27). The time-average trajectory of the learning algorithm (4.27) generates the
following mean dynamics.
...
3
2˙
b̄ = − ¨b̄ − (eα − α̇)(¨b̄ + b̄)
t
t
2α+β
e
(b̄ + (t + 2e−α )b̄˙ + te−α¨b̄)Em h(tb̄˙ + b̄, ω),
−
gb̄−1
b̄
t

(4.29)

˙
¨b̄(0).
with initial values b̄(0), b̄(0),
From the definition of m̄ and by L’Hôpital’s rule, b̄(0) = b(0). Moreover, b̄(t)
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and b(t) share the following equations:
˙
b(t) = b̄(t) + tb̄(t),
˙ + t¨b̄(t),
ḃ(t) = 2b̄(t)
...
b̈(t) = 3¨b̄(t) + t b̄ (t)
Substituting these values in Eq.(4.27) yields the mean dynamics (4.29). The riskaware Bregman dynamics (4.29) generates a less oscillatory trajectory due to its
averaging nature. The next result provides an accuracy bound for (4.29).
Proposition 4.3.6. The risk-aware Bregman dynamics (4.29) satisfies
c0
0 ≤ Em [h(b , ω) − h(b̄(t), ω)] ≤
t
∗

Z

t

0

e−β(t ) dt0

0

Proof. In Appendix A.7
Example 4.5. Let f (x) = x log x defined on R∗+ . Then f (1) = 0, and the
derivatives are f 0 (x) = 1 + log x, f 00 (x) =

1
x

> 0. The Legendre-Fenchel transform

of f is f ∗ (ξ) = x∗ = eξ−1 . Let (a1 , a2 ) 7→ kak22 and (a1 , a2 , ω) 7→ l(a1 , a2 , ω) =
P
1+ 2k=1 ωk2 a2k . The distribution of coefficient ω is unknown, but a sampled empirical
measure m is considered to be similar to uniform distribution in (0, 1] with 104
samples. We illustrate the quick convergence rate of the algorithm in a basic
example and plot in Figure 4.2 the trajectories under Armijo’s gradient ascent
(1), basic Bregman dynamics (4.27) and riskaware Bregman dynamics (4.29). In
particular, we observe that risk-aware Bregman dynamics provides very quickly a
satisfactory value. In this particular setup, we observe that the accuracy of the
risk-aware Bregman algorithm at t = 0.5 needs four times (t = 2) less than the
basic Bregman algorithm to reach a similar level of error. It takes 40 times more
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(t = 20) than the gradient ascent to reach that level. Also, we observe that the
risk-aware Bregman algorithm is less oscillatory and the amplitude decays very fast
compared to the risk-neutral algorithm.

Figure 4.2:
P Gradient ascent vs. risk-neutral and risk-aware Bregman dynamics for
l = 1 + 2k=1 ωk2 a2k .

4.3.5

Stochastic Bregman Learning

In this section, we introduce a stochastic Bregman learning algorithm. We first
show how the Bregman dynamics apply to the distributionally robust best-response
problem. In view of (4.17), the problem of player j yields

inf Em hj (x, ω)

xj ∈Xj
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where the expectation is taken with respect to the random variable ω ∼ m. Very
often the computation of the terms Em hj or its partial derivatives is challenging
and depends on the structure of the distribution m. We propose swarm learning to
estimate the expected gradient-like direction and then insert it to algorithm (4.27),
leading to a particle swarm stochastic Bregman algorithm.

Single Particle The stochastic Bregman learning framework, which is adjusted
based only on the realized integrand hj (b, ωj ), yields
d
[gj,xj (x + e−α v)] = −eα+β hj,xj (x, ωj ) = −eα+β [Em hj,xj (x, ωj ) + j (x)]
dt
where j = hj,xj − Em hj,xj has a non-negligible variance. Now, x is a stochastic
process because of the stochastic term ω and j (x). The variance of j is not
vanishing as it is based on a single particle path discrepancy. Below, we explain
how to reduce the variance by means of swarm learning.

Swarm of Particles In order to reduce variance, we introduce a swarm of
virtual particles. To each player j, we associate a swarm of virtual particles ωjk ,
k ∈ 1, · · · , N , and assume the following Cesaro limit holds
N
1 X
hj,xj (x, ωjk ).
Ehj,xj (x, ωj ) = lim
N →+∞ N
k=1

The particle swarm-based stochastic Bregman dynamics yields
N
X
d
−α
α+β 1
gj,x (x + e v) = −e
hj,xj (x, ωjk )
dt j
N k=1

ωjk ∼ m

(4.30)

1
N
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has zero mean, and

PN

Note that the error term j,N =
hj,xj (x, ωjk ) − Em hj,xj
qk=1
q
var[hj,x ]
its standard deviation E[2j,N ] =
is vanishing as N gets larger, which is
N2
much smaller than the single particle error j .
For a realized ω, set

hj,N

N
1 X
=
hj,xj (x, ωjk ),
N k=1

x∗j,N ∈ arg min hj,N (x, ω)
xj

Let x 7→ hN (x, ω) be a best-response potential function for the game in strategic
form {J , (Xj , hj,N )j∈J }, that is

arg min hN (x, ω) ⊆ arg min hj,N (x, ω),
xj

xj

∀j ∈ J

Then by applying the mean dynamic (4.29) to the distributionally robust game,
the particle swarm Bregman algorithm (4.30) gives the output xN (t) that satisfies
0 ≤ hN (xN (t), ω) − hN (x∗N , ω) ≤ e−β(t) c0,N
where c0,N = dg (x∗N , x0 + e−α(t0 ) ẋ0 ) + eβ(t0 ) (hN (x0 , ω) − hN (x∗N , ω)), x0 = x(t0 ).
Thus, the average regret under risk-aware particle swarm Bregman learning is
c0,N
regretT ≤
T − t0

Z

T

e−β(t) dt

t0

This provides an approximated distributionally robust equilibrium when N is
sufficiently large.
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4.4

Illustrative Examples and Simulations

In this section, we apply the proposed learning algorithms in three scenarios.
First, we show the success of Bregman algorithm in a simple minimax game case.
It converges with exponential decay, while the standard gradient descent keeps
oscillating and fails to find the equilibrium. Second, we examine the stochastic
Bregman learning algorithm on a multi-modal optimization problem. It is of
practical interest when the loss function is not differentiable or its mathematical
expression is not available. Third, we test limitations of the proposed algorithms
on a robust game with non-convex non-concave objective functions.

4.4.1

Minimax Game Case

Consider two agents and let x = (x1 , x2 ) ∈ R2 be their actions. Agent 1 is
the attacker who chooses x1 ∈ R and agent 2 is the defender who chooses x2 ∈ R.
They have opposite objectives and form a zero-sum minimax game. We set the loss
function as l(x1 , x2 ) = x1 x2 and the optimization problem as minx1 maxx2 l(x1 , x2 ).
Note that the objective is not convex for this minimax problem. However, it is
clear that (0, 0) is an equilibrium as it satisfies

l(0, x2 ) = l(x1 , 0) = 0 ∀x1 , x2

Here, we set the initial values as (0.9, 0.5) and see if the algorithms can find the
Nash equilibrium.

Failure of standard gradient descent We observe the classical gradient flow
leads to periodic solutions (as the sine function is a fundamental solution) with
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cycling behavior. In particular, the amplitude of oscillation of the classical gradient
does not decrease over time. It leads to a limit cycle on an ellipsoid with a nondecreasing amplitude. Thus, the classical gradient flow fails to find the Nash
solution (0, 0) as illustrated in Figure 4.3. For any fixed x2 , the function l is
quasi-convex in x1 but not strictly convex. The Hessian is degenerated for any
fixed x2 . The classical gradient descent/ascent algorithm fails to find the saddle
point and leads to a cycling behavior on an ellipsoid. Indeed,
  

d x1
x2
=
dt x2
−x1
This equation is equivalent to the second order dynamics

d2
x
dt2 1

+ x1 = 0, which

leads a combination of trigonometric functions cosine and sine. Thus, there is an
oscillatory regime and no convergence to the saddle point (0, 0). The amplitude
of oscillation is in the order of the initial magnitude. We will see below how to
construct an algorithm that will reduce the amplitude and approximates better the
equilibrium.

Success of Bregman Algorithm We use the risk-aware Bregman algorithm to
find the saddle point of the function (x1 , x2 ) 7→ l(x1 , x2 ) = x1 x2 with a penalty
function g. We set gxx = I, α(t) = t, and β(t) = et . In Figure 4.4 we plot the
evolution of strategies and payoff values. We observe rapid convergence with a
smaller amplitude than the classical gradient algorithm.
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Figure 4.3: The amplitude of oscillation of the standard gradient does not decrease.
The classical gradient flow fails to find the equilibrium point (0, 0).

4.4.2

Non-convex Multi-modal Robust Optimization

We set the objective function

√
li (a, ω) = log 20 + ω 2 − sin(a1 ) sin(a2 ) a1 a2

over the action space [0, 10]2 . It has multiple local extrema (Figures 4.5). The
function is non-convex and non-concave, and thus does not fulfill the conditions
in Proposition 4.3.4. The multi-modal loss function has a robust equilibrium at
(7.9, 7.9). We observed that the basic Bregman algorithm (4.25) stuck in a local
optimum (5.1, 7.9), while the particle swarm Bregman algorithm (4.30) behaves
well and converges at the robust equilibrium (Figure 4.5 right). This opens the
application of stochastic Bregman learning in non-convex settings.
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Figure 4.4: The proposed scheme leads rapidly to a smaller amplitude of oscillation.
It converges within two time units.

Figure 4.5: Left: The non-convex non-concave objective function li with multiple
local optima. Middle: The basic Bregman algorithm stuck in a local optimum
(5.1, 7.9). Right: The particle swarm Bregman algorithm converges to the global
optimum (7.9, 7.9).

4.5

Experiments

In this section, we implement specialized Bregman algorithms for neural network
models and compared the performance with other widely known algorithms. The
problem is much difficult than classical optimization tasks. The challenges lie in
non-convexity of the loss function and high dimensionality of the model parameters.
In most cases, the number of local optima is huge or even infinite. For this reason,
we typically search for suboptimal solutions instead of a global optimum. This part
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is based on our work “Bregman Learning for Generative Adversarial Networks”
[85].
Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [86, 87] is the most popular optimization
algorithm in deep learning. The objective function L(x) is minimized by gradually
going downhill towards the opposite direction of the gradient of L with respect to
its parameters x, and the step size is controlled by a learning rate η:

xt+1 = xt − η · ∇xt L(xt )

The downhill direction is estimated by taking the average gradient on a minibatch
of M samples randomly drawn from the training set. For classification problems,
the gradient is estimated by

E∇x L(x) ≈

M
1 X
∇x L(x; x(i) ; y(i) )
M i=1

where x(i) is the training data with corresponding label y(i) . However, the convergence rate of gradient descent cannot exceed O( 1t ) after t iterations [88], and it
may become even worse in practice. SGD may be trapped in local optima, and
has trouble in the case of high curvature and noisy gradients. The trajectory tends
to be oscillating in the ravine region where the gradient is much more higher in
one dimension than in others. Momentum [89] is a method to reduce trajectory
oscillations and accelerate SGD. The update rule is:
xt+1 = xt + vt
(4.31)
vt+1 = γvt − η · ∇xt L(xt )
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The velocity term v = ẋ stores an exponential decay average of the past gradients,
which introduces an inertia force to push a particle in the parameter space. The
updates for dimensions with consistent downhill are accelerated, while the updates
are slowed down if the gradient directions change frequently. This reduces oscillation
and improves convergence rate. The Bregman learning algorithm is a configurable
optimization approach. We will show that SGD [87] and Momentum [89] are two
special cases in our scheme.
Derive from the second order ordinary differential equation (ODE) defined in
(4.24) and apply the gradient ∇x L, we have
d
dt




∂g
−a(t)
(x + e
ẋ) = −ea(t)+b(t) ∇x L
∂x

By taking g(x) = 21 c1 xT x, v =

dx
,
dt

it can be split into two first order ODEs,

ẋ = v
(4.32)
a

v̇ = −(e − ȧ)v −

e2a+b c−1
1

· ∇x L

Under the configuration that c1 = 1 − γ, a(t) = ln(1 − γ), b(t) = ln η − a(t),
ẋ = v
(4.33)
v̇ = −(1 − γ)v − η · ∇x L
Discretize it over finite time interval ∆t, we get
xt+1 = xt + vt ∆t
(4.34)
vt+1 = vt + (−(1 − γ)vt − η · ∇x L)∆t
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which is equivalent to Momentum in (4.31) when ∆t = 1.
If we set γ = 0, it reduces to SGD.
xt+1 = xt + vt
(4.35)
vt = −η · ∇x L
By setting a(t), b(t) and g(x), we get different specialized versions of Bregman
learning algorithm. Some of the configurations are listed in Table 4.5.
a(t)
t
0
ln k − ln t
0
ln(1 − γ)

b(t)
et
t
k ln t
ln η
ln η − a(t)

Convergence Rate
double exponential
exponential
polynomial (order k)
*same as Gradient Descent [86]
**same as Momentum [89]

Table 4.2: Bregman learning algorithm under different configurations. g(x) =
1
c xT x, *c1 = 1, **c1 = 1 − γ.
2 1

4.5.1

Supervised Learning (Image Classification)

For the first application, we apply Bregman learning to train a neural network
classifier, and compare it with six most popular algorithms in deep learning. The
generalization performance is evaluated by calculating the test error.
The MNIST dataset [90] contains 70000 labeled images of handwriting digits
(Figure 4.6). Our goal is to train a classifier to predict the digit for each handwriting.
We split it into three sets: 55000 for training, 5000 for validation and 10000 for
testing. The hyperparameters are selected by cross validation.
The classifier is a standard softmax regression model with three layers. The
neuron’s input is a vector of 784 dimensions flattened by a 28 × 28 image. Then it
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Figure 4.6: An example of handwriting digits
goes through a linear layer with weights W and biases b. Finally it is activated by
a softmax function and output a probability distribution over 10 digits. The loss
function is cross entropy between training label and the predicted probabilities.
We use the same model but different algorithms to optimize the model parameters W and b. The algorithms under comparison are: Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) in [86], Momentum in [89], Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam)
in [91], RMSProp in [92], Adadelta in [93], Adagrad in [94], and our Bregman-based
optimization algorithm. The configuration in this experiment is t0 = 3, ∆t = 1,
a(t) = ln k − ln t, b(t) = k ln t with k = 2. For other algorithms, the fine-tuned
hyperparameters are listed in TABLE 4.5.1.
SGD
Momentum
Adam
RMSProp
Adadelta
Adagrad

η
η
η
η
η
η

= 0.5
= 0.5, momentum = 0.9
= 0.3, β1 = 0.95, β2 = 0.999,  = e−8
= 0.02, momentum = 0.9, α = 0.9,  = e−10
= 0.5, ρ = 0.95,  = e−8
= 0.5, initial accumulator value = 0.1
Table 4.3: Hyperparameters

The algorithms are evaluated in 100 iterations by checking the classifier’s
accuracy on test data. Figure 4.7 shows that Bregman learning algorithm achieves
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the highest performance. For stochastic optimization, the sample size varies from
1000 to 55000. Numerical results of the average classification error in 100 iterations
are listed in Table 4.5.1. Compared to existing optimization algorithms used

Figure 4.7: Comparison of seven optimization algorithms
in deep learning, the Bregman-based approach quickly converges and achieves
state-of-the-art generalization performance.
sample size
Bregman
SGD
Momentum
Adam
RMSProp
Adadelta
Adagrad

1000
0.1128
0.1279
0.1060
0.1152
0.1384
0.1442
0.1552

2000
0.1002
0.1236
0.1015
0.1211
0.1366
0.1425
0.1463

5000
0.0926
0.1216
0.0976
0.1093
0.1310
0.1393
0.1456

10000
0.0909
0.1211
0.0984
0.1065
0.1294
0.1399
0.1454

Table 4.4: Average Classification Error

55000
0.0897
0.1198
0.0975
0.1021
0.1286
0.1390
0.1440
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4.5.2

Unsupervised Learning (Image Generation)

The second example is an unsupervised learning task, where we are going to
learn the distribution of real data and generate artificial samples which can pass
the Turing test.
Convolutional neural network (CNN) with multiple hidden layers is a powerful
tool to learn a hierarchy of representations from image data. The huge amount
of non-linear hidden units provide sufficient model capacity, but also result in
general non-convexity. The cost function surfaces contain plenty of non-convex
structures such as cliffs, ravines, plateaus, local minima and high cost saddle points.
In practise, the learning rate for gradient descent should be well tuned to make
small and careful moves. Methods based on higher-order gradients could cause
instability around saddle points. Although the convergence analysis assumes convex
loss function, we found that our method still outperforms others in the non-convex
cases after tuning the parameters. We show the effectiveness of Bregman algorithm
for training deep neural networks.
For fair comparison, we adopt consistent model structure as in the previous
literature [95], in which SGD [86] and Adam [91] were used for training. The deep
generative model has two CNNs, serving as the generator G and the discriminator
D. Parameterized objective function has been given in Example 1. The CNNs stack
four hidden convolution/deconvolution layers, each followed by batch normalization
[88] (batch size = 64), ReLU/LReLU activation [96, 97], and finally produce sigmoid
outputs.
The two CNNs are optimized in an adversarial way: D tries to distinguish the
synthesis data from the real one, while G tries to mimic the real data distribution
and produce fake samples to fool the discriminator. The training is like a pingpong
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game, and gradually converge to a saddle point. At each iteration, a random noise
z of 100 dimensions is feed into the generator to produce synthesis samples G(z).
We found uniform distribution U (−1, 1) gains better results than Gaussian noise.
The model was trained by SGD, Adam and Bregman algorithm respectively,
with hyperparameters in Table 4.5.2. For Bregman algorithm, we use the same
configuration as in the last experiment but slightly change the setting of t. We
found too large t could lead to oscillation, while set a maximum bound on t helped
stabilize training. To deal with the rugged cost function surface with general
non-convexity, we use a small time interval ∆t for discretization.
*SGD
*Adam
*Bregman
**SGD
**Adam
**Bregman

η = 0.1
η = 0.0002, β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.999,  = 10−8
t0 = 0.1, tmax = 2.0, ∆t = 10−3
η = 0.005
η = 0.0002, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999,  = 10−8
t0 = 0.5, tmax = 3.0, ∆t = 10−4

Table 4.5: Hyperparameters (*MNIST, **CelebA)

We test our approach on two datasets: MNIST handwriting (70,000 images)
[90] and celebA human face (200K photos) [98]. In the first 100 iteration (first row
of Figure 4.8), the generator outputs fragmented and blurring handwriting. Then
digits emerges (middle), and eventually get matured and perfectly indistinguishable
from the real one (compare the bottom right image with Figure 4.6).
In the beginning of our second experiment (first row of Figure 4.9), only the
most salient features are generated. SGD (left) draws only eyes, Adam (middle)
has eyes and mouth, while Bregman (right) also includes the contour of human
face. During the evolution, SGD collapses to a single point and keeps producing
identical samples (left column of Figure 4.9). This is due to the weakness of SGD
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to escape from local optima in the parameter space.

Figure 4.8: Comparison of generated samples on MNIST. From top to bottom,
iteration: 100, 1100, 27200. From left to right, algorithm: SGD, Adam, Bregman
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of generated samples on CelebA. From top to bottom,
iteration: 100, 2000, 31500. From left to right, algorithm: SGD, Adam, Bregman
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4.6

Discussion

We have introduced distributionally robust games with continuous action space
and a possible adversarial modification of the uncertainty. The problem is formulated
with a notion of divergence between two measures: the modified worst-case measure
and the true measure associated to the uncertain environment. We proposed several
learning algorithms based on Bregman discrepancy to speedup the computation of
robust equilibria.
The Bregman learning algorithm is a configurable general approach. When the
payoff is convex or concave, it achieves double exponential convergence rate. By
choosing different parametric settings, it can be successfully implemented in various
tasks with non-convex non-concave objectives. In the experiments, both qualitative
and quantitative evaluation results show the advantage of our algorithm in training
neural network models.
In this chapter, the objectives are implemented with simple functions. In order
to extend the framework to solve more complex problems, one direction is to design
appropriate neural network models to learn the players’ objectives. The simple
function approximation lemma tells us that for any Lebesgue measurable function
hj , we can find step functions which are arbitrarily close together. The set of simple
functions is dense in the set of measurable functions. It leads to interactive neural
networks as the objective functions are interdependent through the actions of the
players. The following chapters will explore this idea and its relationship with deep
generative models.
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Chapter 5
Learning Generative Models
Deep generative models are powerful but difficult to train due to their instability,
model collapse, and saturation problems. This chapter presents an interplay between
generative modeling and game theory. We introduce a distributionally robust game
(DRG) framework to train generative models, and use Wasserstein metric to measure
the discrepancy between generated and real data distributions. Two concepts are
brought together within this framework: robust game and generative modeling.
In this game, two types of agents work in opposite directions and form a robust
optimization problem. The attacker computes adversarial perturbations of real
samples generate hard samples. They are supposed to have maximum distance from
the model distribution, and can be easily distinguished from the generator’s outputs.
On the other side, the defender updates the generative model to fit for those hard
samples and generates fake samples. They are supposed to distributed similar
to the real data so that the discrepancy between model and data distributions is
minimized. Those agents are trained alternatively based on the outcome of others.
The best strategy is learnt by dynamically optimizing on the worst-case scenario
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created by the other side. Convergence is reached when no agent can improve its
performance. We develop learning algorithms to find the distributionally robust
Nash equilibrium.
Compared with Kullback-Leibler divergence that are widely used in many GAN
models, Wasserstein distance has a weaker topology and provides a usable gradient
almost everywhere. It offers continuous loss function under mild assumptions,
and therefore is able to strengthen the training stability. However, computing
the Wasserstein distance involves solving an optimal transport problem, which is
very challenging for high dimensional data. We propose an equivalent problem
that reduces considerably the curse of dimensionality of the problem, and provide
algorithms to approximate the Wasserstein distance. Experiments are carried out
on real datasets to test both shallow and deep generative models. Both theoretical
merits and practical advantages of our approach are examined. Performance
evaluation shows the training process is stable and converges fast. Our model can
produce visual pleasing fake samples which are highly resemble to the real data.
This chapter is based on a long-standing work in the field and it refers to
our papers “Distributionally Robust Games: f-Divergence and Learning” [99] and
“Distributionally Robust Games: Wasserstein Metric” [100]. The main contributions
are summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel game theory framework to learn generative models. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work connecting distributionally
robust game with generative modeling.
• We develop learning algorithms to solve the distributionally robust equilibrium
under Wasserstein metric. The complexity of the problem is reduced by
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introducing an equivalent optimization problem, in which the Wasserstein
distance is computed on low-dimensional space.
• We provide practical implementations of our framework to train deep generative models. Motivated by the recent progress in image synthesis, we apply
the proposed model to the challenging task of unsupervised image generation.
The evaluation results confirm the advantage of our approach in non-trivial
applications.

5.1

Introduction

Artificial intelligence has achieved great progress in the field of supervised
learning, including the tasks of classification, recognition and prediction. Apart
from these, people want to learn the full distribution of data and help computers
to better understand the real world. Generative modeling is an approach to learn
such representations. Given a number of observations, it learns the underlying
distribution of data in an unsupervised manner and produce new data in the test
phase. Besides generating new samples from scratch, it can also take in conditional
information to generate data with user-specified properties. In generative modeling,
the generated samples are supposed to be similar or indistinguishable from the real
ones and have enough diversity. Generative models are powerful tools for many
tasks such as signal denoising, image inpainting, data synthesis and semi-supervised
learning.
Classical generative modeling is often based on maximum likelihood estimation,
e.g., Restricted Boltzmann Machines. Most modern models are run on deep neural
networks, which have similar architectures with those used in supervised learning.
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They extract distinctive features of data and use these fundamental understandings
to build the model. Training deep generative models is highly unstable and slow to
converge. The high dimension of training data and complex structure in objective
functions lead to many problems, for example, exploding or diminishing gradient,
mode collapse, and poor sample quality. Moreover, the model should have strong
generalization power to produce diverse new samples instead of just memorizing
the training set.
Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs) [50] and Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) [53] are the most popular deep generative models today. VAE involves
an inference network to explicitly formulate the posterior distributions of laten
variables, and maximizes a lower bound on the likelihood. It has a nice theory,
but practically, VAE samples suffer from blurry due to the noise term in their
model density functions [101]. GANs alternatively train a generative network and
a discriminative network with opposite objectives. The loss functions are defined
by information-based metric like Kullback-Leibler and Jensen-Shannon divergence.
Despite its great success in producing visual pleasing samples, the training process
is unstable. It needs to carefully keep the balance between updating those two
networks to avoid gradient saturation [102]. To deal with this problem, Martin
Arjovsky switches to the Earth Mover (EM) distance and proposed WGAN [103].
Their model involves another neural network to estimate EM, whose weights are
clipped to enforce the Lipschitz constraint. Variations under this framework include
conditional GAN [104] that generate samples conditioned on class labels, LAPGAN
[105] that generates images in a coarse-to-fine fashion, WGAN-GP [57] that uses
gradient penalty to stabilize the training process.
Different from VAE and GAN models, Generative Moment Matching Networks
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(GMMN) [106] do not need a second network. The generative model is trained
by minimizing the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD), where the objective is
evaluated by matching all moments of the statistics between real and fake sample
distributions. By using kernel tricks, explicit computation of those moments are not
required. Recently, Aude Genevay [107] proposed a method to learn with Sinkhorn
divergence, which is a mixture of MMD and the optimal transport loss [96]. The
references mentioned above do not examine Wasserstein-based distributionally
robust games.
We introduce a new game-theoretic framework for generative modeling. We
formulate the problem as a distributionally robust game (DRG) under uncertainty
and offer a corresponding distributionally robust equilibrium concept. In this game
there are two groups of players with opposite objectives. Each player works on
a continuous action space to optimize the distributionally worst-case payoff. Our
model differs from the distribution-free robust game framework proposed by [20, 81].
In their approach, the uncertainty set needs to be pre-specified by the decision
makers in advance, while in our approach any alternative distribution within a
certain.
Another issue is how to define the distance between two distributions, i.e., the
similarity between real and fake sample sets. Instead of information based metric
such as KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence, we use Wasserstein metric to measure
the distance between two distributions. It is a real distance and has finer topology
in the parameter space, which provides better gradients and therefore improves the
stability of the optimization algorithm. However, computing Wasserstein distance
involves solving an optimal transportation problem, which is nontrivial. Marco
Cuturi [108] adds an entropy regularization term to the original problem and
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switch to calculating the Sinkhorn distance. Martin Arjovsky [103] works on the
Kantorovich-Rubinstein dual problem, and trains a neural network to estimate
the cost. In our framework, this task is given to the defenders, who explore the
Wasserstein ball of real data to generate adversarial samples for attackers. Using
Moreau-Yosida regularization [109, 110], we transform the optimization problem
based on Wasserstein distance into an optimization under Euclidean distance, and
solve it on much lower dimensions.
To train deep generative models for image synthesis, we implement the attackers
and defenders with convolutional neural networks. Since the data has very high
dimension, we add an encoder network to learn meaningful feature representations
and embed them into the model. The Wasserstein distance is computed on the
latent space.

5.2
5.2.1

Problem Formulation
GAN as a Minimax Game

In unsupervised learning, people want to learn from the distribution of training
data without labeled information. Denote m as the real data distribution and m̃
as the fake data distribution over space Ω. Learning generative models aims at
minimizing the statistical distance between these two distributions. The GAN
problem involves minimizing inf m̃ Df (m̃ k m) from the generator perspective who
acts on m̃. However, m is not a given profile, so it needs to be estimated from the
training samples. This leads to a two-layer learning problem: the discriminator
tries to maximize the gap so as to distinguish real and fake samples, while the
generator learns to minimize it so that the fake samples are similar to the real ones.

For a convex and proper function f the Legendre-Fenchel duality holds f

∗∗
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= f,

where f ∗ (ξ) = supx [hx, ξi − f (x)]. We use Legendre-Fenchel duality to formulate
the GAN’s optimization problem

dm̃
inf Df (m̃ k m) = inf
f
dm − f (1)
m̃
m̃
dm
Ω




Z
dm̃
∗
− f (ξ) dm − f (1)
= inf
sup ξ,
m̃
dm
ξ
Ω
Z

Z
∗
= inf
suphξ, dm̃i − f (ξ)dm − f (1)
Z

∗∗

m̃

Ω



ξ

(5.1)

Ω

≥ inf sup (Em̃ ξ(ω) − Em f ∗ (ξ(ω))) − f (1)
m̃

ξ

m̃
The optimal structure for ξ is ξ ? (ω) = f 0 ( ddm
(ω)). We assume that the optimal ξ ?

can be parameterized by and represented as ξ ? (ω) = hf (V (a1 , ω)) for some functions
hf and V , where V (a1 , ω) : A1 × Ω → R, and hf : R → Dom(f ∗ ), Dom(f ∗ ) = {x |
f ∗ (x) ∈ R}. The measure m is re-parameterized with ma2 , a2 ∈ A2 . Thus,
inf Df (m̃ k m) = inf sup Em̃a1 hf (V ) − Ema2 f ∗ (hf (V )) − f (1)
m̃

a1

(5.2)

a2

The optimization problem inf m̃ f (m̃ k m) is formulated as a zero-sum game with
two adversarial players. One acts as a discriminator to find the maximum gap
between m and m̃, while the other acts as a generator that tries to synthesize
indistinguishable samples to fool the discriminator. Since the payoff function is not
deterministic and dependent on the other side, each player optimizes its worst-case
performance. The GAN problem is therefore equivalent to a minimax game, and
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the corresponding optimization problem is as follow

(P )




 inf

sup L(a1 , a2 ),

a1 ∈A1 a2 ∈A2

(5.3)



L(a1 , a2 ) = Em̃ hf (V (a1 , ω)) + Em (−f ∗ )(hf (V (a1 , ω))) − f (1)
a1
a2
where A1 denotes the decision space of the generator and A2 is the decision space
of the discriminator.
Example 5.1. Let f (x) = x log x − (1 + x) log(1 + x). Then the derivative of the
function f is f 0 (x) = log(1 −

1
)
1+x

and f 00 (x) =

1
x(1+x)

> 0. This means f is a

convex function, and f (1) = −2 log 2. We then apply the Legendre transform

f ∗ (ξ) = sup[hx, ξi − f (x)] = − log(1 − eξ )
x

The parameterized objective function is now

L(a1 , a2 ) = Em̃a1 hf (V ) + Ema2 log(1 − ehf (V ) ) − f (1)
If hf = log, then

L(a1 , a2 ) = Em̃a1 log(V ) + Ema2 log(1 − V ) − f (1).
In order to provide training data with enough diversity, a particular sampling
process was considered in [53]. Real data is randomly sampled from the training
set xreal ∼ m; fake data is first sampled from a noise distribution z then fed into
the generative model xf ake = G(z) ∼ m̃. The discriminator takes in both real and
fake samples, and outputs two probabilities V = D(xreal ) and D(xf ake ) for a1 , a2
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respectively. In this game, two opponent agents optimize on different objective
functions. It is a zero-sum game with no cooperation. The attacker G(z) tries
to fool the defender D by minimizing log(1 − D(G(z))), which means incorrectly
predicting the fake sample as real. The defender optimizes the discriminator by
maximizing the sum of two losses log(D(xreal )) + log(1 − D(G(z))), which means
correctly predicting both the real and fake samples. There is a sort of tradeoff:
maximizing the first term encourages to correctly identify the real samples, while
maximizing the second term encourages correctly finds out the fake ones. The GAN
model is trained by solving Nash equilibrium in a minimax game. The formulation
is robust in the sense that the attacker tries to sneak into the real data distribution
while facing the supervision of the defender.

5.2.2

The DRG framework for Generative Modeling

Building on the above observation, we develop a distributionally robust game
framework to learn generative models. Remember that the standard best response
problem of player j: inf aj ∈Aj lj (aj , a−j ) becomes a minimax robust response problem
inf aj ∈Aj supω∈Ω lj (aj , a−j , ω) when the objective function lj depends on an uncertain
state ω. In DRG, one acts with an uncertainty set that consists of distributions
chosen by other players. Specifically, the uncertain state ω is a random variable
with distribution m, which is not known. The only available is some incomplete
observation of m. We assume there is a set of distributions lie in the neighborhood
of m: Bρ (m), then the distributionally robust best response is

inf

sup

aj ∈Aj m0 ∈Bρ (m)

Eω0 ∼m0 lj (aj , a−j , ω 0 )

(5.4)
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We choose the uncertain set as probability distributions within a Wasserstein ball
of radius ρ from m (as shown in Figure 5.1)

Bρ (m) = {m0 | W (m, m0 ) ≤ ρ}

(5.5)

Figure 5.1: Uncertainty set defined by a Wasserstein ball
Recall that in distributionally robust games the players have conflicting objectives and are optimizing their worst-case performance. The existence of robust Nash
equilibrium has been proved in Chapter 4. Reaching the robust equilibrium means
all players achieve the minimum loss in their worst-case scenario. Next we formulate
the generative modeling problem into the DRG framework. As depicted in Figure
5.2, there are two types of players in this game. The attackers train the generative
model Gθa (z) to produce fake samples x̃i ∼ m̃, which are supposed to be similar to
or indistinguishable from the real ones. z is a low dimension random variable feed
into the generator, and θa denotes the model parameter. The defenders explore
the Wasserstein neighborhood of m and compute perturbations of real data to
produce hard samples x0i ∼ m0 . The hard samples are supposed to have maximum
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distance from the model distribution and can be easily distinguished. The objective
function is defined by the discrepancy D(m̃ k m0 ), where m̃ is the distribution of
fake samples produced by the attacker, and m0 is the distribution of hard samples
produced by the defender. Since the real distribution m is unknown and we only
have an observation dataset {x1 , . . . , xN } ⊆ Rd , the optimization is performed by
iteratively updating the generative model as well as the hard sample distribution
m0 . It represents an approximation of m within some bounded uncertain set Bρ (m).

Figure 5.2: Distributionally robust game framework for generative modeling
As displayed in the right column of Figure 5.2, the fake samples are initially
drawn from an arbitrary distribution, e.g., m̃0 is a uniform. In each iteration, the
attackers pushes it closer to the hard sample distribution m0 , while the defenders
keep looking for the worst-case approximation m0 within the uncertain set Bρ (m).
Once the algorithm converges, i.e., D(m̃ k m0 ) ≤ , we can ensure that the
discrepancy is bounded above by a small value if D(·, ·) satisfies triangle inequality:

D(m̃ k m) ≤ D(m̃ k m0 ) + D(m0 k m) ≤  + ρ
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If m is exactly the worst distribution in the uncertain set Bρ (m), we can say
0

that D(m̃ k m) ≤ | − ρ|, see Figure 5.1 for reference. As discussed in Chapter 3,
Wasserstein metric is a true distance and satisfies the triangle inequality. Therefore,
the learning task is completed when  → 0, and the fake sample distribution m̃ will
locate inside the Wasserstein ball of real data.

5.3

Learning Algorithm

In this section we provide learning procedure to solve the distributionally robust
Nash equilibria under Wasserstein metric, and develop practical implementation
algorithms to train deep generative models for image synthesis.

5.3.1

Learn the Distributional Robust Equilibrium

In DRG, the attacker and defender work against each other toward the robust
Nash equilibrium by solving a minimax optimization problem in (4.5).

(Pj ) : inf

sup

aj ∈Aj m0 ∈Bρ (m)

Eω0 ∼m0 lj (a, ω 0 )

Since Bρ (m) is a subset of Lebesgue space (the set of integrable measurable functions
under m), the original problem (Pj ) has infinite dimensions, which does not facilitate
the computation of robust optimal strategies. It has been presented in Chapter 4
that (Pj ) can be reduced to a finite dimensional stochastic optimization problem
when ω 0 7→ lj (a, ω 0 ) is upper semi-continuous and (Ω, d) is a Polish space. We
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introduce a Lagrangian function for constraint (5.5),

l˜j (a, λ, m, m ) =
0

Z

0

lj (a, ω 0 )dm0 + λ(ρ − W (m, m0 ))

(5.6)

ω

and the original problem (Pj ) becomes

(P̃j ) : inf aj ∈Aj ,λ≥0 supm0 ∈Bρ (m) l˜j (a, λ, m, m0 )

(5.7)

In robust game G(m), the defenders search for the worst-case hard sample distribution m0 in the Wasserstein neighborhood of m to maximize its loss against the
model m̃. According to the definition of Wasserstein metric with ground distance
d(·, ·),
Z
˜
sup lj = λρ + sup [lj (a, ω 0 )] dm0 − λW (m, m0 )
0
0
m0
Zm ω
= λρ + sup[lj (a, ω 0 ) − λd(ω, ω 0 )] dm

(5.8)

ω ω0

Define the integrand cost as

hj (a, λ, ω) = λρ + sup[lj (a, ω 0 ) − λd(ω, ω 0 )],

(5.9)

ω0

then (P̃j ) becomes a finite dimension problem on Aj × R+ × Ω when Aj and Ω
have finite dimensions
(P˜j∗ )

inf

aj ∈Aj ,λ≥0

Em hj (a, λ, ω)

(5.10)

Since m is an unknown distribution observed by the noisy unsupervised dataset
{x1 , . . . , xN }, it is challenging to compute the expected payoff Em hj (a, λ, ω) and
its partial derivatives. We need a stochastic learning algorithm to estimate the
empirical gradients for the Wasserstein metric.
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For a single player, the stochastic state ωj leads to error

j = ∇a,λ hj (a, λ, ωj ) − ∇a,λ Em hj (a, λ, ω)

The variance of j is high and not vanishing. To handle this, we introduce a swarm
of players ωj ∼ m, j ∈ J , then the error term becomes

=

1 X
∇a,λ hj (a, λ, ωj ) − ∇a,λ Em hj (a, λ, ω)
|J | j

It has zero mean and standard deviation as
q
p
1
2
E[ ] =
var[∇a,λ hj (a, λ, ·)]
|J |
For realized ω ← {x1 , . . . , xN }, the expected payoff is

1
N

PN

j=1

hj (a, λ, ωj ), and the

optimal strategy is
∗

∗

(a , λ ) ∈ arg min
a,λ

N
X

hj (a, λ, ωj )

j=1

This provides an accurate robust equilibrium payoff when N is very large.

5.3.2

A Toy Example

To illustrate the stochastic learning algorithm we consider specific robust games
with finite number of players. Each player acts as if he is facing a group of opponents
whose randomized control actions are limited to a Wasserstein ball, and tries to
optimize the worst case payoff. The random variable ω is distributed over m and
we assume it has finite p moments. We choose |J | = 2, p = 2, d(ω, ω 0 ) = kω − ω 0 k22
and a convex payoff function lj (a, ω 0 ) defined on R2 × R2
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lj (a, ω 0 ) = kω 0 − ak22 = (ω10 − a1 )2 + (ω20 − a2 )2

(5.11)

The optimal defender state ω 0∗ is computed through the Moreau-Yosida regularization, and the attacker’s action pushes it closer to the destination ω as shown in
Figure 5.3.
sup l˜j = λρ +
m0

Z
φj (a, λ, ω)dm
ω∈Ω

φj (a, λ, ω) = sup [lj (a, ω 0 ) − λd(ω, ω 0 )]

(5.12)

ω 0 ∈R2

= sup (kω 0 − ak22 − λkω 0 − ωk22 )
ω 0 ∈R2

ω−a
,
λ−1

ω 0∗ = ω +

(λ > 1)

(5.13)

Figure 5.3: Action pushes the particle toward ω (which is unknown) given ω 0∗
Then d(ω, ω 0∗ ) = k ω−a
k2 , leads to the worst-case loss
λ−1 2
0∗

0∗

lj (a, ω ) = kω −

ak22

λ2
=
kω − ak22
2
(λ − 1)

(5.14)

The Moreau-Yosida regularization on m0 realized at ω 0∗ is
φj (a, λ, ω) = lj (a, ω 0∗ ) − λd(ω, ω 0∗ )
=

λ
kω − ak22
λ−1

(5.15)

2

The integrand cost function hj = λρ +
Z
inf Em hj = inf
a,λ

a,λ

ω

λρ2 +

λ
kω
λ−1

−

ak22 .

Thus, problem

λ
kω − ak22 dm,
λ−1

(P˜j∗ )

(λ > 1)
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becomes

(5.16)

Given N observations, the stochastic robust loss is

∗
lN
=

N
1 X
hj (a, λ, ωj )
N j=1
N

X
λ
= λρ +
kωj − ak22
N (λ − 1) j=1
2

We set ρ = 1 and m is a dirac distribution where ωj ≡ 1. Figure 5.4 plots the
trajectories of strategies during learning.

Figure 5.4: The optimal strategies converges to (a∗1 , a∗2 ) = (1, −1)

5.3.3

Train Deep Generative Models

Generative models such as VAE [50], GAN [53], WGAN [103] have shown great
success in recent years. VAE trains a encoder network and a decoder network by
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minimizing the reconstruction loss, i.e., the negative log-likelihood with a regularizer.
It tends to produce blurring images due to the additional noise terms in their model.
GAN trains a generator network and a discriminator network by solving a minimax
problem based on the KL-divergence. The model is unstable (see Figure 5.9) due
to the discontinuity of the information-based loss functions, and the generator is
vulnerable to saturation as the discriminator getting better. [102, 111] gives some
empirical solutions to these problems, e.g., keeping balance in training generator
and discriminator networks, designing a customized network structure. WGAN
[103] defines a GAN model by an efficient approximation (Eq. 3.18) of the Earth
Mover distance. During training, it simply crops all weights of the discriminator
network to maintain the Lipschitz constraint.
In our framework, generative modeling is formulated as a distributionally
robust game with two competitive groups of players, whose actions are defined
on the parameter space θ = (θa , θd ) ∈ Θ. In stochastic settings, ω, ω 0 and ω̃
are instantiated to sample vectors {x1 , x2 , . . .}, {x01 , x02 , . . .} and {x̃1 , x̃2 , . . .}. The
attacker produces indistinguishable artificial samples x̃i = Gθa (z) to minimize
the discrepancy inf θ D(m̃, m0 ), where x̃i ∼ m̃. Meanwhile, the defender produce
adversarial samples x0i = Gθd (xi ), which are substitutes of the real ones, to maximize
the loss supm0 ∈Bρ (m) D(m̃, m0 ), xi ∼ m, where x0i ∼ m0 .
With Moreau-Yosida regularization, the defenders work on the following maximization problem to generate the optimal adversarial samples in Wasserstein ball
Bρ (m),
θd∗ ∈ arg max l(θa , ω 0 ) − λd(ω, ω 0 )
θd

and the attackers work on the minimization problem to find the best generative
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Algorithm 3 DRGAN: Distributionally Robust Generative Model
N
Input: real data (xi )N
i=1 , encoder network E, latent code (ωi )i=1 , batch size
n, initial attacker parameters θa0 , Lagrangian multiplier λ0 , initial defender
parameters θd0 , number of defender updates per attacker loop nd , Wasserstein
ball radius ρ, learning rate η, low-dimension random noise z ∼ ζ
Output: θa , θd , λ, fake data x̃i
while θa has not converged do
for t = 1, 2, . . . , nd do
Sample (xi )ni=1 ∼ m from real dataset
Sample (x̃i )ni=1 ∼ m̃ from generator Gθa (z)
ωi ← E(xi ), ω̃i ← E(x̃i )
Perturb to generate hard samples ωi0 ← Gθd (ωi )
gd ← ∇θd l(ω̃1n , ω 0 n1 ) − λd(ω1n , ω 0 n1 )
θd ← θd + ηRM SP rop(gd )
end for
Sample (xi )ni=1 ∼ m from real dataset
Sample (x̃i )ni=1 ∼ m̃ from generator Gθa (z)
ωi ← E(xi ), ω̃i ← E(x̃i )
Perturb to generate hard samples ωi0 ← Gθd (ωi )
ga,λ ← ∇θa ,λ λρ + l(ω̃1n , ω 0 n1 ) − λd(ω1n , ω 0 n1 )
θa ← θa − ηRM SP rop(ga,λ )
λ ← λ − ηRM SP rop(ga,λ )
end while
parameters θa∗
θa∗ ∈ arg min λρ + l(x̃, x0∗ ) − λd(x, x0∗ )
θa ,λ

Given enough observations {x1 , x2 , . . .} from the unknown real distribution m, a
similar distribution m̃ can be learned by solving the distributionally robust Nash
equilibrium. New samples generated from x̃i ∼ m̃ should be indistinguishable from
the real ones. The generative model based on DRG is summarized in Algorithm 3.
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5.4

Experiments

We evaluate the proposed approach on both synthetic and real datasets. Several
tasks will be investigated: (i) unsupervised learning for clustering. (ii) shallow
generative networks on toy datasets. (iii) deep generative networks for image
synthesis.

5.4.1

Unsupervised Learning for Clustering

We apply our algorithm to learn a three-dimensional data distribution for the
Fisher’s Iris dataset [112]. This dataset contains 150 samples, each having five
attributes: petal length, petal width, sepal length, sepal width and class. We
remove the class label and using PCA to extract three most prominent features.
The observed data samples are plotted in Figure 5.6, each color represents a class of
flower. The generative model is set as the affine transformations of three unit balls
z1 , z2 , z3 . Initially, the attacker parameters W1 , W2 , W3 are set as identity matrices
and b1 = b2 = b3 = 0, so all fake samples are located in a unit ball shown in Figure
5.6.
x̃ = Gθa (z) ∈ {W1 z1 + b1 , W2 z2 + b2 , W3 z3 + b3 }
x0 = Gθd (x) = W0 x + b0
Hard samples are generated by perturbing the real ones using another affine
transformation with parameters W0 , b0 . Since the dimension is low, we directly
work with the raw data vectors. We follow algorithm 3 and set nd = 20, ρ =
0.1, λ0 = 10, ηa = 0.1, ηd = 0.01. The training cost for attackers and defenders at
each iteration are displayed in Figure 5.5. In each defender loop, the hard samples
are updated to maximize the Wasserstein loss W (m̃, m0 ), and then the attacker
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refines the generative model to optimize its worst-case performance. After 150
iterations, the algorithm converged at the distributionally robust Nash equilibrium.
The generated samples (black dots in Figure 5.6) successfully covered the region of
real samples (color dots), which demonstrated the effectiveness of our algorithm.
Next section will show the application of DRG on image synthesis, in which the
attackers and defenders are realized with deep neural networks.

Figure 5.5: Attacker and defender cost during training

Figure 5.6: Generative modeling for Iris Flower dataset
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5.4.2

Shallow Generative Networks on Toy Datasets

We conduct simulations on three toy datasets: Swiss Roll, 8Gaussians and
25Gaussians. The experiment settings are same as in [113, 114] for fair comparison.
Our model perturbs the sample points before sending to the discriminator and
generator. The perturbation is calculated by maximizing the Wasserstein distance
between real and fake distributions. We borrow the idea from adversarial training
and use the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [115] to perturb the samples.
FGSM is an attack bounded by Chebyshev distance (l∞ (x, x0 )). We replace the
loss function by Wasserstein distance (W (m, m0 ), x ∼ m, x0 ∼ m0 ) to bound the
perturbation within a Wasserstein ball. The perturbed example is computed as

x0 = x + ρ · sgn(∇x W (xn1 , x̃n1 ))

where n is the batch size, and we set n = 1024. This is a simple one-step
maximization of the inner loop in our DRG framework (Algorithm 3). There
are many other powerful multi-step perturbation schemes [116] to solve the inner
optimization problem.
Since all data points are in 2D space, we can compute the exact Wasserstein
distance to evaluate the model. In addition, we report Sinkhorn distance (an
approximated version of Wasserstein distance) [108] and Fréchet inception distance
(FID) [63]. We repeated the simulation by 1000 times. The visual and numerical
results are displayed in Figure 5.7 and Table 5.1. Learning curves are illustrated in
Figure 5.8. Evaluation results show the superiority of our models in both sample
diversity and convergence rate.
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Figure 5.7: Visual results for generated samples on toy datasets. orange dots:
real samples, green dots: generated samples, curves: discriminator contours. First
column: swissroll, second column: 8gaussians, third column: 25gaussians. Top:
WGAN. Bottom: DRGAN.

Table 5.1: Numerical results for generated samples on toy datasets. First block:
swissroll, second block: 8gaussians, third block: 25gaussians. In each block: second
row is WGAN and third row is DRGAN.

real-real
real-fake
real-fake
real-real
real-fake
real-fake
real-real
real-fake
real-fake

Exact Wasserstein
3.00e − 04 ± 1.23e − 04
3.99e − 04 ± 1.29e − 04
3.51e − 04 ± 1.43e − 04
1.17e − 03 ± 4.44e − 04
1.18e − 03 ± 2.36e − 04
1.17e − 03 ± 4.36e − 04
0.0039 ± 0.0009
1.96e − 03 ± 1.87e − 04
8.26e − 04 ± 2.17e − 04

Sinkhorn Distance
8.27e − 04 ± 1.33e − 04
9.31e − 04 ± 1.36e − 04
8.68e − 04 ± 1.51e − 04
1.25e − 03 ± 4.74e − 04
1.31e − 03 ± 2.49e − 04
1.24e − 03 ± 4.60e − 04
0.0039 ± 0.0009
2.31e − 03 ± 1.94e − 04
9.92e − 04 ± 2.34e − 04

FID
0.0045 ± 0.0034
0.0082 ± 0.0046
0.0067 ± 0.0047
0.0050 ± 0.0042
0.0059 ± 0.0040
0.0059 ± 0.0044
0.0055 ± 0.0035
0.0332 ± 0.0111
0.0056 ± 0.0042
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Figure 5.8: Learning curves on toy datasets. Orange line: DRGAN, blue line:
WGAN, green line: value between two real distributions. First column: swissroll,
second column: 8gaussians, third column: 25gaussians. First row: exact Wasserstein
distance (OT2), second row: Sinkhorn distance (SIN), third row: Fréchet inception
distance (FID)
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5.4.3

Deep Generative Networks for Image Synthesis

We apply DRGAN on two popular benchmarks: CIFAR-10 [117] and CelebA
[98]. The objective is to generate fake images with lifelike objects such as ship,
cat, and human face. We compare DRGAN with unsupervised generative models
DCGAN [95], WGAN [103], WGAN-GP [113], and Rob-GAN [118].
The CIFAR-10 dataset consists of 60K 32 × 32 colour images equally split in 10
classes. We follow the experimental settings of WGAN [103] that only uses the 50K
training samples for a fair comparison. Each data point xi has 3072 dimensions.
The CelebA dataset consists of 202K 64×64 cropped human face images. Each data
point xi has 12288 dimensions. Fake samples are generated from low-dimensional
noise vectors z ∼ ζ, where ζ is a random normal distribution with 128 dimensions.

Network Structure In the experiment, the generator network x = Gθa (z) takes
the same architecture as in DCGAN [95]. The real samples are modified before
fitting into the discriminator. We use FGSM to generate hard samples x0 and the
perturbations are constrained within a Wasserstein ball. For the critic network
y = Eθd (x), we use 1 CNN-ReLU layer followed by 3 CNN-BatchNorm layers
and a fully connected layer to produce code vectors. The closest work to us is
Rob-GAN [118], in which an adversarial attack was added to GAN training. The
adversarial attacker perturbs real data toward the fake distribution to train a robust
discriminator. In our approach, the real samples are perturbed away from the fake
distribution to train a robust generator. Moreover, we use Wasserstein metric as
the loss function. It is a true distance and therefore the triangle inequality ensures
the error to be bounded when the algorithm converges, as shown in Figure 5.1. In
addition, DRGAN is an unsupervised model which does not require the knowledge
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of class labels.
Loss Functions In our model, the Wasserstein distance l(x̃n , x0 n ) is implemented
P
by Sinkhorn-Knopp’s algorithm [119], and the ground cost d(xn , x0 n ) = n1 ni=1 kxi −
x0i k22 . Instead of directly computing the L2-norm on raw data vectors, algorithm 3
uses an encoder network Eθd (x) to learn feature codes and then fit it to the critic.
GAN models are hard to train due to the unstable gradients. Some methods suggest
a lower learning rate, and others use weight clipping [103] or gradient penalty [113]
to regularize the discriminator.
We will show that training a robust generator has the same effect of enforcing
a Lipschitz constraint on discriminator or reducing the learning rate. Suppose a
robust generator (attacker) can successfully fool the discriminator (defender) at
iteration k, then it cannot be defeated by the defender in few training steps. Let
δD ≥ 0 be the increase of the defender’s reward from k to k + 1, and wk be the
network weights at iteration k. For a fixed generator, we have
δd = D(G; wk ) − D(G; wk+1 )
≈ ∇D(G; wk )kwk − wk+1 k
≤ Cd kwk − wk+1 k
where Cd is the Lipschitz constant of D. As we can see, either decreasing the
learning rate on w or setting a lower Lipschitz constant on D leads to a smaller
δd , which indicates a more robust generator. On the other hand, for a fixed
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discriminator
δd = D(G(z; wk )) − D(G(z; wk+1 ))
≈ ∇D(G(z; wk ))[G(z; wk ) − G(z; wk+1 )]
≈ ∇D(G(z; wk ))∇G(z; wk )kwk − wk+1 k
≤ Cd Cg kwk − wk+1 k
where Cg is the Lipschitz constant of G. For a large Cg , i.e. the generator is not
robust, the discriminator can easily get a large reward δd with just a small move.
In that case, the discriminator will be too strong and cause vanishing gradients.
Our approach directly trains a robust generator with perturbed samples instead of
enforcing the Lipschitz constraint as in [103], which might be too conservative.

Hyperparameters The encoder maps the original data into a 100-dimension
feature space, which matches the dimension of the random noise z. In all experiments, the cost based on Wasserstein metric is normalized to [0, 1], where
the supremum indicates the cost between images that are all black and all white.
The hyperparameters listed in Algorithm 3 are chosen by validation and listed in
table 5.2; others are set as the default values in their references. For training we
choose the RMSProp optimizer [120] because it doesn’t involve a momentum term.
Empirically, we found momentum-related optimizers may deteriorate the training.
The reason is, in robust games the payoff function is dynamic and changes every
time the other players take actions. Since the structure of the objective surface is
not stationary, it’s meaningless to follow the velocity of the previous optimization
steps.
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Table 5.2: Hyper parameters
parameters
values

n
64

ρ
0.1

λ0
10

nd
1

η
0.00005

θa0 , θd0 , η
random normal

Evaluation We use two widely used metrics to measure the quality of generated
images: Inception Score (IS) and Fréchet Inception Distance (FID). The former
one fit generated samples to an Inception-v3 network pretrained on ImageNet,
and compute the KL divergence between the conditional label distribution and its
marginal distribution. Large value indicates images with meaningful objects and
high diversity.
IS = exp(Ex∼Pg DKL (P (y | x) k P (y)))

(5.17)

The FID compares the statistics of generated samples to real ones, by calculating
the Fréchet distance between two multivariate Gaussians. For images, the data
is encoded by an Inception-v3 network. The codes for comparison have 2048
dimensions and are approximated by Gaussians: xr ∼ N (µr , Σr ), xg ∼ N (µg , Σg ).
1

F ID = kµr − µg k2 + T r(Σr + Σg − 2(Σr Σg ) 2 )

(5.18)

Numerical evaluation results on CIFAR-10 are listed in Table 5.3. The first
row evaluates the quality of real images as a upper limit for all generative models.
Our model significantly outperforms WGAN [103] because weight clipping is a very
simple approximation of Wasserstein distance and it ignores higher moments of the
data distribution. Our model performs comparably to WGAN-GP [113] because
training a robust generator has the same effect of enforcing a Lipschitz constraint
by gradient penalty as mentioned above. Rob-GAN [118] combines the ideas of
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adversarial training and GAN training, but performs not well in image synthesis.
Because it was designed for robust classification with GAN data augmentation
rather than learning generative models.
Table 5.3: Numerical results for generated images on CIFAR-10

real-real
real-fake
real-fake
real-fake
real-fake
real-fake
real-fake

(dcgan)
(wgan)
(wgan-gp)
(rob-gan)
(drgan)
(swgan)

FID
2.07
20.32
47.51
19.71
38.28
18.76
17.81

IS
9.67032 ± 0.08135
4.95168 ± 0.04404
3.34858 ± 0.03147
4.75546 ± 0.04454
4.35532 ± 0.03620
5.16395 ± 0.04505
5.11680 ± 0.04115

Visual results on CelebA dataset are shown in Figure 5.9, in which the last row
lists the most similar samples in the real dataset. The training curve for DRGAN
is plotted in Figure 5.11. It means the Wasserstein loss is highly related to the
sample quality. By optimizing the worst-case loss function, the DRGAN model
converges very quickly to the real data distribution and successfully produce sharp
and meaningful images. In experiments we found that the original GAN generator
[95] suffers from unpredictable quality deterioration at iteration 5.3K, 7.8K, 10.2K
(Figure 5.10), etc, while our algorithm keeps improving the sample quality. This
problem is caused by the discontinuity of the KL-divergence.
The evaluation of generative models is itself a research topic. [121] figured
out that different evaluation metrics favor different models. For example, a high
log-likelihood doesn’t mean good visual quality, and vice versa. Therefore, the
metric used in training and evaluation should fit for the specific application. In
our case, the learned fake data distribution should be as close as to the real one.
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Figure 5.9: DRGAN results on CelebA, attacker iteration at 300K
So we directly measure the Wasserstein distance between the two distributions,
though it’s very time consuming. We compare our algorithm with DCGAN [95]
and WGAN [103], and report the quantitative results in Table 5.4.
The computation complexity per attacker iteration is linear O(n) with respect
to the batch size. We use a Titan Xp to train the model and plot the computation
time in Figure 5.12. When n = 64, it takes 0.2 seconds for an attacker update. Our
algorithm has smaller constant factor than WGAN.

Figure 5.10: Stability of the generated models. Upper: DCGAN, Bottom: DRGAN
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Figure 5.11: Training curve of DRGAN using Wasserstein metric. The loss goes
down as generated samples getting better, and converges to the Wasserstein distance
between two real data sets. The curves are smoothed for visualization purpose.

Table 5.4: Performance evaluation
W (m, m̃) (×10−5 )
real - real
real - DRGAN
real - DCGAN
real - WGAN

1K samples
12.9
22.6
37.3
31.0

10K samples
1.74
15.9
16.4
17.2

Figure 5.12: Computation time with respect to batch size
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5.5

Discussion

We proposed a new game theory model based on Wasserstein distance to train
generative models. In this game, two competing groups of players work on a robust
optimization problem to reduce the discrepancy between model and data. The
defenders compute perturbations of real data to produce a set of hard examples
that has the maximum distance from the model distribution, while the attackers are
trained on the hard sample set to push the model mass toward the manifold of real
data. Instead of prevalent information-based loss functions such as KL-divergence,
we use Wasserstein distance to measure the similarity between distributions. Its
advantages have been analyzed from both theoretical and empirical perspectives.
We developed a learning procedure to solve the robust Nash equilibrium, and
offered practical realizations on deep neural networks. The approach has been
applied to image synthesis and tested on real datasets. It can successfully produce
artificial samples with good visual quality and high diversity. The learning process
is stable and converges fast. Experiment evaluation shows our algorithm achieving
significantly better performance than DCGAN and WGAN in terms of IS, FID,
and the Wasserstein distance between the real and fake data distributions.
To our knowledge, this is the first work connecting distributionally robust game
with deep generative modeling. It would be interesting to apply similar techniques
to generate sequential data such as speech and video. Another direction is to
study the properties of Wasserstein space and develop more efficient algorithms for
robust optimization. Next chapter will discuss another kind of generative modeling
technique: style transfer, and its application in voice conversion.
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Chapter 6
Emotional Voice Conversion: A
Style Transfer Approach
The original objective of generative modeling is to generate new samples from
scratch by learning complicated data distributions. Similar techniques can be
extended to conditional generative models that manipulate the existing data and
add user-specified properties. In this chapter, we first study the problem of style
transfer that maps data from one domain to another, and then work on a specific
problem in voice conversion. In the mapping, domain-specific information (i.e.,
the style) is discarded and manipulated, while domain-invariant knowledge (i.e.,
the content) is preserved. The disentangled representations of style and content
are recognized by domain classifiers and modeled by autoencoders. We propose
a game-theoretic approach to learn the mapping. The encoders, decoders and
classifiers form a distributionally robust game with competitive and collaborative
agent coalitions.
In the second part of this chapter, we develop a nonparallel data-driven emo-
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tional speech conversion algorithm. It enables the transfer of emotion-related
characteristics in the speech signal while preserving the speaker’s identity and the
linguistic content. Most existing approaches require parallel data and time alignment, and they are not applicable in many real situations. We achieve nonparallel
training based on an unsupervised style transfer technique that learns a translation
model between two distributions instead of a deterministic one-to-one mapping between paired examples. The conversion model consists of an encoder and a decoder
for each emotion domain. We assume that the speech signal can be decomposed
into an emotion-invariant content code and an emotion-related style code in the
latent space. Emotion conversion is performed by extracting and recombining the
content code of the source speech and the style code of the target emotion. We test
the proposed approach on a large nonparallel corpora with thousands of utterances,
and the model is able to transfer between four emotions: angry, happy, neutral, sad.
This chapter is based on the INTERSPEECH 2019 paper “Nonparallel Emotional
Speech Conversion” [122] which was done in collaboration with Deep Chakraborty,
Hamidou Tembine, and Olaitan Olaleye.

6.1

Introduction

Style transfer originally means rendering an image in the style of other images.
This meaning can be extended to other kinds of data like music and speech. More
generally, it refers to mapping data from one domain to anther while keeping its
semantic content or domain-invariant knowledge. For example, transfer photographs
to artistic paintings, convert one person’s voice to another, or translate music to
imitate different instruments. Another case is transfer learning. It adapts a pre-
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trained model in source domain to classify samples in target domain where labeled
data is limited.
Let x1 ∈ X1 be samples in the source domain and x2 ∈ X2 be samples in the
target domain. The goal of style transfer is to learn a mapping function T : X1 → X2
such that the generated output x02←1 = T (x1 ) is indistinguishable from the real
samples drawn from the target domain. The optimal mapping T ∗ transforms x1 to
d

x02←1 such that they are distributionally equivalent x02←1 = x2 . Semantic content
should be preserved during the transformation.
We propose a game model to learn the transform. The domain-invariant content
information and domain-specific style information are decomposed by disentangled
representation learning. For high dimensional data like image and speech waveform,
we employ autoencoders to independently model the high-level semantic content
and the low-level style information. The learning problem is formulated as a
distributionally robust game with cooperative agents and payoff uncertainty. In
this game, several groups of players run with different objectives. The intergroup
competition and intragroup collaboration enable the players to learn from each
other and optimize their worst-case performance.
This work has a wide range of applications. In visual and performing arts, it’s
inspiring to automatically generate artificial paintings with user-specified style or
play synthetic music with desired timbre and musical instrument. In informatics,
it’s useful to transform speaker identity by modifying his voice to sound like another
person. It is also possible to learn and mimic animal’s vocalization and study the
feedback on the artificially generated sound. For case study, we apply our approach
in emotional voice conversion.
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6.2

Related Work

There are several topics closely related to this work. We will discuss their
connections and differences to our task.

6.2.1

Deep Generative Modeling

Different from discriminative models, this approach models the full distribution
of data instead of only the target variables. It supports unsupervised training. At
test time, it takes random noise as input and outputs realistic samples. This model
can extend to conditional generative models that take in additional information
and produce user-specified outputs. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [53],
variational auto-encoders (VAEs) [50], and auto-regressive models [74] are the three
main-stream approaches.

6.2.2

Image Style Transfer

There are two types of style transfer problems: example-based style transfer
where the style comes from one image, and domain-based style transfer where the
style is learnt from a collection of images in a specific domain. The former problem
originates from non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) [123] in computer graphic, and
has the similar meaning of realistic image manipulation. The goal is to edit image
in a user-specified way and keep it as realistic as possible. Practical issues include
texture synthesis and transfer [124], photo manipulation of shape and color [125],
photorealistic image stylization [126], etc. In general, the output should be similar
to the input in high-level structures and varies in low-level details such as color
and texture.
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Recently, Gatys et al. [127] claimed the image content and style information
are separable in Convolutional Neural Network representations. They introduced
a method [80] to separate and recombine content and style of natural images
by matching feature correlations (Gram matrix) in different convolutional layers.
However, their synthesis process is slow (an hour for a 512*512 image). Moreover,
the style from a single image is ambiguous and may not capture the general theme
of an entire domain of images.
The second problem, also known as image-to-image translation, learns a mapping
to transfer images from one domain to another. For example, super-resolution
[69] maps low-dimensional images to high-dimension, colorization [128] maps gray
images to colorful images; other cases include day to night, dog to cat, young to
old, summer to winter, photographs to paintings, aerial photos to satellite maps
[126, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134]. The mapping can be learnt in a supervised
or unsupervised manner. In supervised settings [71, 135, 136], corresponding
image pairs across domains are available for training. In unsupervised settings
[129, 137, 138, 139, 140], there’s no paired data and the training set only contains
independent set of images for each domain. Our work is under the unsupervised
setting because it is more applicable, and the training data is almost free and
unlimited.

6.2.3

Domain Adaptation

Most recognition algorithms are developed for and evaluated on a limited
number of public datasets like ImageNet, MS-COCO, CIFAR-10, and MNIST. In
real applications, these algorithms often confront performance degradation when
applied to a new domain.
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In unsupervised domain adaptation, source domain has labeled data Ds =
n

t
s
{xsi , yis }ni=1
while target domain contains data without labels Dt = {xti }i=1
. The

goal is to learn a classifier f : xti 7→ yit for the unseen target samples by exploring the
knowledge learnt from the source domain. Domain adaptation algorithms attempt
to transfer knowledge across domains by solving the domain shift problem, i.e., the
data-label distributions p(xs , y s ) and p(xt , y t ) are different.
There are many approaches to address this issue. One is to extract transferable
features that are invariant across domains [141, 142], or learn representative hash
codes [143] to find a common latent space where the classifier can be used without
considering the data’s origin. Another trend is to learn the transformation between
domains [144] to align the source and target data points through barycentric
mapping, and train a classifier on the transferred source data. Courty [145] and
Damodaran [146] proposed to look for a transformation that matches the data-label
joint distributions p(xs , y s ) in source domain to its equivalent version p(xt , y t ) in
target domain. The predictive function f is learnt by minimizing the optimal
transport loss from p(xs , y s ) to p(xt , f (xt )). As a by-product, minimizing the
optimal transport cost is equivalent to mapping a source domain sample to a target
domain sample with similar semantic content, and this is the domain transfer
problem.

6.2.4

Voice Conversion

Voice conversion (VC) aims to change a speaker’s voice to make it sounds like
spoken by another person. It is a special case of voice transformation (VT), whose
goal is to modify human speech without changing its meaning. VC transforms
speaker identity by replacing speaker-dependent components of the signal while
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maintaining the linguistic information. Speech quality and speaker similarity are two
important factors to evaluate a VC system. There are a bunch of VC applications,
such as movie dubbing, personalized TTS (Text To Speech) systems, speaker accent
or emotion transformation, speaking-aid devices, call quality enhancement, etc.
Most VC frameworks involve three steps: feature extraction, feature conversion,
and waveform generation. In speech analysis, waveform signals are encoded into
feature representations that are easy to control and modify. Spectral envelope,
mel-cepstrum, fundamental frequency (f0 ), formant frequencies and bandwidths
are the most widely used features to represent speech in short-time segments. To
capture contextual information across frames, implicit methods such as hidden
Markov models (HMMs), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) [147] were developed.
The main work in VC is to transform the source feature sequences to target
feature sequences that capture the speaker identity. Most traditional VC systems
perform frame-by-frame mapping under the assumption that speech segments
are independent from each other. Some recent models such as HMM and RNN
incorporate speech dynamics implicitly. There are four typical approaches to learn
the mapping function: codebook mapping (e.g., Vector quantization (VQ) [148]),
mixed linear mappings (e.g., Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [149]), neural network
mapping (e.g., RBM, DNN, RNN [150]), and exemplar-based mapping (e.g., nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [151]). Beyond these, an autoregressive neural
network model called WaveNet [75] was proposed. It can directly learn the mapping
based on raw audio and generate speech waveforms conditioning on the speaker
identity.
There are various assumptions in speech analysis and waveform generation.
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Source-filter models assume speech to be generated by excitation signals passing
through a vocal tract, and encode speech waveforms as acoustic features that
represent sound source and vocal tract independently. However, the original phase
information will lose under this assumption. At conversion time, the converted target
features are passed through a vocoder based on the source filter model to reconstruct
the waveform. Quality degradation may happen due to the inaccurate assumption.
Iterative phase reconstruction algorithm Griffin-Lim [152] was adopted to alleviate
this issue. Harmonic plus noise models (HNM) [153] assume speech to be a
combination of a noise component and a harmonic component, i.e., sinusoidal waves
with frequencies relevant to pitch. Speech is parameterized by the fundamental
frequency f0 and a spectrum which consists of a lower band of harmonic and a higher
band of noise. Other assumptions include stationary speech signal, frame-by-frame
mapping, time-invariant linear filter, etc. Recently, Tamamori et. al [154] proposed
a speaker-dependent WaveNet vocoder that does not require explicit modeling of
excitation signals and those assumptions.
In terms of conversion conditions, VC can be categorized into parallel and
non-parallel, text-dependent and text-independent systems [155]. In parallel systems, the training corpus consists of paired recordings from the source and target
speakers with same linguistic contents. The shared acoustic features can be used
to train the mapping model. To get parallel feature sequences of equal length,
a time-alignment step must be included to remove the temporal differences in
the recordings, for example, the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm [148].
Phoneme transcriptions are also useful for time alignment. Non-parallel system
does not require sentences with the same linguistic contents. It is much more useful
and practical because non-parallel speech data is easier to collect and therefore
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can get larger training sets. There are several ways to learn the mapping without
paired data: (1) use unit selection [156] to choose matched linguistic feature pairs;
(2) build pseudo parallel sentences on extra automatic speech recognition (ASR)
modules [157]; (3) extract speaker-independent features in shared latent space [158];
(4) use unpaired image-to-image translation approaches [71, 139, 140].
Parallel, text-dependent systems are supposed to have better performance.
However, parallel utterance pairs are difficult to get. Most parallel VC systems
require time alignment to extract parallel source-target features. The misalignment
in automatic time alignment algorithms often leads to degradation in speech
quality, while manual correction is arduous. Recently, the winner of VC Challenge
2018 [159] showed their algorithm can achieve similar results in both parallel and
non-parallel settings. It first uses a lot of external speech data with phonetic
transcriptions to train a speaker-independent content-posterior-feature extractor,
followed by a speaker-dependent LSTM-RNN to predict fundamental frequency f0
and STRAIGHT spectral features [113], and then reconstruct the waveforms with a
speaker-dependent WaveNet vocoder [154]. Moreover, Kaneko et.al [160] and Fang
et. al [153] claimed their nonparallel, text-independent VC algorithms based on
CycleGAN [138] perform comparable to or better than the state-of-the-art parallel
approaches.

6.3

Motivation

In machine learning, discriminative models predict labels from data by learning
a conditional distribution p(y | x), while generative models synthesize new data
with desired labels by drawing samples from estimated distribution p(x | y).
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From a perspective of probabilistic modelling, style transfer learns two conditional
distributions p(x1 | x2 ) and p(x2 | x1 ). When paired data is available, it is easy
to infer from the joint distribution p(x1 , x2 ). For nonparallel data, the problem is
ill-posed because the joint solution is not unique given two marginal distributions
p(x1 ), p(x2 ).
To solve this problem, additional constraints are required. Some researchers
proposed to keep a particular part of the data unchanged, e.g., pixel intensity, gradient or object boundaries [137, 161]; others suggested to preserve some properties
of the data, such as semantic features or class labels [129].
Zhu et al. proposed a very straightforward constraint called cycle-consistency
[138]. It assumes that if a sample is translated from source domain to target domain
and then translated back, it should be unchanged. Choi et al. [162] generalized it
to perform multiple-domain translation using a single generative model. However,
domain transfer is not a one-to-one mapping, but many-to-many. In some cases,
the cycle-consistency constraint is too strong to provide enough diversity in the
translated outputs.
Based on a similar idea, Liu et al. [139] developed the UNIT framework by
making a fully shared latent space assumption, in which corresponding images
across domains can be mapped to a same latent code in shared-latent space. This
assumption implies the cycle-consistency constraint. Xun et al. [140] extended it
to a partially shared latent space assumption, where each example is generated
from a shared content code and a domain-specific style code. Images are translated
across domains by replacing the style code.
Some approaches [141, 162, 163] assume there exists a transformation T such
that the source and target data can be matched in a new representation p(T (x1 )) =
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p(T (x2 )). The types of transformation includes projections, affine transform, and
non-linear mapping defined by neural networks. The objective is to minimize
the gap between two transformed distributions. Several metrics used to compare
distributions have been discussed in chapter 3. One requirement is that p(x1 ) and
p(x2 ) share a common support, otherwise the optimization process is instable due
to vanishing gradient issues.
Another idea is to directly assume the mapping T : x2 = T (x1 ) to be the
optimal transport between p(x1 ) and p(x2 ). The optimal solution T ∗ minimizes
the global transportation cost (i.e., Wasserstein distance) between the source and
target distributions. As a by-product, minimizing the transport cost gives the
alignment of corresponding samples as well as their labels. It can be used to solve
the domain adaptation problem [146] by finding the joint distribution optimal
transport between p(x1 , y1 ) and p(x2 , f (x2 )). f is the classifier in the target domain,
which can be inferred from the aligned data-label pairs.
While many approaches have been proposed, learning the mapping between
different domains is still an open problem. Our work is motivated to support the
development of more robust and comprehensible generative models for style transfer
problems.

6.4

Method

We propose a general approach for style transfer. Let xi ∈ Xi be a data point
sampled from domain i. The goal is to learn a conversion model p(xj | xi ) that maps
xi to domain j (j 6= i) by changing its style and preserving the original content.
For unpaired training data, we have marginal distributions p(xi ), p(xj ) instead of
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the joint distribution p(xi , xj ), so it requires additional constraints to determine
p(xj | xi ). Inspired by disentangled representation learning in [80], we assume
that each example xi ∈ Xi can be decomposed into a content code c ∈ C that
encodes domain-invariant information and a style code si ∈ Si that encodes domaindependent information. C is shared across domains and contains the information
we want to preserve. Si is domain-specific and contains the information we want
to change. In conversion stage, we extract the content code of xi and recombine
it with a style code randomly sampled from Sj . A generative adversarial network
(GAN) [53] is added to ensure that the converted samples are indistinguishable
from the real ones.
Figure 6.1 shows the autoencoder model of style transfer with a partially shared
latent space. Any pair of corresponding data points (xi , xj ) is assumed to have
a shared latent code c ∈ C and domain-specific style codes si ∈ Si , sj ∈ Sj . The
generative model of domain i is an autoencoder that consists of a deterministic
decoder xi = Gi (ci , si ) and two encoders ci = Eic (xi ), si = Eis (xi ). The encoder
Ei = (Eic , Eis ) and decoder Gi are inverse operations such that Ei = G−1
i . To
generate converted sample x0j←i , we just extract and recombine the content code of
xi with the style code of domain j.
x0i←j = Gi (cj , si ) = Gi (Ejc (xj ), si )
x0j←i

= Gj (ci , sj ) =

(6.1)

Gj (Eic (xi ), sj )

It should be noted that the style code si is not inferred from one example, but
learnt from the entire target domain j, which is a major difference from [80]. This
is because the style extracted from a single example is ambiguous and may not
capture the general characteristics of the target domain. To restrict the mapping
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p(xj | xi ), we use an constraint that is slightly different from the cycle consistency in
[138]. It assumes that an example converted to another domain and converted back
should be unchanged, i.e., x00i←j←i = xi . Instead, we apply a semi-cycle consistency
in the latent space by assuming that only the latent codes remain unchanged
Eic (x0i←j ) = ci and Eis (x0i←j ) = si . The relaxed constraint provides diversity to the
generated samples.

Figure 6.1: Autoencoder model with partially shared latent space. Sample xi is
encoded into a domain-specific space Si and a shared content space C. Corresponding
data points (x1 , x2 ) are encoded in the same content code. Converted sample x0j←i
is generated by recombining the original content code of xi and the style code
randomly sampled from Sj .
We formulate the learning problem as a distributionally robust game. Each
domain i has four agents Eic , Eis , Gi , Di , in which Di is a discriminator with two
objectives. One is to distinguish between real samples and machine-generated
samples, the other is to classify domain labels. On the other side, the generators
Gi have two purposes: synthesize realistic samples and convert them into domain i.
For example in voice conversion, the synthesized speech is evaluated on both the
naturalness of its quality and the correctness of speaker’s identity.
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6.4.1

Two-Domain Transformation

There are 4n agents for n domains. For simplicity, we first investigate the
conversion model between two domains. When n = 2, there are 8 agents: E1c , E1s ,
G1 , D1 for domain X1 and E2c , E2s , G2 , D2 for domain X2 . Each agent has a different
objective, and the utility function of one agent depends on the action of other agents.
Collaboration and competition exist among them. So this is a distributionally
robust game with cooperative agents and uncertain utility functions. Based on the
analysis above, there are five modules need to learn: 1 domain-invariant content
encoder, 2 domain-specific style encoders, 3 real/fake discriminator, 4 domain
classifier Di , 5 fake samples generator.
The encoders and decoders form a group to synthesize converted samples in the
target domain. Another group is the discriminator and classifier. They work on
the opposite side to distinguish between real/fake samples and predict the domain
label. The intergroup competition and intragroup collaboration are listed in table
6.1.
When Nash equilibrium reaches, the autoencoder (Eic∗ , Eis∗ , G∗i ) minimizes the
reconstruction error Lxrec → 0, Lcrec → 0, Lsrec → 0. The GAN network (Di∗ , G∗i ) and
i
adversarial loss LxGAN
converge at saddle points that minimize the distance between

p(xi ) and p(x0j←i ). The classifier Dicls∗ correctly predicts the domain category of
both real and fake samples Dicls∗ (xi ) = i, Dicls∗ (x0i←j ) = i.
The collaboration means, agents in different domains can help each other as
they may have common interests. For instance, a sample can be used to update the
real/fake discriminator even if its class label is missing. Except for the autoencoders
Eic , Eis , Gi , other agents form cross-domain coalitions. (G1 , G2 ) works on data
synthesis, (D1 , D2 ) works on real/fake discrimination, (E1c , E2c ) extracts high-level
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Table 6.1: Cooperative game
Intergroup competition Learning module
E1s , E2s
2
D1 , D2
4
Intragroup collaboration Learning module
E1c , E1s , G1
Autoencoder1
s
c
E2 , E2 , G2
Autoencoder2
5
G1 , G2
D1 , D2
3
c
c
E1 , E2
1

Objective
min Lscyc
min Lxcls
Objective
1
min Lxrec
2
min Lxrec
x
min LGAN
max LxGAN
min Lccyc

content information that we want to preserve.
We jointly train the encoders, decoders and GAN’s discriminators with multiple
objectives. To keep encoder and decoder as inverse operations, a reconstruction
loss is applied in the direction xi → (ci , si ) → x0i , (i, j ∈ 1, 2). Sample xi should
not be changed after encoding and decoding.

i
Lxrec
= Exi (kxi − x0i k1 ),

x0i = Gi (Eic (xi ), Eis (xi ))

(6.2)

In our model, the latent space is partially shared. Thus the cycle consistency
constraint [138] is not preserved, i.e., x001←2←1 6= x1 . We apply a semi-cycle loss in
the coding direction c1 → x02←1 → c02←1 and s2 → x02←1 → s02←1 .
1
Lccyc
= Ec1 ,s2 (kc1 − c02←1 k1 ),
2
Lscyc

= Ec1 ,s2 (ks2 −

s02←1 k1 ),

c02←1 = E2c (x02←1 )
s02←1

=

(6.3)

E2s (x02←1 )

Moreover, we add a GAN module to ensure the quality of generated samples.
They should be indistinguishable from the real samples in the target domain Xi .
GAN loss is computed between xj and x0i←j to represent the distance between two
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distributions p(xj ),

p(x0i←j ).

i
LxGAN
= Ecj ,si [log(1 − Di (x0i←j ))] + Exi [log Di (xi )]

(6.4)

The full loss is the weighted sum of Lrecon , Lcycle , LGAN .
max L(E1c , E1s , E2c , E2s , G1 , G2 , D1 , D2 )

min

E1c ,E1s ,E2c ,E2s ,G1 ,G2 D1 ,D2

=

1
λs (Lscyc

+

2
Lscyc
)

+

(6.5)
1
λc (Lccyc

+

2
Lccyc
)

+

1
λx (Lxrec

+

2
Lxrec
)

+

1
λg (LxGAN

+

2
LxGAN
)

where λs , λc , λx , λg control the weights of the components.

6.4.2

Multi-Domain Transformation

In multi-domain case, there are 4n agents in the game. To reduce complexity,
we replace the domain-specific models Eic , Gi , Di with a shared content encoder E c ,
a shared decoder G, and a single multi-class classifier Dcls . Thus, only n + 3 agents
left. Figure 6.2 shows the multi-domain transformation model.

Figure 6.2: Learn multi-domain transformation. Left: conversion model with shared
content encoder, decoder and classifier. Top-right: two domains. Bottom-right:
multiple domains (n=5).
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When n = 2, there are three kinds of data: real samples in X1 , real samples
in X2 and fake samples in Xf ake . Two real/fake discriminators D1 , D2 are enough
for classification. If this idea is extended to multiple domains, there will be n
binary discriminators and 2n outputs. Instead, we replace them with one binary
real/fake discriminator D and one multi-class domain classifier Dcls . The two-step
classification not only reduces complexity (2n outputs) but also makes the most of
the training data. An example in domain i is also useful to train the generative
model for other domains, as it is the common interest of all agents G1 , G2 , . . . Gn
to synthesize realistic data. Therefore, the multi-domain transformation model can
be trained on different datasets with partially labeled data.
In the following section, we will apply the proposed method for emotional speech
conversion.

6.5

Nonparallel Emotional Speech Conversion

Voice transformation (VT) is a technique to modify some properties of human
speech while preserving its linguistic information. VT can be applied to change
the speaker identity, i.e., voice conversion (VC) [155], or to transform the speaking
style of a speaker, such as emotion and accent conversion [164]. In this work, we
will focus on emotion voice transformation. The goal is to change emotion-related
characteristics of a speech signal while preserving its linguistic content and speaker
identity. Emotion conversion techniques can be applied to various tasks, such as
enhancing computer generated speech, hiding negative emotions for people, helping
film dubbing, and creating more expressive voice messages on social media.
Traditional VC approaches cannot be applied directly because they change
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speaker identity by assuming pronunciation and intonation to be a part of the
speaker-independent information. Since the speaker’s emotion is mainly conveyed
by prosodic aspects, some studies have focused on modelling prosodic features such
as pitch, tempo, and volume [111, 165]. In [166], a rule-based emotional voice
conversion system was proposed. It modifies prosody-related acoustic features of
neutral speech to generate different types of emotions. A speech analysis-synthesis
tool STRAIGHT [113] was used to extract fundamental frequency (F0 ) and power
envelope from raw audio. These features were parameterized and modified based
on Fujisaki model [167] and target prediction model [168]. The converted features
were then fed back into STRAIGHT to re-synthesize speech waveforms with desired
emotions. However, this method requires temporal aligned parallel data that is
difficult to obtain in real applications; and the accurate time alignment needs
manual segmentation of the speech signal at phoneme level, which is very time
consuming.
To address these issues, we propose a nonparallel training method. Instead
of learning one-to-one mapping between paired emotional utterances (x1 , x2 ), we
switch to training a conversion model between two emotional domains (X1 , X2 ). The
model presented in Section 6.4 is applied to learn the style code and content code for
human speech. We evaluated our approach on IEMOCAP [169] for four emotions:
angry, happy, neutral, sad; which is widely studied in emotional speech recognition
literatures [170]. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt of nonparallel emotion
conversion on such a large-scale dataset, though synthetic feature representations of
emotional speech were proposed in [171]. We evaluate the model’s conversion ability
by the percentage change from source emotion to target emotion. A subjective
evaluation on Amazon MTurk with hundreds of listeners was conducted. It shows
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our model can effectively change emotions and retain the speaker identity.

6.5.1

Emotion-related Features

Previous emotion conversion methods directly modify parameterized prosodyrelated features that convey emotions. The use of Gaussian mixture models
(GMM) for spectrum transformation was first proposed in [172]. [114] introduced
a data-driven emotion conversion system that combines independent parameter
transformation techniques including HMM-based F0 generation, F0 segment selection, duration conversion and GMM-based spectral conversion. However, it
requires large amounts of parallel data. A recent work [166] explored four types
of acoustic features: F0 contour, spectral sequence, duration and power envelope,
and investigated their impact on emotional speech synthesis by controlled feature
replacement. The authors found that F0 and spectral sequence are the dominant
factors in emotion conversion, while power envelope and duration alone has little
influence. They further claimed that all emotions can be synthesized by modifying
the spectral sequence, but did not provide a method to do it. In this paper, we
focus on learning the conversion models for F0 and spectral sequence.

6.5.2

Nonparallel Training Approaches

Parallel data means utterances with the same linguistic content but varying in
aspects to be studied. Since parallel data is hard to collect, nonparallel approaches
have been developed. Some borrow ideas from image-to-image translation [139]
and create GAN models [53] suitable for speech, such as VC-VAW-GAN [158],
SVC-GAN [173], VC-CycleGAN [174, 175], VC-StarGAN [171]. Another trend is
based on auto-regressive models like WaveNet [75]. Although it can train directly
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on raw audio without feature extraction, the heavy computational load and huge
amount of training data required is not affordable for most users.

6.5.3

Disentangled representation learning

Our work draws inspiration from recent studies in image style transfer. A basic
idea is to find disentangled representations that can independently model image
content and style. It is claimed in [127] that a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
is an ideal representation to factorize semantic content and artistic style. They
introduced a method to separate and recombine content and style of natural images
by matching feature correlations in different convolutional layers. For us, the task
is to find disentangled representations for speech signal that can split emotion from
speaker identity and linguistic content.

6.5.4

Assumptions

The research on human emotion expression and perception has two major
conclusions. First, human emotion perception is a multi-layered process. It’s
figured out that humans do not perceive emotion directly from acoustic features,
but through an intermediate layer of semantic primitives [176]. They introduced
a three-layered model and learnt the connections by a fuzzy inference system.
Some researchers found that adding middle layers can improve emotion recognition
accuracy [177]. Based on this finding, we suggest the use of multilayer perceptrons
(MLP) to extract emotion-related information in speech signals.
Second, the emotion generation process of human speech follows the opposite
direction of emotion perception. This means the encoding process of the speaker is
the inverse operation of the decoding process of the listener. We assume that emo-
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tional speech generation and perception share the same representation methodology,
that is, the encoder and decoder are inverse operations with mirror structures.
Let x1 ∈ X1 and x2 ∈ X2 be utterances drawn from two different emotional
categories. Our goal is to learn a mapping between two distributions p(x1 ) and
p(x2 ). Since the joint distribution p(x1 , x2 ) is unknown for nonparallel data, the
conversion models p(x1 |x2 ) and p(x2 |x1 ) cannot be directly estimated. To solve
this problem, we make two assumptions:
• The speech signal can be decomposed into an emotion-invariant content code
and an emotion-dependent style code;
• The encoder E and decoder G are inverse functions.

6.5.5

Model

Fig. 6.3 shows the generative model of speech with a partially shared latent
space. A pair of corresponding speech (x1 , x2 ) is assumed to have a shared latent
code c ∈ C and emotion-related style codes s1 ∈ S1 , s2 ∈ S2 . For any emotional
speech xi , we have a deterministic decoder xi = Gi (ci , si ) and its inverse encoders
ci = Eic (xi ), si = Eis (xi ). To convert emotion, we just extract and recombine the
content code of the source speech with the style code of the target emotion.
x01←2 = G1 (c2 , s1 ) = G1 (E2c (x2 ), s1 )

(6.6)

x02←1 = G2 (c1 , s2 ) = G2 (E1c (x1 ), s2 )
It should be noted that the style code si is not inferred from one utterance, but
learnt from the entire emotion domain. This is because the emotion style from a
single utterance is ambiguous and may not capture the general characteristics of the
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target emotion. It makes our assumption slightly different from the cycle consistent
constraint [138], which assumes that an example converted to another domain
and converted back should remain the same as the original, i.e., x001←2←1 = x1 .
Instead, we apply a semi-cycle consistency in the latent space by assuming that
E1c (x01←2 ) = c1 and E1s (x01←2 ) = s1 .

Figure 6.3: The speech autoencoder model with partially shared latent space.
Speech with emotion iis decomposed into an emotion-specific space Si and a shared
content space C. Corresponding speech (x1 , x2 ) are encoded to the same content
code. Emotion conversion is obtained by recombining the content code of the input
utterance and the style code randomly sampled from the target emotion space.
Traditional emotional speech analysis mainly focuses on four types of acoustic
features: fundamental frequency (F0 ), spectral sequence, time duration and energy
envelope. It was found in [166] that only F0 and spectral sequence have significant
influence, while the other two require manual segmentation and have little impact on
changing emotions. Therefore we focus on learning the conversion model for F0 and
spectral sequence. Fig. 6.4 shows an overview of our nonparallel emotional speech
conversion system. The features are extracted and recombined by WORLD [178]
and converted separately. We modify F0 by linear transform to match statistics
of the fundamental frequencies in the target emotion domain. The conversion is
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performed by log Gaussian normalization

f2 = exp((log f1 − µ1 ) ·

σ2
+ µ2 )
σ1

(6.7)

where µi , σi are the mean and variance obtained from the source and target emotion
set. Aperiodicity (AP) is mapped directly since it does not contain emotion-related
information.

Figure 6.4: Overview of the proposed nonparallel emotion conversion system
For spectral sequence, we use low-dimensional representation in mel-cepstrum
domain to reduce complexity. Kameoka [179] shows 50 MCEP coefficients are
enough to synthesize full-band speech without quality degeneration. Spectra
conversion is learnt by the autoencoder model in Fig. 6.3. The encoders and
decoders are implemented with gated CNN [180]. In addition, a GAN module is
added and trained by robust optimization [18] to produce realistic spectral frames.
Our model has four subnetworks E c , E s , G, D, in which D is the discriminator in
GAN to distinguish real samples from machine-generated samples.
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6.5.6

Loss functions

We jointly train the encoders, decoders and GAN’s discriminators with multiple
losses displayed in Fig. 6.5. To keep encoder and decoder as inverse operations, we
apply reconstruction loss in the direction xi → (ci , si ) → x0i . The spectral sequence
should not change after encoding and decoding.

i
Lxrecon
= Exi (kxi − x0i k1 ),

x0i = Gi (Eic (xi ), Eis (xi ))

(6.8)

Figure 6.5: Train on multiple loss functions.
In our model, the latent space is partially shared. Thus the cycle consistency
constraint [138] is not preserved, i.e., x001←2←1 6= x1 . We apply a semi-cycle loss in
the coding direction c1 → x02←1 → c02←1 and s2 → x02←1 → s02←1 .
1
Lccycle
= Ec1 ,s2 (kc1 − c02←1 k1 ),
2
Lscycle

= Ec1 ,s2 (ks2 −

s02←1 k1 ),

c02←1 = E2c (x02←1 )
s02←1

=

(6.9)

E2s (x02←1 )

Moreover, we add a GAN module to improve the speech quality. The converted
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Figure 6.6: The network structure of content encoder, style encoder, decoder, and
GAN discriminator
samples should be indistinguishable from the real samples in the target emotion
domain. GAN loss is computed between x0i←j and xi , (i 6= j).
LiGAN = Ecj ,si [log(1 − Di (x0i←j ))] + Exi [log Di (xi )]

(6.10)

The full loss is the weighted sum of Lrecon , Lcycle , LGAN .
min

max L(E1c , E1s , E2c , E2s , G1 , G2 , D1 , D2 )

E1c ,E1s ,E2c ,E2s ,G1 ,G2 D1 ,D2

1
2
1
2
= λs (Lscycle
+ Lscycle
) + λc (Lccycle
+ Lccycle
)

(6.11)

+λx (L1recon + L2recon ) + λg (L1GAN + L2GAN )
where λs , λc , λx , λg control the weights of the components.

6.6

Experiments

Training emotional speech conversion models often suffers from lack of data.
Parallel datasets such as Emo-DB [181] and RAVDESS [182] have limited sentence
diversity and are difficult to build. Our end-to-end model is trained on raw audio
signals of natural speech, and does not rely on paired data or any manual operations.
Training set can be collected from daily conversations in everyday life.
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6.6.1

Experiment setup

We evaluated the proposed approach on the Interactive Emotional Dyadic
Motion Capture database (IEMOCAP) [169]. It is organized in five sessions and
contains 12 hours of audiovisual data. Each session records natural dialogues between a pair of speakers in scripted and improvised scenarios, in which the emotions
are naturally elicited. In this paper, we only consider four emotional categories:
1) angry, 2) happy, 3) neutral, 4) sad. Since the model is not designed to change
the speaker identity, experiments are conducted for each speaker independently.
We only use the utterances with a clear majority vote regarding the ground truth
labels. There are 2754 utterances shared amongst four emotional labels: ang (747),
hap (675), neu (788), sad (544). Training and testing sets are non-overlapping
utterances randomly selected from the same speaker (80% for training, 20% for
test). For example in session 1, there are 420 training samples and 108 testing
samples for the female speaker.
Training samples with fixed length of 128 frames are randomly selected from raw
audio sequences. Energy-based voice-activity detection (VAD) is used to remove
silent frames. We use WORLD vocoder [126] to extract fundamental frequencies,
spectral sequences (sps) and aperiodicities (aps) from raw audio waveforms sampled
at 16KHz. The frame length is 5ms. After coding, we take the first 24 Mel-cepstral
coefficients (MCEPs) as feature vectors. Mean and variance of the entire training
set are calculated for feature normalization. Testing samples can have arbitrary
temporal length, and be converted in real-time.
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6.6.2

Network architecture

The network architecture is illustrated in Figure 6.6, with details listed in Table
6.6.2. The autoencoders take 24-dimentional MCEPs as input and learn disentangled
representations of content and style. In the content encoder, instance normalization
(IN) [183] removes the original feature mean and variance that represent emotional
style information. In the style encoder, the emotional characteristics are encoded
by a 3-layer MLP that outputs channel-wise mean and variance µ(s), σ(s). Then
they are fed into the decoder to reconstruct MCEP features. The desired emotion
is added through an adaptive instance normalization (AdaIN) [184] layer before
activation. This mechanism is similar to the conversion model of F0 in Eq. (6.7).

AdaIN(c, s) = σ(s)

 c − µ(c) 
σ(c)

+ µ(s)

(6.12)

The encoders and decoders are implemented with 1D-CNNs to capture the temporal
dependencies, while the GAN discriminators are implemented with 2D-CNNs to
capture the spectra-temporal patterns. Higher resolution data is generated by the
pixel shuffler layer in upsample blocks. All networks use gated linear units (GLU)
[180] to keep track of sequential information.

Training details: We use Adam optimizer with β1 = 0.5. The learning rate is
initialized as 0.0001 for D and 0.0002 for E c , E s , G; it begins with linear decay
applied after 150K iterations. Weights are chosen as λs = λc = λg = 1, λx = 10.
E c , E s , G are trained 2 iterations for each D’s iteration in the first 100K iterations;
after that they are trained equally.
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Content Encoder
Conv1d, IN, GLU
C-128-15-1
Downsample1d × 2
C-256-5-2, C-512-5-2
Resblock1d × 4
C-512-3-1, content code
Style Encoder
Conv1d, GLU
C-128-15-1
Downsample1d without IN × 2
C-256-5-2, C-512-5-2
Downsample1d without IN × 2
C-512-3-2
Adaptive average pooling
Conv1d
C-16-1-1
MLP: linear × 2
flatten, dense output
Decoder
Adaptive Resblock1d × 3
C-512-3-1
Upsample1d × 2
C-512-5-1-2, C-256-5-1-2
Conv1d
C-24-15-1, MCEPs output
Discriminator
Conv2d
C-128-(3,3)-(1,2)
Downsample2d
C-256-(3,3)-(2,2)
Downsample2d
C-512-(3,3)-(2,2)
Downsample2d
C-1024-(6,3)-(1,2)
Dense layer
sigmoid output (real/fake)
Table 6.2: Network Architecture. C-F-K-S-X indicates convolution layer with filters
F, kernel size K, strides S, and shuffle X. IN is instance normalization; all modules
use GLU activation.

6.6.3

Experiment results

We evaluate the generated speech on three metrics: voice quality, speaker
similarity, and the emotion conversion ability.
Subjective Evaluation

We perform perception tests on Amazon Mechanical

Turk 1 . Each utterance was listened by 5 random human workers, and each worker
can answer at most 5 hits in a single experiment. To evaluate the voice quality and
speaker similarity, the listeners were asked to give a 5-scale opinion score (5 for
1

https://www.mturk.com
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the best, 1 for the worst). The mean opinion score (MOS) is shown in Fig. 6.7.
To annotate the emotion state, each listener was asked to choose a label from the
source and target emotions. For example in the trial ”ang2neu”, utterances with
label ”ang” in IEMOCAP were converted to ”neu”, and the generated speech was
labelled by the majority vote of human annotators. We compute percentage change
from the source emotion to the target emotion. Higher value indicates stronger
ability of emotional conversion. We choose four emotion pairs with significant
differences [181]. The baseline models are a simple linear F0 conversion system
[185], and a neural network model VC-StarGAN [179]. Results are displayed in
Figure 6.8. Details and some converted speech samples are provided at 2 .
Results Note that not all utterances can be successfully converted, because some
emotions are delivered by linguistic information, an immutable part in our setting.
Our model is slightly better than VC-StarGAN in terms of emotion conversion
ability (average 48% vs 44%) and speaker similarity (average 3.55 vs 3.05). One
reason is that VC-StarGAN is designed for voice conversion among different speakers,
while our model learns the disentangled representations that can decompose the
emotional characteristic and speaker identity. Moreover, VC-StarGAN has poor
voice quality in the direction of sad2ang (1.71) and sad2hap (1.81). In [179], all
emotions are trained together, thus it’s unfair to the sad domain since it has lower
signal to noise ratio (SNR), and may amplify the noise when converted to more
energetic emotions. The reason that neu2ang and neu2hap are not working as well
as their inverse conversions is because neutral speech has a very broad spectrum or
range compared to angry and happy, therefore the voice quality is vulnerable to
the modulation noise. Increasing the resolution of the mel-cepstrums can reduce
2

https://www.jian-gao.org/emovc
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that problem, but modulation noise still remains.

Figure 6.7: MOS for voice quality and speaker similarity. left: voice quality. right:
speaker similarity, 2ang means the target emotion is Angry, and compared with
originally Angry speech.

Figure 6.8: Comparison of the emotion conversion ability of our model and the
baseline systems: (1) F0 conversion, (2) VC-StarGAN [179]. ang2neu is conversion
from Angry to Neutral.

6.7

Discussion

We introduced a nonparallel emotional speech conversion approach based on
style transfer autoencoders. As our model does not require any paired data,
transcripts or time alignment, it is easy to collect training data and apply in realworld situations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on nonparallel
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emotion conversion using style transfer. Future work includes phonetic duration
conversion and designing a general model for unseen speakers. The method that
learns the mapping of data across domains is a general framework. It can be applied
to other kinds of data by replacing the encoder and decoder networks.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, we have investigated the problem of learning generative models,
and developed several approaches from the game theoretic perspective. We consider
this problem as one of the most pivotal research directions of artificial intelligence
other than supervised learning. It enables the machines to better understand the
rich structure of our world beyond class labels, and offers them the opportunity to
think and act as humans. In particular, we have contributed in the following fields
1. We explore three widely used metrics to measure the distance between probability measures: Bregman divergence, f −divergence and Wasserstein distance.
We compared their properties and claimed that Wasserstein distance is more
theoretically sounding in stabilizing the learning process. We also introduced
some methods to approximate the Wasserstein distance, and offered an example to show it supports displacement interpolation between two probability
distributions. (Chapter 3)
2. We introduce a novel framework of distributionally robust games. In this
game, each agent has to make decisions in an uncertain environment. To
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handle the uncertainty, the agents model the state of nature by an adversarial
distribution and optimize on their expected worst-case performance. The
learning procedure is conducted by distributionally robust optimization. We
developed Bregman learning algorithms to solve the Nash equilibrium, and
proved their error bound and convergence rate. It shows exponential decay
for convex objective functions, and converges fast in non-convex non-concave
settings. (Chapter 4)
3. We formulate the problem of learning generative models as a distributionally
robust game, and use Wasserstein distance to quantify the discrepancy between
model and data distributions. The complexity of the problem is reduced by
introducing an equivalent optimization problem, in which the Wasserstein
distance is approximated by low-dimensional computation. We also designed
practical implementations of our framework to train deep generative models
for unsupervised clustering and image synthesis. (Chapter 5)
4. We developed an autoencoder model that maps data from one domain to
another domain. It learns the disentangled representation of data by decomposing the high-level content information and the low-level style information.
This model is a general framework that can apply to various kinds of data
given customized design of decoders and encoders. Based on this idea, we
designed a nonparallel emotional voice conversion system. The conversion
is performed by extracting and recombining the content code of the source
speech and the style code of the target emotion. It can automatically change
the emotion conveyed in human speech and does not rely on paired data for
training. (Chapter 6)
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Unsupervised generative modeling remains rarely used in large-scale systems,
since it is an ill-posed problem and works on high dimensional distributions. The
good thing is, it opens the way toward real intelligence, that is, the ability to
learn directly from raw data without relying on costly annotations by human. We
connect this concept with game theory, where the supervisory signal is provided by
the interaction between agents. The uncertainty is modeled by robust optimization
in the worst-case scenarios.
This idea may have impact on other types of learning problems, for example,
adversarial training. Generative models can produce additional fake samples
as a source of data augmentation to protect classifiers from adversarial attacks.
Improving the robustness of classification will be a major issue in supervised
learning. Another topic is transfer learning. Humans learn knowledge gradually,
from simple tasks to hard ones. The resource needed for learning new knowledge is
much less than that for machines, because there is a “common sense” that covers
knowledge in many domains. We need a universal model to learn the high-level
“common sense”, and algorithms to transfer knowledge between different domains.
Though the framework we proposed can handle a variety of problems, there are
several limitations left for future research. First, the distributionally robust game
model involves two layers of optimization problems conducted alternatively. The
time complexity of estimating the dynamic payoff is as high as that of searching
for the optimal strategies. Since we do not have the resource to solve the optimal
transport problem in high dimensions, many approximating algorithms have been
proposed. If we look back at history, the breakthrough of supervised learning comes
from big model and big data, instead of a single fancy algorithm. Once we have
enough computing power, the Wasserstein distance can be exactly solved. The
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unsupervised approaches may perform much better than the supervised ones since
they do not rely on annotations, thus the training set is unlimited and unbiased.
Second, many theoretical proofs are not valid for non-convex non-concave
settings. While practical advantages have been examined in some specific tasks,
we still need solid theoretical foundations so that the models can be transferred to
solve multiple problems.
Third, the evaluation of generative models is still not clear. Though final results
can be evaluated, there is no intrinsic performance measure during training. The
dynamic payoff is just a relative indicator that depends on the performance of
other players, and it does not reflect the quality of generations. Moreover, the
evaluation is on the scale of distributions and cannot be computed with a single
sample point. These problems make the training process unstable and difficult to
monitor. A future work is to design an indicator to identify the training stability
and to quantify the general performance.
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Appendix A

A.1

Proof of Proposition 4.2.1

Proof. Define ĝ(a2 , a3 ) = inf a1 ∈A1 l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 ). Thus for all a2 , a3 we have

ĝ(a2 , a3 ) ≤ l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 ).

It follows that, for any a1 , a3

sup ĝ(a2 , a3 ) ≤ sup l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 )
a2 ∈A2

a2 ∈A2

Using the definition of ĝ, one obtains

sup inf l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 ) ≤ sup l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 ), ∀a1 , a3 .

a2 ∈A2 a1 ∈A1

a2 ∈A2

Taking the infimum in a1 yields

sup inf l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 ) ≤ inf

a2 ∈A2 a1 ∈A1

sup l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 ), ∀a3 .

a1 ∈A1 a2 ∈A2

Now, we use two operations for the variable a3 :

(A.1)
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1. Taking the infimum in the inequality (A.1) in a3 yields
inf

sup inf l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 ) ≤ inf

a3 ∈A3 a2 ∈A2 a1 ∈A1

inf

sup l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 )

a3 ∈A3 a1 ∈A1 a2 ∈A2

=

inf

sup l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 )

(a1 ,a3 )∈A1 ×A3 a2 ∈A2

which proves the second part of the inequalities (4.9). The first part of the
inequalities (4.9) follows immediately from (A.1).
2. Taking the supremum in inequality (A.1) in a3 yields

inf l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 ) ≤ sup inf

sup

(a2 ,a3 )∈A2 ×A3 a1 ∈A1

sup l3 (a1 , a2 , a3 ),

a3 ∈A3 a1 ∈A1 a2 ∈A2

which proves the first part of the inequalities (4.10). The second part of the
inequalities (4.10) follows immediately from (A.1).
This completes the proof.

A.2

Proof of Proposition 4.2.2

Proof. Let λ∗ (a), µ∗ (a) be solution to problem (Pj∗ ) associated with the profile a.
Then, the optimal likelihood L∗ is obtained by differentiating f ∗ or by inverting
the equation f 0 (L∗ ) =

lj −µ
.
λ

As m is a probability measure, and using the definition

of L∗ , one gets
dm0∗ (ω) = L∗ dm(ω).
It follows that a∗j , L∗ solves the original problem (Pj ).
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A.3

Proof of Proposition 4.3.2

Proof. Let
W (b(t)) = tEm [h(b∗ , ω) − h(b(t), ω)] + dg (b∗ , b(t)),
where b is solution to (4.20). The function W is positive and
−1
h(b(t), ω)] − thEm ∇b h(b, ω), gbb
Em ∇b h(b(t), ω)i +

d
W
dt

d
d (b∗ , b(t)).
dt g

= Em [h(b∗ , ω) −
By concavity of

Em h(b, ω) one has
hEm ∇b h(b, ω), (b∗ − b)i ≥ Em [h(b∗ , ω) − h(b, ω)], ∀b.

On the other hand,
d
dg (b∗ , b(t)) = −ḃgb (b) − hgbb ḃ, b − b∗ i + gb ḃ
dt
= −hgbb ḃ, b − b∗ i
= −hEm ∇b h(b, ω), b∗ − bi.
Thus,
d
−1
Em ∇b h(b, ω)i
W ≤ hEm ∇b h(b, ω), (b∗ − b)i − thEm ∇b h(b, ω), gbb
dt
− hEm ∇b h(b, ω), b∗ − bi
−1
= −thEm ∇b h(b, ω), gbb
Em ∇b h(b, ω)i ≤ 0,

where the last inequality is by convexity of g. It follows that

d
W (b(t))
dt

≤ 0 along

the path of the gradient flow. This decreasing property implies 0 ≤ W (b(t)) ≤
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∗

W (b(0)) = dg (b , b(0)). In particular,
0 ≤ tEm [h(b∗ , ω) − h(b, ω)] ≤ W (b(0)) < +∞.

Hence, the error to the value Em h(b∗ , ω) is bounded by
0 ≤ Em [h(b∗ , ω) − h(b, ω)] ≤

W (b(0))
.
t

The announced result on the regret follows by integration over [t0 , T ] and by
averaging. Note that the above regret-bound is established without assuming
strong convexity of b 7→ −Em h(b, ω), and also no Lipschitz continuity bound of the
gradient is assumed. This completes the proof.

A.4

Proof of Proposition 4.3.3

Proof. A simple computation shows that

∂x dg (y, x) = gx (y) − gx (x),

∂x dg (y, x) = −gxx (x)(y − x)

By differentiating the functional ˆl one gets
ˆlx = eα+γ [eβ lx − dg,1 (x + e−α , x) − dg,2 (x + e−α v, x)]
= eα+γ [−gx (y) + gx (x) + gxx (x)(y − x) + eβ lx ],
ˆlv = −eγ dg,1 (x + e−α v, x) = −eγ [gx (x + e−a v) − gx (x)]
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It follows that
dˆ
lv = −γ̇eγ [gx (x + e−α v) − gx (x)]
dt
− eγ [gxx (x + e−α v)(ẋ − ȧe−α ẋ + e−α ẍ) − gxx (x)ẋ]
= ˆlx
= eα+γ [−gx (y) + gx (x) + gxx (x)(y − x) + eβ lx ]
Then,
− γ̇[gx (x + e−α ẋ) − gx (x)] − [gxx (x + e−α ẋ)(ẋ − α̇e−α ẋ + e−α ẍ) − gxx (x)ẋ]
= eα [−gx (x + e−α ẋ) + gx (x) + gxx (x)e−α ẋ + eβ lx ]
Rearranging the terms in ẍ, ẋ one arrives at
−1
eα (γ̇ − eα )gxx
(x + e−αẋ )[gx (x + e−α ẋ) − gx (x)]
−1
+eα gxx
(x + e−α ẋ)[gxx (x + e−α ẋ)(ẋ − α̇e−α ẋ) − gxx (x)ẋ]
−1
+e2α gxx
(x + e−α ẋ)[gxx e−α ẋ + eβ lx ] + ẍ = 0

By taking γ̇ = eα it yields
−1
eα gxx
(x + e−α ẋ)[gxx (x + e−αẋ )(ẋ − α̇e−α ẋ)]
−1
(x + e−α ẋ)[gxx e−α ẋ + eβ lx ] + ẍ = 0
+e2α gxx
−1
ẍ + (eα − ȧ)ẋ + e2α+β gxx
(x + e−α ẋ)lx (x) = 0

which is a second order ordinary differential system. This completes the proof.
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A.5

Proof of Proposition 4.3.4

Proof. The proof of Proposition 4.3.4 is based on a careful construction of a
generalized pseudo-potential function using Pontryagin’s maximum principle. It
extends the framework developed in [186] to the context of strategic-form games.
Then we check that the following function V is a Lyapuvov function

V (x(t), ẋ(t), t) = dg (x∗ , x(t) + e−α(t) ẋ(t)) + eβ(t) [l(x(t)) − l(x∗ )]

where x(t) is generated by the Bregman algorithm.
Since V (x, ẋ, t) is positive and l is convex, the time derivative of V over the
path x(t), ẋ(t) :

d
V
dt

(x(t), ẋ(t), t) ≤ 0 on condition that β̇ ≤ eα , we have

eβ [l(x) − l(x∗ )] ≤ V (x, ẋ, t) ≤ V (x0 , ẋ0 , t0 )

That is, the error l(x) − l(x∗ ) ≤ e−β V (x0 , ẋ0 , t0 ), which shows an exponential
convergence to x∗ . This completes the proof.

A.6

Proof of Proposition 4.3.5

Proof. Let V (b, ḃ, t, b∗ ) = dg (b∗ , b(t) + e−α(t)ḃ(t) ) + eβ(t) Em [h(b∗ , ω) − h(b(t), ω)]. It
is clear that V is positive. Moreover,

d
V
dt

(b(t), ḃ(t), t, b∗ ) ≤ 0 for β̇ ≤ eα . Thus,

V (b(t), ḃ(t), t, b∗ ) ≤ V (b(0), ḃ(0), 0, b∗ ) = c0 . By integration between [t0 , T ] it follows
1
T − t0

Z

T

t0

c0
Em [h(b , ω) − h(b(t), ω)]dt ≤
T − t0

This completes the proof.

∗

Z

T

t0

0

e−β(t ) dt0
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A.7

Proof of Proposition 4.3.6
1
t

Proof. Since b̄(t) =

Rt
0

b(t0 )dt0 =

R
R

b(t0 )( 1t 1[0,t] (t0 ))dt0 , then b̄(t) = Eξ(t) where ξ(t)

is the measure with density dξ(t)[t0 ] = 1t 1[0,t] (dt0 ). By convexity of −Em h(b, ω), we
apply the Jensen’s inequality:
1
Em h(
t

Z
0

t

b(t)dt, ω) = Em h(b̄(t), ω) = Em h(Eξ(t) b, ω)
Z
1 t
≥ Eξ(t) Em h(b, ω) =
Em h(b(t0 ), ω)dt0
t 0

In view of (4.28), we have
Z
1 t 0 0
b(t )dt , ω)
0 ≤ Em h(b , ω) − Em h(
t 0
Z
1 t
≤
[Em h(b∗ , ω) − Em h(b(t0 ), ω)]dt0
t 0
Z
c0 t −β(t0 ) 0
≤
e
dt ,
t 0
Z
c0 t −β(t0 ) 0
∗
0 ≤ Em h(b , ω) − Em h(b̄(t), ω) ≤
e
dt
t 0
∗

That is,
This completes the proof.
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